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Introduction

Sustainability is the organizing principle and fundamental foundation that Ithaca is using in
revising its Comprehensive Plan. To ensure that the Plan revision incorporates state-of-the-art
sustainability practices, the Agora Group was hired to compare City policies and regulations to
LEED for Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) Rating System standards, and determine the
“green” adequacy of City measures. This report includes the results of our study, identifies
strengths and weaknesses of existing policies and regulations, and provides recommendations
for the Comprehensive Plan update in order to achieve greater environmental sustainability.

Using LEED-ND As A Sustainability Audit Tool
The LEED for Neighborhood Development Rating System was developed primarily for new development projects interested in obtaining a “green” stamp of approval. The rating system contains a set of
measurable standards that score the degree to which a proposed
development is environmentally superior by considering the development’s location and access, its internal pattern and design, and
its use of green technology and building techniques. However, the
tool is much more than that. It is also a checklist capable of articulating and quantifying what sustainability at a community scale
looks like. Thus, not only can LEED-ND be used to certify development projects, communities can use it to align their plans and land
development regulations with sustainability best practices.
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Methodology

Criterion Planners created the LEED-ND Community Audit Checklist by converting the LEED-ND
Rating System into a checklist of sustainability metrics (as shown in Appendix A). The City of
Ithaca’s Planning Division asked the Agora Group, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and
Criterion Planners to audit the following critical land development policies and regulations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zoning Code
Site Plan Review Ordinance
Stormwater Management Regulations including the Better Site Design Guidance and NYSDEC’s Stormwater Regulations
Southwest Area Design Guidelines
Subdivision Regulations
Transportation Planning documents including the Draft Transportation Plan, the Bike Boulevard Plan, the Bike Plan, and the Collegetown Urban Plan
Capital Improvement Plan
Energy Action Plan
Environmental Quality Review
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Each document was audited with the findings summarized in individual tables. This report consolidates these findings and provides recommendations for revising the City’s Comprehensive
Plan as well as the policy and regulatory documents that were reviewed.

Analytical Tools

As part of our final analysis we created several tables to organize our findings for use by the City
of Ithaca in the Comprehensive Plan revision process. These tables summarize our findings in a
more graphic format as well as provide more specific policy and regulation recommendations.
•
•
•

The analysis by Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements (Appendix B) identifies key strengths
and weaknesses in the policy and regulatory documents reviewed, outlining where and how
they can be addressed in the Comprehensive Plan update.
LEED-ND Credit Sets Organized by Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements (Appendix C) classifies LEED-ND credit sets and synergies by Comprehensive Plan elements. It also provides a
visual for how the LEED-ND credits are cross-referenced between elements.
The Community Audit Checklist Combined (Appendix D) is a compilation of each audit for
the policy and regulatory documents reviewed. The Combined Checklist table denotes
where each policy or regulation meets or falls short of LEED-ND metrics. Green cells identify a policy or code provision that meets the rating system’s standards, while yellow cells
denote partial achievement of LEED-ND thresholds, and red cells signify a substantial deficiency. The individual checklist for each reviewed document appears in Appendices E
through M.

Affordable Housing

Affordable housing is a significant issue in Tompkins County and the City of Ithaca is facing a
growing need for an affordable housing supply, especially for families with median incomes
or less. In spite of this, within the documents we reviewed, there was almost no mention of
the affordable housing issue. Housing affordability and social equity are critical neighborhood
components embedded in LEED-ND and, more importantly, are key to sustainability. Since
reviewing affordable housing policy was beyond the scope of work, we did not provide further
analysis on this topic; however, the inclusion of policies and incentives for affordable housing in
the Comprehensive Plan is absolutely critical.

A Note About GIS

Performing a GIS analysis to respond to the geographic-based LEED-ND Community Audit
Checklist items was beyond the scope of work; however, the City’s GIS database was reviewed
to determine if information is available to support such analysis in the future. It was determined
that sufficient data exists for the City to measure the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use mix and distances between uses
Sidewalk network
On-street parking
Bike network length
Intersection density
Block length

The remaining geographic-based items require parcel-level measurement of dwelling units and
jobs, their ratio to one another, and their walking distance to key destinations, including neighborhood gardens, farmers markets, bike networks, transit stops, vehicle sharing locations, civic
spaces, recreation facilities, and schools. According to staff, the City does not possess parcel-level counts of dwelling units or jobs, making the measurement of accessibility to jobs, green
space, transit or other amenities per dwelling unit or worker infeasible at present.
An alternative measurement would be the distance from each residential and non-residential
parcel centroid to the destinations, with the result expressed as percent of parcels within walkable distances rather than percent of people.
Either way, completion of the measurements will provide a fuller, more detailed assessment
of household and business-level conditions, particularly deficient areas warranting corrective
actions.
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Analysis by Comprehensive Plan Element

Our findings are presented following the format of the Comprehensive Plan outline, so that our
recommendations can be easily incorporated into the revised plan. Following each section narrative is a bulleted summary of strategies providing main points at a glance. Implementing these
strategies will ensure the theme of sustainability is fully integrated throughout the Comprehensive Plan and a sustainable future for Ithaca is realized.
Of the many recommendations in this report, the consultant team strongly suggests focusing on
four priorities:
•
•
•
•

Focus development near existing infrastructure, amenities, and transit.
Establish land-use density minimums.
Remove minimum off-street parking requirements.
Provide incentives for LEED certification of privately owned buildings.

Vision
The principles of LEED-ND can be used to help craft a holistic framework of sustainability goals
for the City’s Comprehensive Plan. The existing built environment and Ithaca’s long-standing
commitment to livability provide an excellent foundation for crafting a sustainable vision for the
future. However, the incremental adoption of policies over time has inhibited a more integrated
focus on core sustainability elements. We recommend adopting a policy statement in the Comprehensive Plan that supports the clustering of growth around existing infrastructure, increasing
density where appropriate, and enhancing the pedestrian environment to demonstrate your
commitment to sustainable development.
In addition, we strongly recommend amending land development policies and regulations to
fully implement the Comprehensive Plan. So often communities invest in their comprehensive
plans but fail to fully implement them because of contradictory land development policies and
regulations.
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Summary of Strategies:
•
•

Adopt a policy statement in the Comprehensive Plan committing the City to a sustainable
future.
Require consistency between the Comprehensive Plan and land development policies and
regulations.

Economic Vitality
A smart growth approach to planning and development, which concentrates development in
walkable, well-designed areas, will directly advance the City’s economic goals. Research has
shown that the density and mix-used development standards requisite to LEED-ND may generate up to ten times greater tax revenue per acre than conventional development, save on
upfront infrastructure costs, and reduce public service delivery costs. In addition, livable neighborhoods will continue to attract employees to improve workforce development. Commercial
districts with walkable streets and mixed uses will provide greater long-term economic vitality
than conventional sprawl. Conventional development, on the other hand, is primarily auto-dependent and characterized by less efficient use of land with homes, schools, and businesses
separated. This type of development is associated with less economic stability in the long-term
(Smart Growth America, 2013).
We have noted several strengths and weaknesses with regards to the city’s economic development strategy. Current zoning provides for a reasonable mix of housing and amenities that are
subject to site standards that protect established neighborhood qualities. The Zoning Code also
allows for a mix of lower and higher density and, to a limited degree, a mix of uses in much of
the downtown and adjacent neighborhoods. However, we recommend minimum land-use densities of 7 dwelling units/acre and 0.5 FAR and density incentives in strategic locations as well
as including a zoning category specifically for mixed-use. Without this, the City may be at risk
of growth and development patterns that cost more to build and operate. It is estimated that
smart growth development strategies may save an average of one-third on upfront infrastructure costs due to reduced amount of infrastructure needed and the corresponding maintenance
(Smart Growth America, 2013). In addition, denser neighborhoods with higher levels of street

connectivity are more likely to save the City money on service costs. For example, having a
more connected road network increases the number of households that can be served by a fire
station.
The Community Investment Incentive Program (CIIP) provides tax abatement for projects that
increase property values in the Density District. This is a great way to encourage development
downtown. However, policies for fostering compact development, street connectivity, housing-type diversity, priority growth areas, and transit-served, walkable uses are lacking throughout the Zoning Code.
The Southwest Area is a single-use, auto-oriented commercial district that drains City resources
and detracts from the beauty and walkability of the community. The SW Area Design Plan reaffirms the auto-orientation and pedestrian unfriendliness by allowing surface parking lots in the
front of buildings. To further improve pedestrian access to businesses and reduce development
costs, provide incentives for active ground uses, such as cafés or retail shops, for buildings and
set maximum lot coverage for surface parking. The City should apply the Collegetown Urban
Plan requirements for building entries and clear facades city-wide.

4 Priorities for a Sustainable Future in Ithaca
• Location: Focus development near existing infrastructure, amenities, and
transit.
• Design: Establish density minimums.
• Design: Remove minimum parking requirements.
• Buildings: Provide incentives for the adoption of LEED standards beyond
municipal buildings.

Summary of Strategies
• Remove regulatory barriers for mixed-use, compact, and walkable neighborhoods to save on
upfront infrastructure costs, and ongoing maintenance and services.
• Update parking requirements:
κκ Eliminate required off-street parking rate minimums.
κκ Apply a maximum acreage to off-street surface parking areas.
κκ Off-street parking should be located at the side or rear of buildings; Shielding from
view is not sufficient.
• Limit the number of garage and service bay driveways that cross sidewalks.
• Implement minimum land-use densities of 7 dwelling units/acre and 0.5 FAR.
• Amend Zoning Code to create a mixed-use zone.
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Community Livability
Community livability, as defined in the Comprehensive Plan outline, will include information
about the City’s neighborhoods, historic preservation, public health, and quality of life. In thinking about neighborhoods, an inventory of locations in the City that meet the LEED-ND prerequisites for smart location could help identify beneficial development areas for future low-impact
growth and identify opportunity sites for catalytic projects. The City should encourage new
development or redevelopment near existing infrastructure, amenities, and transit. The City can
use the LEED-ND location standards to evaluate proposed developments and offer incentives for
developers to achieve LEED-ND standards. The tax benefit incentives provided for historic preservation and adaptive building reuse provide an excellent example of how the City can encourage the use of existing structures.
While we recognize that the City of Ithaca is a small, relatively urban area and most new development is considered infill, there are some large tracts of land, particularly in the Southwest
Area, that have potential for development. Thus, we believe a policy that encourages infill
would be beneficial. We also recommend providing incentives for brownfield redevelopment.
By encouraging the reuse of environmentally contaminated land, development pressures elsewhere are reduced.
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Incorporating LEED-ND design standards are important steps to improving public health. Access
to amenities will positively impact physical activity among residents. Physical activity through
biking is supported by providing bike routes and parking, something the City encourages (additional comments on biking are provided in the next section). In order to ensure that public
health and physical activity are a priority, we recommend improving the street network to meet
LEED-ND’s connectivity and intersection density standards, and ensure that most households
are within an easy walk to recreation and green space.
Summary of Strategies
•
•

Define priority growth and redevelopment areas near existing infrastructure, amenities, and
transit.
Set goals in the Comprehensive Plan to improve livability, public health, physical activity, and
quality of life.

Mobility and Transportation
The City has the opportunity to adopt stronger transportation and mobility goals in both the
Comprehensive Plan and other transportation–related plans. The City is prioritizing multi-modal
transportation planning, including a critical transit partnership with TCAT. For a small system,
TCAT provides better than average service. However, Ithaca’s integrated transportation system
could be more comprehensive. Specifically, policymaking would benefit from better information
regarding pedestrian and bicycle network connections to dwelling and job locations. In addition, the Comprehensive Plan would benefit from data that includes Transportation Analysis
Zone-level breakdowns of trips rates, mode shares, and trip lengths. The Collegetown Urban
Plan has better transportation content and its 10 sustainable transportation system elements
can be used to inform city-wide policies.
Addressing minimum densities will help to ensure better transit ridership. In addition to this,
missing sidewalks and lack of a community-scale travel network is a barrier to better connection
of modes. We recommend working with TCAT to deliver more frequent service to the big box
retail in the Southwest Area.
In general, there are some bicycle friendly conditions in the community. Notably, the city’s
retail and non-retail bike parking spaces meet or exceed ND requirements. We recommend
strengthening the Comprehensive Plan and Bike Parking Standard even further by including
policies in the plan for shower facilities in buildings and more secure bike storage.

Motor vehicle parking has assumed a great level of importance among the elements of community planning because of the dominance of auto travel. For example, the intent of the Site Plan
Review Ordinance includes reviewing site plans to mitigate the negative effects on parking. This
implies that parking should be protected, and we find that parking is often provided at the expense of sustainability. Off-street parking rate minimums should be repealed. Recent policy updates have acknowledged the need for managing parking in ways that foster multi-modal travel.
A long-term shift toward more multi-modal travel must include parking as a demand-side management measure. Include incentives to reduce off-street surface parking footprints, and place
them away from streetscapes. Provide parking space set-asides for carpooling or car-sharing.
Summary of Strategies
• Parking:
κκ Repeal parking minimums.
κκ Provide incentives to reduce off-street parking footprint.
κκ Include parking space set-asides for carpool or shared-vehicle use.
• Increase land-use densities to create higher potential transit ridership.
• Obtain GIS data on dwelling and job locations in relation to bike and pedestrian networks.
• Improve street network:
κκ Decrease block lengths.
κκ Increase sidewalk widths and require sidewalks on both sides of streets.
κκ Implement bike boulevard plan.
κκ Ensure households are within walking distance of recreation and civic space.
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Sustainability and Natural Resources
Ithaca seeks to incorporate a sustainability framework into the Comprehensive Plan to realize a
sustainable future. This is laudable, but many of the necessary policies and regulations are currently not in place to support this goal. In order to ensure that development projects preserve
natural resources and reduce negative impacts to the community and the environment, we recommend that the Comprehensive Plan provide clear guidance on how to achieve environmental
protection. The City currently has a very strong recycling program providing adequate pick-up as
well as a Zoning Code that allows for gardens and greenhouses in all zones. In addition, Ithaca’s
Energy Action Plan encourages renewable energy generation, which can be reaffirmed in the
Comprehensive Plan.
We also identified several areas of environmental stewardship that should be addressed in
order to create a more sustainable framework. There are currently no incentives for street tree
planting, nor are there best practices for achieving a higher degree of environmental impact
avoidance during the land development process. Providing guidelines for street tree planting is
an easy and inexpensive way to improve sidewalk shading, walkability, and aesthetics. In addition, while it is stated that development-related environmental impacts are mitigated, there are
no standards in place for doing so. For example, the City should consider requiring development
projects to protect significant trees and environmental resources from damage from construction or future land uses as much as possible. The EQR forms require mitigation of impacts for
listed actions, but provide no further guidance on best practices. The EQR Ordinance should
provide guidance on best practices. The introductory statement of the EQR states that impacts
are mitigated within an economically appropriate context. While this is a practical requirement, we recommend clarifying that mitigation practices should be both environmentally and
economically appropriate. Lastly, a new steep slope ordinance is under development and we
encourage the City to incorporate the ND metrics for the protection of slopes.
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We also recommend more rigorous energy standards. The Energy Action Plan adopted the goal
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% below 2001 levels by 2016, and the City is on the
way to meeting this goal. Include this goal in the Comprehensive Plan along with implementation strategies for reducing community-wide reliance on the electrical transmissions grid. For
example, reward projects that construct or retrofit buildings using high-performance energy
efficiency standards, such as LEED or other green building rating systems. Compare these strategies with existing building codes to ensure that existing standards do not inhibit these types
of sustainable building practices. In addition, enhance the building energy code or provide tax
or expedited permitting incentives to exceed the standards. Encourage district heating in the
Comprehensive Plan as a means of reaching energy efficiency goals.
With regards to stormwater management, the City has made an effort to reduce the stormwater burden in high-density areas or redevelopment projects. While these efforts are commendable, the City could go further by explicitly requiring the implementation of infiltration, evapotranspiration, and/or the reuse of rainwater.
Summary of Strategies
• Reward projects that construct or retrofit buildings using high-performance energy efficiency standards.
• Provide incentives for street tree planting.
• Include best practices for environmental impact mitigation during construction.
• Include compact, mixed-use development as a means to help achieve greenhouse gas emission reduction goals.
• Encourage district heating systems.
• Require stormwater management plans that do not penalize compact, infill development
but that emulate natural hydrologic conditions and use infiltration, evapotranspiration, and
other best management practices.

Public Investment
Creating guidelines for future major public investments will help create synergy with the City’s
goals to promote business development, affordable housing, and sustainability. The current
capital improvement program (CIP) project selection criteria should be consolidated, their relationship to sustainability clarified, and an objective selection process established, e.g. quantified
scoring of criteria. The current CIP process does acknowledge sustainability and energy efficiency. However, it isolates these elements instead of integrating them with other investment criteria. Additional recommendations for improving the CIP can be found in Appendices N through P.
Summary of Strategies
•

Consolidate CIP project selection criteria; clarify the relationship between the CIP and sustainability goals; and establish a clear, objective, and quantifiable system for scoring candidate projects.
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Conclusion

Further Reading and Resources

We believe the recommendations provided in this report, together with the analyses and guidelines in the tables, will provide the tools for Ithaca to become an exemplar of sustainability. Yet,
we again re-iterate that an excellent starting point is to implement the four priorities: 1) Focus
development near already existing infrastructure with easy access to amenities and transit; 2)
Establish land-use density minimums; 3) Remove minimum off-street parking requirements;
and, 4) Provide incentives for LEED certification of privately owned buildings. These important
elements are simple steps that yield worthwhile positive benefits.

In addition, we suggest providing incentives for developers to aim to reach more stringent environmental standards. Some examples of these types of strategies include:

Ithaca is well positioned to set forth on a path toward sustainability. By incorporating the recommendations in this report into the Comprehensive Plan, the City will have a blueprint for
action.

We urge the City to continue to use the LEED-ND Community Audit Checklist. We found that
both the LEED-ND Rating System and the Community Audit Checklist have enormous utility,
versatility, and flexibility and can be easily adapted for a multitude of evaluation tasks. It takes
a few minutes to identify the checklist items relevant to a given subject, proposal, policy and/
or regulatory issue, and then a few more minutes to understand the sustainability metrics. We
hope you will find value in the Community Audit Checklist going forward.

USGBC’s Technical Manual for Sustainable Neighborhoods includes several case studies of
communities that have undergone sustainability audits or have used LEED-ND as a guide for
their comprehensive plans. For example, Bellingham, WA adopted a zoning district that directs
development to an urban core and uses LEED-ND to measure the long-term sustainability of a
proposed master plan. Branford, CT encourages sustainable neighborhoods in their comprehensive plan through tax and regulatory incentives, and uses LEED-ND for measuring sustainability standards. The manual provides detailed information on how these cities were able to
update their land use codes and plans (USGBC, 2013).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bonus zoning
Tax increment financing
Property tax credits or abatements
Fee reductions or waivers
Direct financial assistance or grants
Technical assistance
Educational incentives i.e. local government can provide guides or resources to people and
developers about sustainable neighborhood development
Marketing incentives such as press or public recognition for sustainable neighborhood projects

For more information on each of these strategies, we recommend the section in A Local Government Guide to LEED for Neighborhood Development entitled “The case for incentives,” which
describes how local governments can use each of these approaches (USGBC, 2012).
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Appendix A. LEED-ND Community Audit Checklist
Checklist

LEED-ND Components

Applicable ND Metric

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement
1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code outreach to groups affect- Y/N
ed by development projects, e.g. develop-sponsored pre-design
meetings, design charrettes?

2

Is community development geographically limited to a planned
water/wastewater service area or similar urban growth control
mechanism?

Y/N

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for, redevelopment of
brownfields or other special designation areas, e.g. enterprise
zones?

Y/N

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for, development of the
following site types:

b. Development

11

4

- Infill?

75% of surrounding land previously developed; 140
intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi

5

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

200 intersections/sq mi (exemplary: 600+)

6

- Adjacent and connected? (contiguous development)

25% adjacent to previous development and 90 intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft blocks

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2-mi of 60 trips/
weekday, 40 trips/weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of 5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7.
Diverse uses include food retail, community serving
retail, commercial services, and civic and community
facilities.

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

9

Are minimum densities required within 1/4-1/2 mi of highfrequency transit service? If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+ trips (note unique ND
density calc method)

b. Other location minimums

10

What are minimum densities in all or other parts of the communi- 7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR
ty? If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

c. Incentives/bonuses

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above min- Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR
imums? If so, at what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or comparable
mechanisms such as increased height allowance?

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed- Diverse uses include food retail, community serving
uses?
retail, commercial services, and civic and community
facilities.

a. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community?
Are they concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% of HH (exemplary: 30
diverse uses)

b. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain areas, what are average
walk distances between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have superior transit service? Are Total retail of 150k sq ft, including 75k single retail
there minimum headways for stops serving such uses?
use, requires 76/50 wkday/wkend-day trips w/i 1/41/2-mi

LEED-ND Components
2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums

12

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

Applicable ND Metric

16

What range of dwelling structure types exist and how many units The Simpson Diversity Index (SDI) calculates the probper type? Can the Simpson Diversity Index be applied to subareas ability that any two randomly selected dwelling units
of the community?
will be of a different type. Types include large, medium, and small types of detached res, duplexes, multiunit bldgs, live/work space, and accessory units. ND

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

b. Pricing

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:

19

- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

20

- 80% of AMI

10% (exemplary: 50%)

What percent of for-sale units in the community are priced at:

c. Co-located type & price diversity

21

- 100% of AMI

5%

22

- 120% of AMI

8%

23

Are incentives offered for creating affordable housing?

Y/N

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating diverse structure types and
affordable units?

Y/N

25

What is the community-wide jobs/housing ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance
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LEED-ND Components
2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse locations

28

b. Neighborhood gardens

c. Farmers markets

d. Community-supported agriculture

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted in any yard area in any
land-use zone?

Y/N

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/regulated, including:

29

- Minimum growing space

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to 200 sq ft/DU @ 7-14
DU/ac (see exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

Pedestrian and solar access, fencing, water systems,
raised beds, and secure space for tools.

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/neighborhood occupants

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents (50%+) preferred

33

Are farmers markets permitted/regulated?

Y/N

34

What are farmers market operational characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr, products grown w/i
150 miles

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents (50%+) preferred

36

What percent of employees are within 1/2-mi walk of a farmers
market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at least 2x a month and
dropped within 1/2 mi of project center (exemplary:
100%)
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

38

Are renewable energy generation plants permitted in the local
code?

Y/N

39

What percent of total community electrical & thermal energy are 5% of total costs (exemplary: 27.5%)
provided by renewables?

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the share of energy met by
renewables?

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in Y/N
the local code?

42

What percent of the community's total annual thermal energy de- 80% of bldg sq ft in service area (exemplary: 95%)
mand is met by DHC?

43

Are incentives offered for new/expanded DHC systems?

Y/N

44

What percent of streets currently have sidewalks on both sides?

90%

45

Is new development required to have sidewalks on both sides of
100% of new streets?

100%

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft all other blocks

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

40% of sidewalk length, tree shade w/i 10 years
(exemplary: 60%)

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks limited?

At grade crossings account for no more than 10% of
the length of sidewalks

LEED-ND Components
2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation

b. District heating & cooling

3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

15

Y/N i.e. tax credits, grants, special utility rates

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network

b. Bike parking/storage

Applicable ND Metric

49

What is the total length of the local bike network? (in-street lanes, Minimum 5 mi
off-street paths, 25 mph or slower streets)

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of the bike network?

51

What percent of employees are within 1/4-mi of the bike network? Proximity for at least 50% preferred

52

Does the network connect to schools? Major employment centers? Y/N
Diverse uses?

53

Are bike spaces required for dwelling units? At what rates?

1 space/person for 30% of occupants, or 1 space/DU,
whichever is greater, for multifamily bldgs of 4 or
more DUs

54

Are bike spaces required for retail uses? At what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of workforce and 1
space/5000 sqft

55

Are bike spaces required for non-residential uses other than retail? 1 space per worker for 10% of workforce and 1
At what rates?
space/10,000 sqft

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at non-residential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

57

What are bike parking/storage design standards?

Locked, signage, lighting, within 100 ft of bldg entrances, protected from damage

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi walk of transit stops?

50%

59

What percent of employees are within 1/4 mi walk of transit
stops?

50%

60

How many local transit stops meet ND minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend daily trips

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter standards?

Covered, partially enclosed, lighting, seating, service
info

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

3.3 Transit service
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Checklist

LEED-ND Components

Applicable ND Metric

3.4 Street network

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

b. Motor vehicle parking
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62

What is the street network intersection density? (community and 90 intersections/sq mi
subareas)

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter
block length in new developments?

Y/N

65

Are through-connections required for new cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

66

Are incentives offered for planting street trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary: 90%)

67

What speed limits apply to residential streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets (exemplary: 95%)

68

What speed limits apply to non-residential and mixed-use streets? 25 mph for 70% of streets (exemplary: 90%)

69

What percent of streets have on-street parking on both sides?

70%

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required to be on the side or
rear of buildings?

Y/N

71

Is there a maximum amount of project development area that can 20% of total imperviousness
be devoted to off-street surface parking?

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual off-street surface park- 2 acres
ing lots?

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily and non-res bldgs be
unbundled for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

Applicable ND Metric

3.6 Transportation demand management

4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species

74

Are TDM programs required for major developments? How much 20% of weekday peak period
auto trip reduction is typically sought?

75

Are major project developers offering public transit pass subsidies? Y/N

76

Are major project developers providing private developersponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk of shared vehicle loca- 50%
tions?

79

What percent of employees are within 1/4-mi walk of shared vehi- 50%
cle locations?

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species present or likely in the com- Y/N
munity?

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat Conservation Plan or
equivalent?

Follow state and federal HCP requirements or work to
create a management plan with a qualified entity

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in
perpetuity?

For example: conservation easements, reduce development threats, or protect equivalent habitat out of
the project boundary from future development

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to 10% of development
footprint (exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native
communities, water bodies and wetlands.

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist or botanist to ensure
that restored areas will have the native species assemblages.
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in the community?

Y/N

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected beyond minimum fed- Avoid development on buffer land within 50' of weteral and state requirements?
lands or within 100' of water bodies.

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/water bodies conservation/
restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10% of development footprints (exemplary: 20%)

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond minimum federal/state re- Y/N
quirements?

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of floodplains or increased
resiliency?

Y/N

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs, mitigation acreage programs, or similar mechanisms?

Y/N

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are developable

LEED-ND Components
4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

b. Floodplains

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

94

Are steep slopes present in the community, and if so, what minimum slope percent is defined locally as steep?

15%

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%, protect existing
slopes

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%, 60% of slopes 26-40%,
40% of slopes 15-20%

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present in the community?

Y/N

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives
offered for superior remediation?

Y/N

99

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk of a civic space, e.g.
plaza?

90%

100

What percent of employees are within 1/4-mi walk of a civic
space?

90%

101

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk of a public outdoor or 90%
indoor recreation facility?

102

What percent of employees are within 1/2-mi walk of a recreation 90%
facility?

103

What are civic/recreation space minimum sizes?

LEED-ND Components
b. Steep slopes

c. Brownfield soil remediation

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if less than 1 acre; recreation, 1 acre outdoors or 25k floor area indoors
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

104

Is new school campus acreage capped by school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle school 10 acres, high
school 15 acres

105

What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi walk of elem/middle/high 50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk

106

What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi walk routes are NDcompliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, traffic calming/
controls

107

What percent of ped routes on school campuses are ND-

100% no crossing bus zones, parking ingress/egress,

108

Are incentives offered for joint use of school facilities?

109

Do local government procurement policies and public works stand- 50% of total mass (exemplary: 75%); infrastructure
ards require recycled content in purchased equipment/materials/ materials include roadways, water retention tanks,
supplies?
stormwater sewers and piping

110

Do local government procurement policies and public works stand- Energy use 15% below least first-cost option for
ards require superior energy efficiency in purchased equipment? lighting, water pumps, utility systems, parking meters
(exemplary: 30%)

LEED-ND Components
5.2 School campuses
a. Land area
b. Access

c. Joint use
5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency

5.4 Solid waste management
Are the following programs operated/publicized and available to
all res and non-res customers:
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111

- General recycling?

Y/N

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

Applicable ND Metric

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or 800 ft whichever is
shorter

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

116

Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs equivalent to Washington Local requirements are consistent with EPA approved
State or EPA BMPs?
State programs

117

Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or Y/N
limit new development to previous development footprint)

b. Construction impact zones

118

Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg perimeter, 10 feet
beyond walkways, 15 feet beyond street curbs, 25
feet beyond permeable surfaces

c. Tree protection

119

Are trees on development sites surveyed for condition, heritage/
champion status, invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certified arborist, valuable
species identified, threat from invasive identified.

120

Are identified significant trees protected from development disturbance?

Y/N
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

121

Are incentives offered for solar orientation of new blocks and
buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area (exemplary: 95%)

b. Heat island reduction

122

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks with street trees or
50% of non-roof surfaces, 75% high-reflectance or
over-hanging structures? Are incentives offered for highvegetated roofs, or a combination (exemplary: 100%)
reflectance materials, open grid paving, tree shading, over-hanging
structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management

123

Do regulations require, or are incentives offered for, infiltration,
evapotranspiration, or reuse of rainwater on new development
sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by federal and state authorities. Mgmt by 80th-95th percentile event;
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

b. Landscape irrigation efficiency

124

Do regulations require, or are incentives offered for, reduction in
water use for landscape irrigation? If so, at what rates?

50% reduction from baseline (exemplary: 75%)

c. Wastewater reuse

125

Is wastewater allowed to be separated or treated and reused onsite? If so, at what rate?

25-50% of annual volume (exemplary: 75%)

126

Do regulations require, or are incentives offered for, light pollution 50% of lights have motion detectors to reduce light by
reduction?
50% when no activity, automatic lighting controls,
vary light by light density zone

LEED-ND Components
6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

6.4 Exterior lighting
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Checklist

LEED-ND Components

Applicable ND Metric

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

127 What is the range of setbacks in the local

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

code?

b. Height

128 Are minimum building heights required rela- 15% of street length at minimum BH-SW of 1:3
tive to street width in selected areas?

c. Entries

129 Are building entries required to face public Y/N
space? (other than parking lots)

130 Are entries required at minimum spacing on 30-75 ft
facades?

d. Facades

131 Are non-res ground-floor building facades

60% of facades between 3-8 ft above grade

required to have minimum amounts of clear
glass windows?

132 Are retail use windows required to be un-

Y/N

shuttered at night?

133 Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

134 Are the number of garage openings/service 20% of street frontage
bays on block faces limited?

e. Ground-floor uses

135 Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in new

100% of mixed use buildings with ground floor retail along 60% of street façade

development required or incented?

136 Must a share of ground-floor dwelling units 50% of DU at least 24 inches
be elevated above grade?
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Checklist

LEED-ND Components
7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

137

How much of total residential construction complies with ICC/ANSI 20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)
A117.1/Type C or ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

138

How much of the community outdoor routes of travel within pro- 100% compliance
jects, and public rights-of-way, complies with ADA /ABA? Do regulations or incentives achieve more in the future?

139

How many buildings are LEED or otherwise green certified?

140

What building types, what programs, what levels?

incentives for LEED standards for new development
and renovation

141

Is green building certification required or incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft (exemplary: 90%)

b. Energy efficiency

142

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to
achieve energy savings beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary: 30% see specs)

c. Water efficiency

143

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to
achieve water savings beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary: 50%, see specs)

144

Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of total project stock, see
ND specs (exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

145

Are historic-designated buildings present in the community?

Y/N

146

If so, are such buildings protected by local or state/federal require- Y/N
ments for rehabilitation or reuse?

147

Are incentives offered for historic building rehabilitation?

b. Circulation routes

7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation
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Applicable ND Metric

Y/N

Appendix B. Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements
Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements
I.

Major ND Findings/Implications for
Comp Plan Update

Current Policies/Regulations
Strengths

Weaknesses

Vision
ND can be used to help craft a holistic The existing built environment provides an excellent The development of single issue policies and regulations inhibits
framework of sustainability goals, poli- foundation for future growth. Many of the policies an integrated and comprehensive implementation of the City's
cies, and measures.
and regulations that guide growth and development vision. The Comprehensive Plan update provides an opportunity
are consistent with the sustainability metrics articu- to align policies and regulations with vision of a sustainable fulated in LEED-ND.
ture.

II. Economic Vitality
ND densities and mixed uses may gen- The Zoning Code provides a reasonable mix of densi- Without minimum densities in strategic locations, density incenerate as much as 10 times more tax rev- ties, and, to a limited degree, a mix of uses in much tives beyond the downtown Density District, and an explicit mixed
enue per acre than conventional devel- of the downtown and adjacent neighborhoods.
use zone in appropriate locations, the City may be at risk of
opment and reduces upfront infrastrucgrowth and redevelopment patterns that cost more to build and
ture and public service delivery costs.
operate. Policies fostering compact development, street connectivND-style livable neighborhoods are part
ity, mixed-uses, and housing diversity are lacking.
of attracting and retaining a desired
workforce.
Commerical districts with walkable
streets and mixed uses will provide
greater long-term economic vitality
than highway, auto or commerical-only
corridors. Walkable streets and mixed
uses will also provide long-term economic vitality for the waterfront area.

The Collegetown Plan requires frequent building
entries and clear facades - policies that should be
applied city-wide. The SW Area Design Guidelines
recommend street trees and wide sidewalks. Recreational and cultural facilties are allowed by right in
the waterfront zones. When public walkways are
provided by private land owners, stepback requirements are waived.

Without setting a maximum lot coverage for surface parking,
there is no incentive to reduce the size of parking lots and the
amount of impervious surface. Currently, parking in Collegetown
must be shielded from view but regulations do not specify where
parking should be located beyond prohibiting parking in side or
rear setbacks. Without requiring parking along the side or rear of
buildings, surface parking could be placed in the front of buildings
thus reducing walkability. The current Zoning Code allows an excessive setback and building entries that face parking lots, as opposed to sidewalks or public space. While waterfront no build
areas exist, they could be increased to encourage wide public
walkways or natural areas.
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Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements

Major ND Findings/Implications for
Comp Plan Update

Current Policies/Regulations

Strengths

Weaknesses

II. Economic Vitality
The SW Area, defined by its single landuse, auto-orientation, drains City resources and detracts from the beauty
and walkability of the community.

The SW Area Plan recommends a high level of public The streetscapes are pedestrian unfriendly without a street nettransit service in commercial areas. In addition,
work of short, walkable block lengths. The auto-orientation is residewalks on both sides of the street are recomaffirmed by allowing off-street parking in the front of buildings.
mended along with bike lanes.

III. Community Livability
An inventory of ND location-eligible par- The Community Investment Incentive Program dicels could help identify beneficial devel- rects growth to specific locations by providing tax
opment areas for ND-style future
abatement for projects that increases property valgrowth. Policy making would benefit
ue in the Density District.
from benchmarking dwelling locations,
unit counts, types, and affordability relative to ND criteria.

With the exception of the Density District, the City does not direct
growth to specific locations. Without priorities for development
or redevelopment in locations where there is existing infrastructure, high levels of walkability, bus service, and/or diverse uses,
commerical development may continue along the auto-oriented
corridors rather than in walkable districts. There is currently no
priority given for the redevelopment of brownfields.

Adaptive building reuse and historic
The Landmarks Preservation Ordinance works effec- This is not a weakness, rather it is an opportunity: The Comp Plan
preservation are encouraged through tively to protect and enhance the historical and cul- should reaffirm the importance of historic preservation to the
the Landmarks Preservation Ordinance. tural history of the City and tax abatement incen- health and vitality of the city.
tives are provided for preservation. The tax benefits
for the reuse of historic structures provides an additional incentive for protecting and adapting historic
properties
Incorporating ND-style design and ac- Physical activity through biking is supported by the
cess to amenities will positively impact Proposed Bike Blvd/Neighborhood Greenways Plan.
phyisical activity among citizens.
The requirement of bike spaces for retail and commercial uses also encourages biking.
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Physical activitiy through walking is impeded by the following deficiencies: long block lengths and narrow sidewalks. Establishing
dwelling unit counts at the parcel level will enable a GIS analysis
that can determine if a majority of households are within an easy
walking distance to recreational or civic space.

Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements

Major ND Findings/Implications for
Comp Plan Update

Current Policies/Regulations

Strengths

Weaknesses

IV. Mobility and Transportation
The City is prioritizing multi-modal
For a small system, TCAT provides better than avertransportation planning on several lev- age service.
els, including a critical partnership with
TCAT.

Minimum land-use densities are needed in transit service areas to
create minimum ridership levels and protect investments in transit. Work with TCAT to deliver a high level of service to big box retail, as articulated in the SW Area Plan.

Generally, pedestrian and bike-friendly The City's bike parking rates meet ND standards.
conditions prevail in older nieghborhoods. Policy making would benefit
from better information on the pedestrian and bike network relationships to
dwellings and job locations.

Policies and regulations are needed specifying that bike parking
should be covered and secured. In addition, shower and changing
facilities are necessary to encourage more biking and walking to
and from work.

The community benefits from a relative- Extensive measures are in place to accomplish safe,
ly dense, well-connected street network convenient, and efficient motor vehicle travel.
for traffic circulation; most neighborhoods score favorably on the ND scale
of street connectivity.

In some cases, traffic speeds are higher than ND maximums due
to State requirements; but no additional municipal measures are
in place to mitigate speed with traffic calming, particularly in pedestrian-intense areas like school zones.

Motor vehicle parking has assumed an Recent policy and regulatory updates have acknowlinordinate position among the elements edged the need for managing parking in ways that
of community planning because of the foster multi-modal travel.
dominance of auto travel. A long-term
shift toward more multi-modal travel
must include parking as a demand-side
management measure.

No measures require or incent the reduction of off-street surface
parking footprints, or their placement away from streetscapes;
nor do any measures stipluate a parking set-aside for carpool or
shared use vehicles.
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Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements

Major ND Findings/Implications for
Comp Plan Update

Current Policies/Regulations

Strengths

Weaknesses

V. Natural and Cultural Resources
Identifying places where NOT to devel- A new steep slope ordinance is under development. Wetlands and wildlife habitat currently have no incentive-based
op is an important component of sus- This is an opportunity to use ND metrics for the pro- measures for additional protection and restoration beyond code
tainability. The protection of sensitive tection of slopes.
minimums.
natural resources and, where appropriate, public access to those places, is vital to the livability of the area.

VI. Sustainability
Environmental stewardship can be
The City encourages multi-modal travel, local food There are no beyond-code measures or incentives to reduce enstrengthened by embracing and
production by allowing gardens and greenhouses in viornmental impacts generally, nor to enhance general conditions,
adapting an action framework like ND. all zones, and residential recycling pick- up.
e.g. street tree plantings.
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Energy efficiency measures need to go The Energy Action Plan encourages barriers to be
beyond municipal operations to include removed for renewable energy generation and reall energy end-use sectors of the com- newable energy incentives to be included in Community, eg residential, non-residential, prehensive Plan.
transportation. Community-wide
greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced through compact, mixed use development, building efficiency, and multi-modal transportation.

There are no requirements or incentives for non-municipal LEED
certified buildings, or building energy efficiency beyond code; and
no explicit allowance for district energy systems.

The management of stormwater needs Stormwater can be managed with nonstructural
to consider the context of the built envi- strategies.
ronment and the strategies of infiltration, evapotranspiration, and reuse implemented when appropriate.

No incentives for water efficiency beyond code. Some BMPs suggested in the State "Better Site Design" Guidelines are not suited
for use in an urban context.

Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements

Major ND Findings/Implications for
Comp Plan Update

Current Policies/Regulations

Strengths

Weaknesses

VII. Public Investment
Current capital improvement program The current CIP process does acknowledge sustaina- Current CIP criteria isolate sustainability as a single consideration
project selection criteria should be con- bility and energy efficiency.
instead of integrating it as a dimension of multiple criteria, e.g.
solidated, relationship to sustainability
across the life-cycle of a capital investment.
clarified, and objective selectionprocess
established, e.g. quantified scoring of
criteria.
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Appendix C. LEED-ND Credit Sets Organized by Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements
LEED-ND Credit Sets Organized by Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements
Community Livability
LEED-ND Prerequisites & Credits

SMART LOCATION & LINKAGE
p Smart Location
p Imperiled Species Conservation
p Wetland and Water Body Conservation
p Agricultural Land Conservation
p Floodplain Avoidance
c Preferred Locations
c Brownfields Remediation
c Access to Quality Transit
c Bicycle Facilities
c Housing and Jobs Proximity
c Steep Slope Protection
c Site Design for Habitat or Water Conservation
c Restoration of Habitat or Water Bodies
c Long-Term Conservation Management of Habitat/
Water
NEIGHBORHOOD PATTERN & DESIGN
p Walkable Streets
p Compact Development
p Connected & Open Community
c Walkable Streets
c Compact Development
c Mixed-Use Neighborhoods
c Housing Types & Affordability
c Reduced Parking Footprint
c Connected & Open Community
c Transit Facilities
c Transportation Demand Management
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Neighborhoods &
Housing

Mobility & Transportation
Health & Wellness

Sustainability
Environmental
Climate Change
Stewardship &
& Energy
PTNA

Water Resources

Public Investment

Equity

Cross-Credit
Synergies

8
3
3
2
3
5
4
6
6
6
3
2
2
2

4
4
6
4
4
5
2
2
6
4
4

LEED-ND Credit Sets Organized by Ithaca Comprehensive Plan Elements

Sustainability

Community Livability

LEED-ND Prerequisites & Credits

Neighborhoods &
Housing

Health & Wellness

Mobility & Transportation

Environmental
Climate Change
Stewardship &
& Energy
PTNA

Water Resources

Public Investment

Equity

Cross-Credit
Synergies

c Access to Civic & Public Space
c Access to Recreation Facilities
c Visitability & Universal Design
c Community Outreach & Involvement
c Local Food Production
c Tree-Lined & Shaded Streets
c Neighborhood Schools

6
6
2
1
4
2
5

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE & BUILDINGS
p Certified Green Building
p Minimum Building Energy Efficiency
p Indoor Water Use Reduction
p Construction Activity Pollution Prevention
c Certified Green Buildings
c Building Energy Efficiency
c Indoor Water Use Reduction
c Outdoor Water Use Reduction
c Building Reuse
c Historic Resource Preservation & Adaptive Reuse
c Minimized Site Disturbance
c Rainwater Management
c Heat Island Reduction
c Solar Orientation
c Renewable Energy Production
c District Heating & Cooling
c Infrastructure Energy Efficiency
c Wastewater Management
c Recycled & Reused Infrastructure
c Solid Waste Management
c Light Pollution Reduction

4
2
3
3
4
2
3
3
3
2
2
4
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
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Appendix D. Combined Checklists
Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control
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Color Code
FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Measure does not address or completely fails to meet
ND standard
Measure is not fully aligned with or partially meets ND
standard
Measure is aligned with or exceeds ND standard

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement
1

Are incentives offered for
beyond-code outreach to
groups affected by development projects, e.g. develop-sponsored predesign meetings, design
charrettes?

Y/N

2

Is community development Y/N
geographically limited to a
planned water/wastewater
service area or similar urban growth control mechanism?

3

Is priority given to, or in- Y/N
centives offered for, redevelopment of brownfields
or other special designation
areas, e.g. enterprise
zones?

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment
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SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/41/2-mi of 60 trips/weekday,
40 trips/weekend-day
(exemplary: 640 weekday
trips, 400 weekend trips)

Subdivision Regulations

- Transit-served?

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

- Adjacent and connect- 25% adjacent to previous
ed? (contiguous develop- development and 90 interment)
sections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi,
and 600-800 ft blocks

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

6

7

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

- High connectivity?
(intersection density)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

5

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

75% of surrounding land
previously developed; 140
intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2mi

Zoning Ordinance

- Infill?

Community Conditions

4
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Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for, development of the following
site types:

b. Development

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor mini- 9
mums

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
8

- Walkable diverse uses? 30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4mi of 5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses include food retail, community serving retail, commercial services,
and civic and community
facilities.

Are minimum densities re- 12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+
quired within 1/4-1/2 mi of trips (note unique ND densihigh-frequency transit ser- ty calc method)
vice? If so, at what DU/acre
and FAR?

b. Other location mini- 10 What are minimum densi- 7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR
ties in all or other parts of
the community? If so, at
what DU/acre and FAR?

mums

c. Incentives/bonuses

11 Are incentives/bonuses

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

offered for increasing densities above minimums? If
so, at what levels of DU/ac
and FAR, or comparable
mechanisms such as increased height allowance?

36

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

quired to have superior
transit service? Are there
minimum headways for
stops serving such uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft,
including 75k single retail
use, requires 76/50 wkday/
wkend-day trips w/i 1/4-1/2
-mi

Environmental Quality Review

15 Are large retail uses re-

Subdivision Regulations

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk Unavailable
tered in certain areas, what from cluster center)
are average walk distances
between them?

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

14 If diverse uses are clus-

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

b. Clustering

ed in CBD, West State
Street corridor, West End,
and Collegetown. Most of
the commercial and business uses are located on
the edges of residential.

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

13 Where are mixed-uses lo- 4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of Mixed uses are concentrat-

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

retail, community serving
retail, commercial services,
and civic and community
facilities.

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

uses? Are incentives
offered for mixed-uses?

Zoning Ordinance

12 Does zoning enable mixed- Diverse uses include food

cated geographically in the 50% of HH (exemplary: 30
community? Are they con- diverse uses)
centrated or dispersed?

37

Community Conditions

a. Spatial extent

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/
encouraged

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

structure types exist and
how many units per type?
Can the Simpson Diversity
Index be applied to subareas of the community?

Community Conditions

16 What range of dwelling

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

The Simpson Diversity Index Unavailable
(SDI) calculates the probability that any two randomly
selected dwelling units will
be of a different type. Types
include large, medium, and
small types of detached res,
duplexes, multi-unit bldgs,
live/work space, and accessory units. ND uses SDI of
0.5.

17 Are incentives offered for Y/N
increasing diversity of
structure types?

18 Are accessory dwelling

Y/N

units allowed?

b. Pricing

What percent of rental
units in the community are
priced at:
5% (exemplary: 30%)
19 - 60% of AMI

20

- 80% of AMI

10% (exemplary: 50%)

Unavailable
Unavailable

38

25 What is the community-

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

Unavailable

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

Unavailable

wide jobs/housing ratio?

26 What are subarea ratios?

27 Are incentives offered to
strengthen ratios?

39

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

co-locating diverse structure types and affordable
units?

Environmental Quality Review

24 Are incentives offered for Y/N

Subdivision Regulations

c. Co-located type &
price diversity

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

creating affordable housing?

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

23 Are incentives offered for Y/N

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Unavailable

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

8%

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

- 120% of AMI

Unavailable

Zoning Ordinance

22

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

What percent of for-sale
units in the community are
priced at:
5%
21 - 100% of AMI

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse 28 Are gardens and greenhouses permitted in any
locations

Y/N

yard area in any land-use
zone?

b. Neighborhood gardens

Are neighborhood gardens
permitted/regulated, including:
- Minimum growing
60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up
29
space
to 200 sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/
ac (see exemplary scale)

30

31

- Minimum equipment Pedestrian and solar access,
fencing, water systems,
raised beds, and secure
space for tools.
- Ownership & mgmt
requirements

32 What percent of HH are
within 1/2-mi walk of
neighborhood gardens?

Owned and managed by
project/neighborhood occupants
Proximity for most residents Unavailable
(50%+) preferred

40

2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy
generation

41

37 Are incentives offered for 80% of DUs receive shares
developer purchase of CSA at least 2x a month and
shares?
dropped within 1/2 mi of
project center (exemplary:
100%)

38 Are renewable energy gen- Y/N
eration plants permitted in
the local code?

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

d. Communitysupported agriculture

Unavailable

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Proximity for at least 30%
ees are within 1/2-mi walk preferred
of a farmers market?

Environmental Quality Review

36 What percent of employ-

Subdivision Regulations

Proximity for most residents Unavailable
(50%+) preferred

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

within 1/2-mi walk of a
farmers market?

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

35 What percent of HH are

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Open once weekly, 5
Ithaca Farmers Market
operational characteristics? months/yr, products grown meets these operational
w/i 150 miles
characteristics.

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

34 What are farmers market

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Y/N

mitted/regulated?

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

33 Are farmers markets per-

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
c. Farmers markets

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

39 What percent of total com- 5% of total costs

Unavailable

munity electrical & thermal (exemplary: 27.5%)
energy are provided by renewables?

40 Are incentives offered for Y/N i.e. tax credits, grants,
increasing the share of en- special utility rates
ergy met by renewables?

b. District heating &
cooling

41 Are DHC systems present in Y/N
the community? Are they
permitted in the local
code?

A system operates on the
Cornell campus; other system information is unavailable.

42 What percent of the com- 80% of bldg sq ft in service Data unavailable, but likely
munity's total annual ther- area (exemplary: 95%)
mal energy demand is met
by DHC?

very low.

43 Are incentives offered for Y/N
new/expanded DHC systems?

42

48 Are at-grade vehicle cross- At grade crossings account
ings of sidewalks limited?

43

for no more than 10% of the
length of sidewalks

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

shading sidewalks?

40% of sidewalk length, tree
shade w/i 10 years
(exemplary: 60%)

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

47 Are incentives offered for

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks;
4 ft all other blocks

Environmental Quality Review

walk widths?

Subdivision Regulations

46 What are minimum side-

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

100%

quired to have sidewalks on
both sides of 100% of new
streets?

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

45 Is new development re-

City GIS has data in order to
calculate.

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

90%

currently have sidewalks on
both sides?

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

44 What percent of streets

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
3. Transportation

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Unavailable

51 What percent of employees Proximity for at least 50%

Unavailable

are within 1/4-mi of the
bike network?

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

City GIS has data; estimated to be greater than 5
miles.

Proximity for at least 50%
preferred

within 1/4-mi of the bike
network?

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

50 What percent of HH are

Zoning Ordinance

the local bike network? (instreet lanes, off-street
paths, 25 mph or slower
streets)

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network
49 What is the total length of Minimum 5 mi

preferred

52 Does the network connect Y/N

Yes

to schools? Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

b. Bike parking/storage 53 Are bike spaces required

1 space/person for 30% of
for dwelling units? At what occupants, or 1 space/DU,
rates?
whichever is greater, for
multifamily bldgs of 4 or
more DUs

44

50%

Unavailable

59 What percent of employees 50%

Unavailable

within 1/4 mi walk of transit stops?

are within 1/4 mi walk of
transit stops?

45

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

58 What percent of HH are

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

3.3 Transit service

Environmental Quality Review

Locked, signage, lighting,
storage design standards? within 100 ft of bldg entrances, protected from
damage

Subdivision Regulations

57 What are bike parking/

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

1 shower/100-150 employrequired at non-residential ees
uses?

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

56 Are showers for bicyclists

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

1 space per worker for 10%
for non-residential uses
of workforce and 1
other than retail? At what space/10,000 sqft
rates?

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

55 Are bike spaces required

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

1 space per worker for 10%
of workforce and 1
space/5000 sqft

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

for retail uses? At what
rates?

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

54 Are bike spaces required

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

stops meet ND minimum
service levels?

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

60 How many local transit

60 weekday trips, 40 week- Several routes meet or exend daily trips
ceed ND weekday thresholds, but weekends are below thresholds; however
TCAT’s service is above average relative to small systems.

61 What are minimum transit Covered, partially enclosed, TCAT info unavailable
stop shelter standards?

lighting, seating, service info

3.4 Street network
62 What is the street network 90 intersections/sq mi
intersection density?
(community and subareas)

Tracks with platting history:
approx. 200-500 intersections/sq mi in older central
areas, 100 or less in newer
peripheral west, south, east
areas (estimates are exclusive of Cornell's high intersection density). City GIS
has data for precise subarea calculations

46

(exemplary: 95%)

68 What speed limits apply to 25 mph for 70% of streets

30 mph

non-residential and mixed- (exemplary: 90%)
use streets?

b. Motor vehicle park- 69 What percent of streets
ing

47

have on-street parking on
both sides?

70%

City GIS has data for calculation.

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

residential streets?

30 mph

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

67 What speed limits apply to 20 mph for 70% of streets

Environmental Quality Review

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

60% of both sides
(exemplary: 90%)

Subdivision Regulations

planting street trees?

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

66 Are incentives offered for

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Y/N

required for new cul-desacs?

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

65 Are through-connections

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

increased intersection density/shorter block length in
new developments?

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Y/N

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

64 Are incentives offered for

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

70 Are off-street surface park- Y/N
ing lots required to be on
the side or rear of buildings?

71 Is there a maximum

20% of total imperviousness

amount of project development area that can be devoted to off-street surface
parking?

72 Is there a maximum acre-

2 acres

age for individual off-street
surface parking lots?

73 Can off-street parking spac- 90% of DUs or non-res floor
es in multifamily and non- area
res bldgs be unbundled for
separate selling or renting?

3.6 Transportation demand management
74 Are TDM programs re-

20% of weekday peak period

quired for major developments? How much auto trip
reduction is typically
sought?

48

Unavailable

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

are within 1/4-mi walk of
shared vehicle locations?

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

79 What percent of employees 50%

Environmental Quality Review

within 1/4-mi walk of
shared vehicle locations?

Subdivision Regulations

Unavailable

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

50%

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

grams in operation?

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

ers providing private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

76 Are major project develop- Y/N

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

ers offering public transit
pass subsidies?

Zoning Ordinance

Yes

78 What percent of HH are

Community Conditions

Y/N

77 Are vehicle sharing pro-

Applicable ND Metric

49

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

75 Are major project develop- Y/N

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

No

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Y/N

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

80 Are federal/state/

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species

NatureServe species present or likely in the community?

81 If so, are species protected Follow state and federal

N/A

by a Habitat Conservation HCP requirements or work
Plan or equivalent?
to create a management
plan with a qualified entity

82 Is identified habitat pro-

For example: conservation
tected from development easements, reduce developdisturbance in perpetuity? ment threats, or protect
equivalent habitat out of
the project boundary from
future development

83 Are incentives offered for Restore an area equivalent
habitat restoration? For
ongoing management?

to 10% of development
footprint (exemplary: 20%)
to predevelopment native
communities, water bodies
and wetlands.

50

b. Floodplains

88 Are floodplains present in Y/N
the community?

89 If so, are floodplains protected beyond minimum
federal/state requirements?

51

Y/N

Yes

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

wetlands/water bodies
10% of development footconservation/restoration? prints (exemplary: 20%)

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

87 Are incentives offered for Restore area equivalent to

Environmental Quality Review

Avoid development on buffbodies protected beyond er land within 50' of wetminimum federal and state lands or within 100' of warequirements?
ter bodies.

Subdivision Regulations

86 If so, are wetlands/water

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

ies present in the community?

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Yes

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

85 Are wetlands or water bod- Y/N

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water
bodies

gist or botanist to ensure
that restored areas will have
the native species assemblages.

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

aged or required?

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

84 Are native species encour- Work with a qualified biolo-

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

90 Are incentives offered for Y/N
avoidance of floodplains or
increased resiliency?

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

91 Are ag soils present in the Prime/unique/state signifi- No
community?

92 Are ag soils protected by

cant
Y/N

TDR programs, mitigation
acreage programs, or similar mechanisms?

93 Are ag soils developable if Infill and transit-served sites
the immediate vicinity is
already committed to urbanization?

b. Steep slopes

are developable

94 Are steep slopes present in 15%

Yes

the community, and if so,
what minimum slope percent is defined locally as
steep?

95 Are steep slopes protected No disturbance of slopes >
from development?

15%, protect existing slopes

52

Unavailable

ees are within 1/4-mi walk
of a civic space?

53

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

100 What percent of employ- 90%

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Unavailable

Environmental Quality Review

90%

Subdivision Regulations

What percent of HH are
within 1/4-mi walk of a
civic space, e.g. plaza?

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
99

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

5. Public Facilities & Services

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Is remediation required Y/N
before development? Are
incentives offered for superior remediation?

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

98

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Are contaminated brown- Y/N
field soils present in the
community?

Zoning Ordinance

Are incentives offered for Restore 100% of slopes
steep slope restoration? >40%, 60% of slopes 2640%, 40% of slopes 15-20%

c. Brownfield soil reme- 97
diation

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
96

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Unavailable

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Community Conditions

102 What percent of employ- 90%

Zoning Ordinance

Applicable ND Metric

Unavailable

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

90%

101 What percent of HH are
within 1/2-mi walk of a
public outdoor or indoor
recreation facility?

ees are within 1/2-mi walk
of a recreation facility?

103 What are civic/recreation Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proporspace minimum sizes?

5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access

tion if less than 1 acre; recreation, 1 acre outdoors or
25k floor area indoors

104 Is new school campus

Elementary 5 acres, middle
acreage capped by school school 10 acres, high school
type?
15 acres

105 What percent of HH are
within 1/2-1 mi walk of
elem/middle/high
schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi
walk

Unavailable

54

curement policies and
public works standards
require superior energy
efficiency in purchased
equipment?

55

first-cost option for lighting,
water pumps, utility systems, parking meters
(exemplary: 30%)

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

110 Do local government pro- Energy use 15% below least

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

b. Energy efficiency

(exemplary: 75%); infrastructure materials include
roadways, water retention
tanks, stormwater sewers
and piping

Environmental Quality Review

curement policies and
public works standards
require recycled content
in purchased equipment/
materials/supplies?

Subdivision Regulations

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content
109 Do local government pro- 50% of total mass

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

joint use of school facilities?

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

108 Are incentives offered for

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

c. Joint use

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

100% no crossing bus zones,
routes on school campus- parking ingress/egress, or
es are ND-compliant?
drop-off areas

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

107 What percent of ped

Unavailable

Zoning Ordinance

Sidewalks both sides, bike
school's 1/2-1-mi walk
network, traffic calming/
routes are ND-compliant? controls

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

106 What percent of each

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance
Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations
Environmental Quality Review
Subdivision Regulations
Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)
Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)
Bike Plan (Mar 1997)
Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)
Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

- General recycling?

Y/N

Yes

112

- Hazardous materials
collection?

Y/N

Yes

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

????

114

- Sidewalk recycling re- Receptacles on every block No
ceptacles?
or 800 ft whichever is shorter

115

- Construction waste
management?

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

111

Zoning Ordinance

?????

Community Conditions

Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to
all res and non-res customers:

Applicable ND Metric

5.4 Solid waste management

50% of volume

56

57

certified arborist, valuable
species identified, threat
from invasive identified.

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

sites surveyed for condition, heritage/champion
status, invasiveness?

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

119 Are trees on development Y/N condition evaluated by

Environmental Quality Review

c. Tree protection

Subdivision Regulations

it on-site disturbance dur- bldg perimeter, 10 feet being construction?
yond walkways, 15 feet beyond street curbs, 25 feet
beyond permeable surfaces

zones

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

b. Construction impact 118 Are CIZs delineated to lim- CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

leave undeveloped land
undisturbed? (or limit new
development to previous
development footprint)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

117 Are incentives offered to Y/N

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

State programs

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

to Washington State or
EPA BMPs?

Zoning Ordinance

6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimenta- 116 Are ESC plans required? Local requirements are conAre their BMPs equivalent sistent with EPA approved
tion control

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
6. Site Development

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

120 Are identified significant Y/N
trees protected from development disturbance?

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

121 Are incentives offered for 75% of blocks or bldg floor
solar orientation of new
blocks and buildings?

area (exemplary: 95%)

b. Heat island reduction 122 Are incentives offered for 50% of non-roof surfaces,
shading sidewalks with
75% high-reflectance or vegstreet trees or overetated roofs, or a combinahanging structures? Are tion (exemplary: 100%)
incentives offered for high
-reflectance materials,
open grid paving, tree
shading, over-hanging
structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater manage- 123 Do regulations require, or Use BMPs recommended by
are incentives offered for, federal and state authoriment

infiltration, evapotranspi- ties. Mgmt by 80th-95th
ration, or reuse of rainwa- percentile event;
ter on new development (exemplary: 97th percentile)
sites? If so, at what rates?
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b. Height
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128 Are minimum building

15% of street length at miniheights required relative mum BH-SW of 1:3
to street width in selected
areas?

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

backs in the local code?

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

127 What is the range of set- 80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

Environmental Quality Review

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

Subdivision Regulations

are incentives offered for, detectors to reduce light by
light pollution reduction? 50% when no activity, automatic lighting controls, vary
light by light density zone

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

126 Do regulations require, or 50% of lights have motion

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

6.4 Exterior lighting

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

be separated or treated (exemplary: 75%)
and reused on-site? If so,
at what rate?

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

125 Is wastewater allowed to 25-50% of annual volume

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

c. Wastewater reuse

Zoning Ordinance

reduction in water use for
landscape irrigation? If so,
at what rates?

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

b. Landscape irrigation 124 Do regulations require, or 50% reduction from baseline
are incentives offered for, (exemplary: 75%)
efficiency

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

129 Are building entries re-

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
c. Entries

Y/N

quired to face public
space? (other than parking lots)

130 Are entries required at

30-75 ft

minimum spacing on facades?

d. Facades

131 Are non-res ground-floor 60% of facades between 3-8
building facades required ft above grade
to have minimum
amounts of clear glass
windows?

132 Are retail use windows

Y/N

required to be unshuttered at night?

133 Is the length of blank walls 50 ft
limited?

134 Are the number of garage 20% of street frontage
openings/service bays on
block faces limited?

60

61

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

nity outdoor routes of
travel within projects, and
public rights-of-way, complies with ADA /ABA? Do
regulations or incentives
achieve more in the future?

Unavailable

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

138 How much of the commu- 100% compliance

Environmental Quality Review

b. Circulation routes

Unavailable

Subdivision Regulations

20% of DUs (exemplary:
dential construction com- 40%)
plies with ICC/ANSI
A117.1/Type C or ND
specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings 137 How much of total resi-

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

50% of DU at least 24 inches

floor dwelling units be
elevated above grade?

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

136 Must a share of ground-

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

floor uses in new develop- with ground floor retail
ment required or inalong 60% of street façade
cented?

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

135 Is a mix of active ground- 100% of mixed use buildings

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
e. Ground-floor uses

SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations

Environmental Quality Review

Subdivision Regulations

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)

Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

Zoning Ordinance

Community Conditions

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components
7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

139 How many buildings are
LEED or otherwise green
certified?

Unavailable

140 What building types, what incentives for LEED standprograms, what levels?

Unavailable

ards for new development
and renovation

141 Is green building certifica- One bldg or 10% of sq ft
tion required or incented? (exemplary: 90%)

b. Energy efficiency

142 Is new construction/major 10% beyond code
renovation required/
(exemplary: 30% see specs)
incented to achieve energy savings beyond code
minimums?

c. Water efficiency

143 Is new construction/major 20% above baseline
renovation required/
(exemplary: 50%, see specs)
incented to achieve water
savings beyond code minimums?
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SW Area Plan
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for community-wide GHG
emissions
Evaluation of Energy Action
Plan for city operations
Landmarks Preservation Ordinance
Stormwater Management and
ESC Regulations
Environmental Quality Review
Subdivision Regulations
Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)
Collegetown Urban Plan (Aug
2009)
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Bike Plan (Mar 1997)

Ithaca 2013

Bike Blvd Plan (Sept 2012)

147 Are incentives offered for Y/N

Draft Transportation Plan
(undated)

protected by local or
state/federal requirements for rehabilitation or
reuse?

Zoning Ordinance

historic building rehabilitation?

Y/N

146 If so, are such buildings

Community Conditions

buildings present in the
community?

Yes
Y/N

b. Historic preservation 145 Are historic-designated

total project stock, see ND
specs (exemplary: 75% and
40% respectively)
building reuse?

Applicable ND Metric

Checklist

LEED-ND Components

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse
144 Are incentives offered for 50% of whole bldg or 20% of

Appendix E. Zoning Code Checklist
Ithaca’s Zoning Code, like most zoning codes around the country, seeks to promote public health, safety
and welfare while encouraging the most desirable uses of land and conserving the value of buildings. In
addition to those important goals, many communities are augmenting their codes by incorporating sustainable development principles and values into their zoning codes. Ithaca’s Zoning Code is weak when
evaluated through the lens of sustainability. Luckily, the city has an opportunity to re-write the Zoning
Code following the approval of the new Comprehensive Plan. The LEED-ND rating system contains a number of metrics that can be easily incorporated into new code language. Ithaca has an opportunity to incorporate some of the best metrics of sustainability directly into the Code and we urge the City to do just
that.

There are a few bright spots in the zoning code. The embracing of a diversity of housing types is exemplary. In addition, the ability of residents to build gardens on their land is important for local food production. Even though there is no explicit mixed use zone (consider creating one in the zoning re-write), residential uses are allowed in most zones and mixed uses occur in certain neighborhoods due to historic
land use patterns. The city recognizes the importance of accessory units in providing additional income as
well as providing a variety of housing types and allows accessory units by temporary permit (it would be
better if this was a by-right use).
Most surprising is the lack of attention paid to building form and function. Setbacks in the SW Area are
too deep, reinforcing an auto-centric environment. There is nothing in the code articulating the relationship between street width and building setbacks to building heights (street enclosure). Also the quality of
the ground floor façade (clear glass) and building entries (on public spaces rather than parking lots) are
not addressed. Surface area parking is not limited and is not required to be placed on the side or in the
rear. The zoning code is also a place where incentives for redevelopment and infill could be found but are
not present here. In addition, density minimums, particularly in transit corridors could support transit
investments.
Other issues left unaddressed in the zoning code include affordable housing, requiring sidewalks on both
sides of the street with 8’ widths in retail areas, a definition of steep slopes, and granting authority to the
City Forester beyond trees on public land. Strengthening criteria for housing affordability and jobs will be
key to the city’s economic and community inclusivity goals. In particular, we recommend promoting a
strong ratio of jobs to housing in the development process.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code
outreach to groups affected by development projects, eg develop-sponsored
pre-design meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

N

2

Is community development geographically limited to a planned water/
wastewater service area or similar urban
growth control mechanism?

Y/N

N/A

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, redevelopment of brownfields or
other special designation areas, eg enterprise zones?

Y/N

N

75% of surrounding land previously developed; 140 intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi

N

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

N

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, development of the following site
types:

4

5

65

- Infill?

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

LEED-ND Components
6

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums

b. Other location minimums

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

- Adjacent and connected?
(contiguous development)

25% adjacent to previous devel- N
opment and 90 intersections/sq
mi w/i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft
blocks

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2- N
mi of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend
trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of N
5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses
include food retail, community
serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community
facilities.

9

Are minimum densities required within
1/4-1/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+
trips (note unique ND density
calc method)

Not in Zoning Code.

10

What are minimum densities in all or
other parts of the community? If so, at
what DU/acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

Min density of 2 stories
required in WF-1, West End
Development, CBD, B-1 and
B-2 zones and 3 stories in
WF-2.
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LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

c. Incentives/bonuses

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If
so, at what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or
comparable mechanisms such as increased height allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

Not in Zoning Code.

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

Diverse uses include food retail,
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and
community facilities.

Yes in limited circumstances and with Special Permits. No explicit mxd use
zone. Very limited uses allowed in res zones. Res allowed in almost all zones
except I-1. SW does not
allow offices as a primary
use with the exception of
medical/dental. Waterfront
zones require a 12 ft min
and a 15 ft max for first
story. Better for retail if
max was 20. Min ok. In the
B-2b zone, commercial
space on the ground floor
(except office use) does not
have to provide parking
spaces if the upper floors
have residential use. If 60%
of the building is used for
residential purposes, the
commercial use does not
have to provide parking.
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b. Spatial extent

13

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they
concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% Mixed uses are concentrated in CBD, West State
of HH (exemplary: 30 diverse
Street corridor, West End,
uses)
and Collegetown. Most of
the commercial and business uses are located on
the edges of residential.

c. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain
areas, what are average walk distances
between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from GIS
cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have
superior transit service? Are there minimum headways for stops serving such
uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, includ- N
ing 75k single retail use, requires
76/50 wkday/wkend-day trips
w/i 1/4-1/2-mi

2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

16

What range of dwelling structure types
exist and how many units per type? Can
the Simpson Diversity Index be applied
to subareas of the community?

Single family detached, two
The Simpson Diversity Index
(SDI) calculates the probability -family, and multi-family
that any two randomly selected are allowed and are predwelling units will be of a differ- sent in the City. This can
only be determined with
ent type. Types include large,
additional data the City
medium, and small types of dedoes not yet have.
tached res, duplexes, multi-unit
bldgs, live/work space, and accessory units. ND uses SDI of 0.5.
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LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

N

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

Accessory units are allowed
through temporary permit.
Specifically for homeowners
of moderate and low income stay in n'hood and to
add inexpensive units to
housing stock for affordability and lifecycle stage.

19

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

5%

N/A

8%

N/A

b. Pricing

20

21
22

c. Co-located type & price diversity
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- 80% of AMI
What percent of for-sale units in the
community are priced at:
- 100% of AMI
- 120% of AMI

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

23

Are incentives offered for creating
affordable housing?

Y/N

Cluster subdivision is allowed if affordable housing
is promoted.

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating
diverse structure types and affordable
units?

Y/N

N

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

25

What is the community-wide jobs/
housing ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

GIS

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

GIS

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

28

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted
in any yard area in any land-use zone?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

a. Garden/greenhouse locations

b. Neighborhood gardens

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:

N/A

Y/N

Y

At least one off-street park- Community and n'hood
ing space shall be provided gardens require a special
for each 15 individual gar- permit. City residents
den plots. In addition, the nearest the garden will
Board can require more
be given priority in obparking.
taining a plot within a
garden.

29

- Minimum growing space

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to N/A
200 sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see
exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

The code allows solar acPedestrian and solar access,
fencing, water systems, raised cess, fencing, water sysbeds, and secure space for tools. tems (in fact a well-

structure is allowed), raised
beds, and secure space for
tools (structure allowed for
this purpose). Even if no
street frontage, pedestrian
right of way to garden is
required.
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LEED-ND Components

Checklist
31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

Owned and managed by project/ At least one adult who participates in the garden, will
neighborhood occupants
represent garden as contact person.

c. Farmers markets

71

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

GIS

33

Are farmers markets permitted/
regulated?

Y/N

Y

34

What are farmers market operational
characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr, Ithaca Farmers Market
meets these operational
products grown w/i 150 miles

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

Unknown without GIS,
however, the Ithaca Farmers Market at Steamboat
Landing is an amazing resource that is located between Inlet and a major
arterial and challenging to
access on foot or bike. On
Tuesdays, the Farmers
Market is located in
DeWitt Park in downtown
Ithaca.

36

What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

GIS

characteristics.

LEED-ND Components
d. Community-supported agriculture

2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation

b. District heating & cooling

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at
least 2x a month and dropped
within 1/2 mi of project center
(exemplary: 100%)

N/A

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

Towers or structures to
generate electricity require
a special permit.

39

What percent of total community electrical & thermal energy are provided by
renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

N/A

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special N/A
utility rates

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local
code?

Y/N

42

What percent of the community's total
annual thermal energy demand is met
by DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area N/A
(exemplary: 95%)

43

Are incentives offered for new/
expanded DHC systems?

Y/N

Yes, at Cornell. Not mentioned in code.

N/A
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3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

44

What percent of streets currently have
sidewalks on both sides?

90%

GIS

45

Is new development required to have
sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new
streets?

100%

Not in Zoning Code (nor in
Public Works legislation).

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft 5' minimum width.
all other blocks

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

No but 8' wide tree lawn in
40% of sidewalk length, tree
shade w/i 10 years (exemplary: West End district where
parking areas abut the side60%)
walk.

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks limited?

At grade crossings account for N. Curb cuts or driveway
no more than 10% of the length entrances need permit but
no mention of limited numof sidewalks
bers.

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network
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49

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street
paths, 25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

GIS

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

GIS

51

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

GIS

LEED-ND Components

b. Bike parking/storage

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

52

Does the network connect to schools?
Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

53

Are bike spaces required for dwelling
units? At what rates?

1 space/person for 30% of occu- Not in Zoning Code.
pants, or 1 space/DU, whichever
is greater, for multifamily bldgs
of 4 or more DUs

54

Are bike spaces required for retail uses?
At what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of Not in Zoning Code.
workforce and 1 space/5000 sqft

55

Are bike spaces required for nonresidential uses other than retail? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/10,000
sqft

Not in Zoning Code.

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at
non-residential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

Not in Zoning Code.

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

Locked, signage, lighting, within Not in Zoning Code.
100 ft of bldg entrances, protected from damage

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi
walk of transit stops?

50%

GIS

59

What percent of employees are within
1/4 mi walk of transit stops?

50%

GIS

N/A

3.3 Transit service
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

60

How many local transit stops meet ND
minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend
daily trips

N/A

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

N/A

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

GIS

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

GIS

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length
in new developments?

Y/N

N/A

65

Are through-connections required for
new cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

N/A

66

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary:
90%)

No but 8' wide tree lawn in
West End district where
parking areas abut the sidewalk.

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

68

What speed limits apply to nonresidential and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

3.4 Street network

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed
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b. Motor vehicle parking

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

69

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

GIS

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

No. In res zones, parking in Parking areas for 3 or
front yard limited to 25% of more cars in res zoning
total area of the front yard districts must conform to
when lots are wider than the setback compliance
50'. In the Southwest area, method (parking limited
parking is not permitted in to no more than 50% of
the first 100' off the near- remaining side/rear yard
est curb of a public street beyond setback requireunless min setback require- ment) or, get Planning
ments are met.
Board ok to the landscaping compliance
method (can go beyond
50% if landscaped to hide
parking).

71

Is there a maximum amount of project
development area that can be devoted
to off-street surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

There are some limits to
Off-street parking rethe site area that can be
quirements shall be
used for parking. There are waived by Board for acrate limits in some zones. cessory units.
Min (no max) of 2 parking
spaces in R-1 and R-2. No
min for off-street parking in
some of the West End,
CBD, B, and WF zones. In
Collegetown, 1 space for
every 2 residents. Also,
shared parking spaces are
allowed. Parking areas for 3
or more cars in res zoning
districts must conform to
the setback compliance
method (parking limited to
no more than 50% of remaining side/rear yard be-
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily and non-res bldgs be unbundled
for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area Yes, we think. Neighbor-

N

hood Parking is a lot or
structure designed to serve
residents and guests of
nearby (500' from boundary of parking) dwellings and
which may be rented. Offstreet parking can be located on another lot or parcel
as long as it is close and
accessible, but not in R-1 or
R-2. The question is, does
the City allow a building to
have CC&Rs that allow for
the separate selling or
renting of spaces?

3.6 Transportation demand management

77

74

Are TDM programs required for major
developments? How much auto trip reduction is typically sought?

20% of weekday peak period

N

75

Are major project developers offering
public transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

N

Parking is considered a
primary use in waterfront zones by special
permit if they are open
to the public or if they
serve multiple businesses.

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

76

Are major project developers providing
private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

N

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

Yes, Ithaca Car Share.

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

GIS

79

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

GIS

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species
present or likely in the community?

Y/N

N/A

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

Follow state and federal HCP re- N/A
quirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified entity

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

For example: conservation ease- N/A
ments, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent
habitat out of the project boundary from future development

4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species

78
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4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

79

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

N/A
Restore an area equivalent to
10% of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist N/A
or botanist to ensure that restored areas will have the native
species assemblages.

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in
the community?

Y/N

Y

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected beyond minimum federal and
state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer
land within 50' of wetlands or
within 100' of water bodies.

No. There are some limited
requirements: WF-1 15 ft
no-build setback; No structures w/i 20' of inlet. 20%
of site facing waterway in
Marine Commercial District
must preserve the natural
verdure and woods. Personal Wireless Service Facilities are not allowed in
wetlands, lakeshores and
waterway. The mouth of
the inlet and properties
along the lake are zoned
parkland. Deeper into the
man-made inlet, this water
body functions and is maintained as a flood control
channel and the adjacent
lands are zoned for development.

LEED-ND Components
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

Are incentives offered for wetlands/
water bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10% Cluster subdivision are allowed if watercourses and
of development footprints
wetlands are preserved and
(exemplary: 20%)
enhanced.

b. Floodplains

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

N/A. There is a flood control channel and no permanent construction is allowed within 25 ft of top of
bank.

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond
minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

N/A

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

N/A

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

N/A

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

N/A

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are N/A
developable

80
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b. Steep slopes

c. Brownfield soil remediation

81

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

94

Are steep slopes present in the community, and if so, what minimum slope percent is defined locally as steep?

15%

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%, No building allowed in
Gorge Protection Area but
protect existing slopes

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope
restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%,
60% of slopes 26-40%, 40% of
slopes 15-20%

N

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present in the community?

Y/N

Y

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior remediation?

Y/N

N/A

Steep slopes exist but there
is no definition of "steep
slope." There has been
discussion of steep slope
ordinance for quite a while.
It is currently determined
on a case-by-case basis.
Our Full Environmental Assessment Form draws
attention to slopes greater
than 15% during the environmental review process.

buildings allowed in Gorge
Protection Areas B and C.
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

GIS

100 What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of a civic space?

90%

GIS

101 What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

Cluster subdivision allowed
if development promotes
active and passive recreation areas but only needs
to be dedicated to members of the subdivision.

102 What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

GIS

103 What are civic/recreation space minimum sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if Not in Zoning Code
less than 1 acre; recreation, 1
acre outdoors or 25k floor area
indoors

104 Is new school campus acreage capped
by school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle
school 10 acres, high school 15
acres

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
99

5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

N/A
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b. Access

c. Joint use

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency

83

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

105 What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk GIS

106 What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, traffic calming/controls

107 What percent of ped routes on school
campuses are ND-compliant?

N/A
100% no crossing bus zones,
parking ingress/egress, or dropoff areas

108 Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

GIS

N/A

109 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
recycled content in purchased equipment/materials/supplies?

50% of total mass (exemplary: N/A
75%); infrastructure materials
include roadways, water retention tanks, stormwater sewers
and piping

110 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
superior energy efficiency in purchased
equipment?

Energy use 15% below least first- N/A
cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking
meters (exemplary: 30%)

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

5.4 Solid waste management
Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and
non-res customers:

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

111

- General recycling?

Y/N

Res recycling picked up
every other week.

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or
800 ft whichever is shorter

N/A

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

N/A

116 Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

N/A
Local requirements are consistent with EPA approved State
programs

117 Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new
development to previous development
footprint)

Y/N

In Marine Commercial District, must show all existing
trees on the site that are
3" (DBH?) or more and
shall retain all the natural
character of the site.

84
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

b. Construction impact zones

118 Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg Not in Zoning Code.
perimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways, 15 feet beyond street
curbs, 25 feet beyond permeable surfaces

c. Tree protection

119 Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certi- No trees can be removed
from City property without
fied arborist, valuable species
identified, threat from invasive approval from City Forester. City Forester only has
identified.
authority over city-owned
property.

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

b. Heat island reduction

85

N

120 Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

121 Are incentives offered for solar orientation of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area N
(exemplary: 95%)

122 Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks with street trees or over-hanging
structures? Are incentives offered for
high-reflectance materials, open grid
paving, tree shading, over-hanging structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75%
high-reflectance or vegetated
roofs, or a combination
(exemplary: 100%)

Acceptable parking space
material includes crushed
stone and permeable pavement.

LEED-ND Components
6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

123 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration, or reuse of rainwater on new development sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by fed- Not really. Runoff from
eral and state authorities. Mgmt parking areas must be colby 80th-95th percentile event; lected and piped to a storm
sewer or to a street gutter
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

b. Landscape irrigation efficiency

124 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, reduction in water use for
landscape irrigation? If so, at what
rates?

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

Not in Zoning Code.

c. Wastewater reuse

125 Is wastewater allowed to be separated
or treated and reused on-site? If so, at
what rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A

126 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detec- No. Personal Wireless Sertors to reduce light by 50% when vice Facilities are lighted
only for security and safety
no activity, automatic lighting
controls, vary light by light densi- and must be installed to
minimize impacts on adjaty zone

or make provisions for retention or recharge.

6.4 Exterior lighting

cent residences.

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

127 What is the range of setbacks in the local code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

Most zones meet setback
specs. No setback requirement for much of the business zones and the CBD,
however, in SW, min setback of 15' and max of 30'34' from curb.
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b. Height

c. Entries

d. Facades

87

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

128 Are minimum building heights required
relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum No. Min density of 2 stories
required in WF-1, West End
BH-SW of 1:3

129 Are building entries required to face
public space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

130 Are entries required at minimum spacing on facades?

30-75 ft

131 Are non-res ground-floor building facades required to have minimum
amounts of clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

132 Are retail use windows required to be
unshuttered at night?

Y/N

N

133 Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

N. In SW-1 and -2, the Planning Board may allow a
portion of the building
frontage to be integrated These regulations will be
architectural wall (up to a included in the proposed
third of the required build- Collegetown Area Form
ing frontage).
Districts

Development, CBD, B-1 and
B-2 zones and 3 stories in
WF-2 but these requirements are not linked to
street width.

These regulations will be
included in the proposed
Collegetown Area Form Districts
These regulations will be
included in the proposed
Collegetown Area Form Districts
These regulations will be
included in the proposed
Collegetown Area Form Districts

LEED-ND Components

e. Ground-floor uses

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

b. Circulation routes

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

134 Are the number of garage openings/
service bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

Not in Zoning Code.

135 Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in
new development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings
with ground floor retail along
60% of street façade

No, the code does not directly address mixed use on
the ground floor, however,
waterfront zones require a
12 ft min and a 15 ft max
for first story. Better for
retail if max was 20. Min
ok.

136 Must a share of ground-floor dwelling
units be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

N

137 How much of total residential construction complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/
Type C or ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

N/A

138 How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and
public rights-of-way, complies with
ADA /ABA? Do regulations or incentives
achieve more in the future?

100% compliance

All new facilities in the SW
Area should be designed to
meet ADA standards.
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7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

N/A

139 How many buildings are LEED or otherwise green certified?
140 What building types, what programs,
what levels?

incentives for LEED standards for N/A
new development and renovation

141 Is green building certification required or
incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

N

b. Energy efficiency

142 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve energy
savings beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary:
30% see specs)

N

c. Water efficiency

143 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve water savings beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary: N/A
50%, see specs)

144 Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of to- N/A
tal project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

145 Are historic-designated buildings present in the community?

Y/N

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation
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Checklist

Y
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Comments on Zoning Ordinance

146 If so, are such buildings protected by
local or state/federal requirements for
rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

Yes through the Zoning
Code and the HPRO. Zoning
uses parking as a trigger for
review. In addition, Personal Wireless Service Facilities
are not allowed in historically/cultural significant
areas. In the Courthouse
Special Use zone, demo,
alterations or additions to
existing structures, parking
area, and new buildings are
subject to review by the
Planning Board and the
Landmarks Commission.

147 Are incentives offered for historic building rehabilitation?

Y/N

N

January 2012
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Appendix F. Site Plan Review Ordinance Checklist
Ithaca’s Site Plan Review Ordinance is a key tool for managing development and land use patterns along
while achieving the City’s strategic goals, which include a strong economy, thriving health and culture,
vibrant neighborhoods and infrastructure, and a secure and inclusive community.
The SPRO does not establish a geographic or priority growth area and therefore the city does not identify
locations most suitable for new development or redevelopment. Location is so critical to sustainability
that LEED-ND has five prerequisites related to project location. A smart location, one that is connected to
existing infrastructure and limits new development results in a strong, cohesive neighborhood and conserves valuable resources. We recommend creating incentives that encourage development on land that
is previously developed in an infill location, has high street connectivity of at least 200 and is contiguous
to existing development and/or is highly walkable to diverse uses. In addition, we recommend improving
the guidelines for walkable neighborhoods by including standards for intersection density and reducing
block lengths and provide incentives or requiring street tree planting. The Site Plan encourages energy
reduction considerations throughout the design process. We recommend providing specific requirements for water and energy efficiency and usage of renewable sources.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code
outreach to groups affected by development projects, eg develop-sponsored
pre-design meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

N

2

Is community development geographically limited to a planned water/
wastewater service area or similar urban
growth control mechanism?

Y/N

N. Adequate wastewater and sewage
disposal facilities limit development.
Adequate defined as existing capacity to
serve project.

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, redevelopment of brownfields or
other special designation areas, eg enterprise zones?

Y/N

N

75% of surrounding land previously developed; 140 intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi

For new construction and reconstruction of single-family detached or semidetached or a two-family dwelling, applicants must complete the Residential
Infill Neighborhood Compatibility Review Application. The onus is on the
applicant to prove compatibility by documenting setbacks, coverages, etc of
existing bldgs on the same block. Is this
too prohibitive?

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

b. Development

4

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, development of the following site
types:
- Infill?
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

5

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

N

6

- Adjacent and connected?
(contiguous development)

25% adjacent to previous devel- N
opment and 90 intersections/sq
mi w/i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft
blocks

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2- N
mi of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend
trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of N
5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses
include food retail, community
serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community
facilities.

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

9

Are minimum densities required within
1/4-1/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+
trips (note unique ND density
calc method)

N/A

b. Other location minimums

10

What are minimum densities in all or
other parts of the community? If so, at
what DU/acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

N/A

c. Incentives/bonuses

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If
so, at what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or
comparable mechanisms such as increased height allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

N/A

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

Diverse uses include food retail, N/A
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and
community facilities.

a. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they
concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% N/A
of HH (exemplary: 30 diverse
uses)

b. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain
areas, what are average walk distances
between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from N/A
cluster center)

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have
superior transit service? Are there minimum headways for stops serving such
uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, includ- N/A
ing 75k single retail use, requires
76/50 wkday/wkend-day trips
w/i 1/4-1/2-mi

2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

16

What range of dwelling structure types
exist and how many units per type? Can
the Simpson Diversity Index be applied
to subareas of the community?

N/A
The Simpson Diversity Index
(SDI) calculates the probability
that any two randomly selected
dwelling units will be of a different type. Types include large,
medium, and small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit
bldgs, live/work space, and accessory units. ND uses SDI of 0.5.

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

N

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

Y
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Checklist

b. Pricing

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
19

- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

20

- 80% of AMI

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

5%

N/A

8%

N/A

21
22

c. Co-located type & price diversity

Applicable ND Metric

What percent of for-sale units in the
community are priced at:
- 100% of AMI
- 120% of AMI

23

Are incentives offered for creating
affordable housing?

Y/N

N

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating
diverse structure types and affordable
units?

Y/N

N

25

What is the community-wide jobs/
housing ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

GIS

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

GIS

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

28

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted
in any yard area in any land-use zone?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse locations

N

Y/N

N/A
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Checklist

b. Neighborhood gardens
29

c. Farmers markets

d. Community-supported agriculture

97

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:
- Minimum growing space

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to N/A
200 sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see
exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

N/A
Pedestrian and solar access,
fencing, water systems, raised
beds, and secure space for tools.

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/ N/A
neighborhood occupants

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

GIS

33

Are farmers markets permitted/
regulated?

Y/N

N/A

34

What are farmers market operational
characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr, N/A
products grown w/i 150 miles

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

GIS

36

What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

GIS

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at
least 2x a month and dropped
within 1/2 mi of project center
(exemplary: 100%)

N/A

LEED-ND Components
2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation

b. District heating & cooling

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

Project review criteria include
"provisions for energy efficiency, renewable energy, and green design." No
specific requirements, just a desire to
see these elements integrated into project.

39

What percent of total community electrical & thermal energy are provided by
renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

N/A

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special N/A
utility rates

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local
code?

Y/N

42

What percent of the community's total
annual thermal energy demand is met
by DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area N/A
(exemplary: 95%)

43

Are incentives offered for new/
expanded DHC systems?

Y/N

N/A

N/A
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3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

44

What percent of streets currently have
sidewalks on both sides?

90%

GIS

45

Is new development required to have
sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new
streets?

100%

Safe and convenient pedestrian and
bicycle access and circulation, including
provision of sidewalks along public
streets, unless applicant demonstrates
that a sidewalk is not feasible due to
site constraints. - Unclear if this means
both sides of streets.

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft N/A
all other blocks

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

N/A
40% of sidewalk length, tree
shade w/i 10 years (exemplary:
60%)

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks limited?

At grade crossings account for N/A
no more than 10% of the length
of sidewalks

49

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street
paths, 25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

Safe and convenient pedestrian and
bicycle access and circulation, including
provision of sidewalks along public
streets, unless applicant demonstrates
that a sidewalk is not feasible due to
site constraints. - Unclear if this includes
in-street lanes, off-street paths, etc. City
speed limit is 30 mph.

LEED-ND Components

b. Bike parking/storage

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

GIS

51

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

GIS

52

Does the network connect to schools?
Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

N/A

53

Are bike spaces required for dwelling
units? At what rates?

1 space/person for 30% of occupants, or 1 space/DU, whichever
is greater, for multifamily bldgs
of 4 or more DUs

Bicycle parking shall be required for all
uses requiring site plan review except as
may be determined by the Board or the
Transportation Engineer. Bike parking
standards require 1 space per 5 bedrooms for multifamily with 3 or more
DUs
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are bike spaces required for retail uses?
At what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of Refers to bike parking standards requirworkforce and 1 space/5000 sqft ing 1 space per 2500 sq ft of retail floor

55

Are bike spaces required for nonresidential uses other than retail? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/10,000
sqft

Refers to bike parking standards requiring 1 space per 2500 sq ft of other-thanretail floor area

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at
non-residential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

Not in SPRO

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

Locked, signage, lighting, within Refers to bike parking standards re100 ft of bldg entrances, protect- quirements: close to bldg entrances,
visibility, lighting, 25% of spaces secure
ed from damage

54

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

area

for residential uses, covered, 24-inch
clear distance around spaces, paved
access to street
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi
walk of transit stops?

50%

GIS

59

What percent of employees are within
1/4 mi walk of transit stops?

50%

GIS

60

How many local transit stops meet ND
minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend
daily trips

N/A

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

N/A

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

Not in SPRO

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

Not in SPRO

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length
in new developments?

Y/N

Safe arrangement of vehicular access,
circulation, intersections and traffic controls. Subdivision Ordinance addresses
these issues but needs improvement.

65

Are through-connections required for
new cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

N

66

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary:
90%)

Where possible and reasonable, trees
shall be planted in an 8’ tree lawn adjacent to the road.

3.3 Transit service

3.4 Street network

102
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3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

b. Motor vehicle parking

103

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

68

What speed limits apply to nonresidential and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

69

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

Not in SPRO

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

Parking areas for 3 or more cars in res
zoning districts must conform to the
setback compliance method (parking
limited to no more than 50% of remaining side/rear yard beyond setback requirement) or, get Planning Board ok to
the landscaping compliance method
(can go beyond 50% if landscaped to
hide parking). Nothing about prohibiting
parking in front.

71

Is there a maximum amount of project
development area that can be devoted
to off-street surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

Not in SPRO

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

Not in SPRO

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily and non-res bldgs be unbundled
for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area Not in SPRO

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

74

Are TDM programs required for major
developments? How much auto trip reduction is typically sought?

20% of weekday peak period

The intent of the SPRO is to review site
plans to mitigate the negative effects of
traffic. - SPRO does not specify any mitigation measures.

75

Are major project developers offering
public transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

N

76

Are major project developers providing
private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

City says yes but waiting for examples.

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

Y

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

GIS

79

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

GIS

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species
present or likely in the community?

Y/N

3.6 Transportation demand management

4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species

N/A

104
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4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

105

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

Follow state and federal HCP requirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified entity

N/A

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

For example: conservation easements, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent
habitat out of the project boundary from future development

N/A

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to
10% of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

N. Use of invasive species should be
avoided.

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist
or botanist to ensure that restored areas will have the native
species assemblages.

N. Use of invasive species should be
avoided.

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in
the community?

Y/N

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected beyond minimum federal and
state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer
land within 50' of wetlands or
within 100' of water bodies.

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/
water bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10%
of development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)

Y

Avoid or mitigate but few details on
what this means.

N

LEED-ND Components
b. Floodplains

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

b. Steep slopes

c. Brownfield soil remediation

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

N/A

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond
minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

N/A

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

N/A

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

N/A

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

N/A

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are
developable

N/A

94

Are steep slopes present in the community, and if so, what minimum slope percent is defined locally as steep?

15%

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%,
protect existing slopes

N/A

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope
restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%,
60% of slopes 26-40%, 40% of
slopes 15-20%

N/A

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present in the community?

Y/N

Y. There is a steep slop ordinance under
development.

Y

106
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior remediation?

Y/N

N/A

99

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

GIS

100 What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of a civic space?

90%

Project review criteria, open space for
play areas and informal recreation in
the case of a residential development. Not need based.

101 What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

GIS

102 What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

GIS

103 What are civic/recreation space minimum sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if
less than 1 acre; recreation, 1
acre outdoors or 25k floor area
indoors

N/A

104 Is new school campus acreage capped
by school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle
school 10 acres, high school 15
acres

N/A

105 What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk

N/A

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces

5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access
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c. Joint use

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

106 What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, traffic calming/controls

N/A

107 What percent of ped routes on school
campuses are ND-compliant?

100% no crossing bus zones,
parking ingress/egress, or dropoff areas

N/A

N/A

108 Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

109 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
recycled content in purchased equipment/materials/supplies?

50% of total mass (exemplary:
75%); infrastructure materials
include roadways, water retention tanks, stormwater sewers
and piping

N/A

110 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
superior energy efficiency in purchased
equipment?

Energy use 15% below least firstcost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking
meters (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

5.4 Solid waste management

Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and
non-res customers:

For new construction of multiple dwellings, commercial buildings and office
buildings, adequate and appropriately
located facilities for the storage and
collection of solid waste and recyclable
materials shall be required.
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

111

- General recycling?

Y/N

N/A

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or

N/A

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

N/A

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

b. Construction impact zones

109

116 Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

Y. Avoid or mitigate in accordance with
Local requirements are consistent with EPA approved State stormwater regs.
programs

117 Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new
development to previous development
footprint)

Y/N

118 Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg
perimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways, 15 feet beyond street
curbs, 25 feet beyond permeable surfaces

No but affected site area includes a construction staging area if tree damage or
significant soil compaction is likely to
result.

LEED-ND Components
c. Tree protection

Checklist
119 Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

Y/N condition evaluated by certi- No but use of invasive species should be
avoided. The protection of existing mafied arborist, valuable species
identified, threat from invasive ture vegetation, especially trees over
eight inches DBH - ND is over 6 in DBH.
identified.
The City Forester shall, when appropriate, be consulted but authority on city
property.

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

b. Heat island reduction

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management

N. Only trees or shrubs on any public
street or other city-owned property
shall be guarded.

120 Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

121 Are incentives offered for solar orientation of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area N/A
(exemplary: 95%)

122 Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks with street trees or over-hanging
structures? Are incentives offered for
high-reflectance materials, open grid
paving, tree shading, over-hanging structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75%
high-reflectance or vegetated
roofs, or a combination
(exemplary: 100%)

123 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration, or reuse of rainwater on new development sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by fed- SWPPP to identify and mitigate stormeral and state authorities. Mgmt water impacts. Comments on stormby 80th-95th percentile event; water checklist.
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

N/A

110
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

b. Landscape irrigation efficiency

124 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, reduction in water use for
landscape irrigation? If so, at what
rates?

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

Not in SPRO

c. Wastewater reuse

125 Is wastewater allowed to be separated
or treated and reused on-site? If so, at
what rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

Not in SPRO

126 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detec- All exterior lighting is required to be
tors to reduce light by 50% when sharp cut-off. Applicant must provide cut
sheets and (sometimes) photometric.
no activity, automatic lighting
controls, vary light by light density zone

127 What is the range of setbacks in the local code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

128 Are minimum building heights required
relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum N/A
BH-SW of 1:3

6.4 Exterior lighting

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

b. Height

111

N/A

LEED-ND Components
c. Entries

d. Facades

e. Ground-floor uses

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

129 Are building entries required to face
public space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

N/A

130 Are entries required at minimum spacing on facades?

30-75 ft

N/A

131 Are non-res ground-floor building facades required to have minimum
amounts of clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

N/A

132 Are retail use windows required to be
unshuttered at night?

Y/N

N/A

133 Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

N/A

134 Are the number of garage openings/
service bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

N/A

135 Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in
new development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings
with ground floor retail along
60% of street façade

N/A

136 Must a share of ground-floor dwelling
units be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

N/A
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7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

b. Circulation routes

7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

113

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

137 How much of total residential construction complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/
Type C or ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

N/A

138 How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and
public rights-of-way, complies with
ADA /ABA? Do regulations or incentives
achieve more in the future?

100% compliance

N/A

N/A

139 How many buildings are LEED or otherwise green certified?
140 What building types, what programs,
what levels?

incentives for LEED standards for N/A
new development and renovation

141 Is green building certification required or
incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

N. Project review criteria include
"provisions for energy efficiency, renewable energy, and green design." No
specific requirements, just a desire to
see these elements integrated into project.

b. Energy efficiency

142 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve energy
savings beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary:
30% see specs)

N/A

c. Water efficiency

143 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve water savings beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary: N/A
50%, see specs)

LEED-ND Components
7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Site Plan Review Ordinance (+
Detailed Bike Parking Stds)

144 Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of to- N/A
tal project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

145 Are historic-designated buildings present in the community?

Y/N

Y

146 If so, are such buildings protected by
local or state/federal requirements for
rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

Y. Protection of, and compatibility
with . . landmarks, . . .and historic districts.

147 Are incentives offered for historic building rehabilitation?

Y/N

N

January 2012
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Appendix G. Stormwater and ESC Regulations and Better Site Design Checklist
The Stormwater Management and Erosion and Sediment Control regulation is the local implementation
of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) requirements. We recommend
considering a more innovative approach to stormwater management beyond traditional requirements of
storing, piping, and moving water off-site as quickly as possible. Instead, the City of Ithaca should require
the implementation of infiltration, evapotranspiration, reuse of rainwater, and other best practices as
articulated in the “Better Site Design” document published by DEC, unless proven unworkable on a caseby-case basis. Only then should more conventional stormwater management techniques be used.
The “Better Site Design” guidelines contain some of useful best management practices but also include
two techniques unsuitable for implementation in Ithaca: Open Space Design and Sidewalk Reduction.
Open space design relies on lower densities often making these places auto-dependent. The recommendation to reduce sidewalks is completely anathema to creating sustainable neighborhoods that encourage the provision of opportunities to walk to accomplish daily needs.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code outreach to groups affected by development
projects, eg develop-sponsored pre-design
meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

N/A

2

Is community development geographically
limited to a planned water/wastewater service area or similar urban growth control
mechanism?

Y/N

N/A

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for,
redevelopment of brownfields or other special designation areas, eg enterprise zones?

Y/N

N/A

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment
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Checklist

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for,
development of the following site types:

4

- Infill?

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

The stormwater reg is not
intended to create a disincentive for redevelopment projects and highdensity projects. The
Stormwater Management
Officer can allow some
flexibility for such projects, so long as the minimum standards are met.
The Redevelopment Projects chapter of the State
Stormwater Management
Design Manual should be
followed.
75% of surrounding land previously N/A

developed; 140 intersections/sq mi
w/i 1/2-mi
5

6

7

117

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

- Adjacent and connected? (contiguous
development)

- Transit-served?

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

N/A

25% adjacent to previous develop- N/A
ment and 90 intersections/sq mi w/
i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft blocks

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2-mi N/A
of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend trips)

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

8

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums

- Walkable diverse uses?

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of 5, N/A
w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses include food retail, community serving retail, commercial services, and
civic and community facilities.

9

Are minimum densities required within 1/41/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If
so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+ trips N/A
(note unique ND density calc method)

b. Other location minimums

10

What are minimum densities in all or other
parts of the community? If so, at what DU/
acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

N/A

c. Incentives/bonuses

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If so, at
what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or comparable mechanisms such as increased height
allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

N/A

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

N/A
Diverse uses include food retail,
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community facilities.
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

a. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% of N/A
HH (exemplary: 30 diverse uses)

b. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain areas, what are average walk distances between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from
cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have superior transit service? Are there minimum
headways for stops serving such uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, including N/A
75k single retail use, requires 76/50
wkday/wkend-day trips w/i 1/4-1/2
-mi

2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

16

What range of dwelling structure types exist and how many units per type? Can the
Simpson Diversity Index be applied to subareas of the community?

The Simpson Diversity Index (SDI) N/A
calculates the probability that any
two randomly selected dwelling
units will be of a different type.
Types include large, medium, and
small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit bldgs, live/work
space, and accessory units. ND uses
SDI of 0.5.

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

N/A

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

N/A
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b. Pricing
19
20

21
22

c. Co-located type & price diversity

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

5%

N/A

8%

N/A

- 80% of AMI

What percent of for-sale units in the community are priced at:
- 100% of AMI
- 120% of AMI

23

Are incentives offered for creating affordable housing?

Y/N

N/A

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating diverse structure types and affordable units?

Y/N

N/A

25

What is the community-wide jobs/housing
ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

N/A

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

N/A

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

28

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted in
any yard area in any land-use zone?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse locations

N/A

Y/N

N/A
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Checklist

b. Neighborhood gardens
29

c. Farmers markets

121

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:
- Minimum growing space

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to 200 N/A
sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

Pedestrian and solar access, fencing, water systems, raised beds,
and secure space for tools.

N/A

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/
neighborhood occupants

N/A

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents (50% N/A
+) preferred

33

Are farmers markets permitted/regulated?

Y/N

N/A

34

What are farmers market operational characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr,
products grown w/i 150 miles

N/A

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents (50% N/A
+) preferred

36

What percent of employees are within 1/2mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

N/A

LEED-ND Components

d. Community-supported agriculture

2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation

b. District heating & cooling

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at least N/A
2x a month and dropped within 1/2
mi of project center (exemplary:
100%)

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

39

What percent of total community electrical
& thermal energy are provided by renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

N/A

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special
utility rates

N/A

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

42

What percent of the community's total annual thermal energy demand is met by
DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

43

Are incentives offered for new/expanded
DHC systems?

Y/N

N/A

122
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3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network

123

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

44

What percent of streets currently have sidewalks on both sides?

90%

N/A

45

Is new development required to have sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new
streets?

100%

N/A

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft all N/A
other blocks

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

40% of sidewalk length, tree shade N/A
w/i 10 years (exemplary: 60%)

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks
limited?

At grade crossings account for no
more than 10% of the length of
sidewalks

N/A

49

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street paths,
25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

N/A

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

N/A

51

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

N/A

LEED-ND Components

b. Bike parking/storage

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

52

Does the network connect to schools? Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

N/A

53

Are bike spaces required for dwelling units?
At what rates?

N/A
1 space/person for 30% of occupants, or 1 space/DU, whichever is
greater, for multifamily bldgs of 4
or more DUs

54

Are bike spaces required for retail uses? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/5000 sqft

55

Are bike spaces required for non-residential
uses other than retail? At what rates?

N/A
1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/10,000 sqft

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at nonresidential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

N/A
Locked, signage, lighting, within
100 ft of bldg entrances, protected
from damage

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi walk
of transit stops?

50%

N/A

N/A

3.3 Transit service
N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

59

What percent of employees are within 1/4
mi walk of transit stops?

50%

N/A

60

How many local transit stops meet ND minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend daily N/A
trips

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

N/A

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

N/A

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

N/A

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length in new
developments?

Y/N

N/A

65

Are through-connections required for new
cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

N/A

66

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary: 90%) N/A

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

3.4 Street network

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed
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N/A
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b. Motor vehicle parking

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

68

What speed limits apply to non-residential
and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

69

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

N/A

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required
to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

N/A

71

Is there a maximum amount of project development area that can be devoted to offstreet surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

N/A

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual
off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

N/A

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily
and non-res bldgs be unbundled for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area

N/A

74

Are TDM programs required for major developments? How much auto trip reduction
is typically sought?

20% of weekday peak period

N/A

3.6 Transportation demand management
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4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

75

Are major project developers offering public transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

N/A

76

Are major project developers providing private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

N/A

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

N/A

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk
of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

79

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species present or likely in the community?

Y/N

N/A

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

N/A
Follow state and federal HCP requirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified
entity

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

N/A
For example: conservation easements, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent habitat out of the project boundary
from future development
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to 10% N/A
of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist or
botanist to ensure that restored
areas will have the native species
assemblages.
Vegetation planted for
the purpose of site stabilization and/or stormwater
management should not
include species that are
considered "invasive."

4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

N/A

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in the
community?

Y/N

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected
beyond minimum federal and state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer land N/A
within 50' of wetlands or within
100' of water bodies.

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/water
bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10% of N/A
development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)
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b. Floodplains

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

b. Steep slopes
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

N/A

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

N/A

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

N/A

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

N/A

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

N/A

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate
vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are
developable

N/A

94

Are steep slopes present in the community,
and if so, what minimum slope percent is
defined locally as steep?

15%

N/A

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%,
protect existing slopes

SPDES plan required for
projects that disturbs
more than 43,560 square
feet (one acre) on slopes
averaging more than 5%

LEED-ND Components

c. Brownfield soil remediation

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%, 60% N/A
of slopes 26-40%, 40% of slopes 1520%

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present
in the community?

Y/N

N/A

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior
remediation?

Y/N

N/A

99

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk
of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

N/A

100

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi walk of a civic space?

90%

N/A

101

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

N/A

102

What percent of employees are within 1/2mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

N/A

103

What are civic/recreation space minimum
sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if less N/A
than 1 acre; recreation, 1 acre outdoors or 25k floor area indoors

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
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5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access

c. Joint use

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

104

Is new school campus acreage capped by
school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle school N/A
10 acres, high school 15 acres

105

What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk

106

What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, N/A
traffic calming/controls

107

What percent of ped routes on school campuses are ND-compliant?

100% no crossing bus zones, park- N/A
ing ingress/egress, or drop-off areas

108

Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

109

Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require recycled
content in purchased equipment/materials/
supplies?

N/A
50% of total mass (exemplary:
75%); infrastructure materials include roadways, water retention
tanks, stormwater sewers and piping

110

Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require superior
energy efficiency in purchased equipment?

Energy use 15% below least first- N/A
cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking meters (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

5.4 Solid waste management
N/A

Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and nonres customers:

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

111

- General recycling?

Y/N

N/A

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or 800 N/A
ft whichever is shorter

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

116

Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

N/A

Local requirements are consistent
with EPA approved State programs Y. ESC includes a description of any temporary and
permanent structural and
vegetative measures to
be used for each stage of
the project, from initial
land clearing and grubbing to project close-out
as well as temporary and
permanent control structures.
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

117

Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new development to previous development footprint)

Y/N

N/A

b. Construction impact zones

118

Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg pe- N/A
rimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways,
15 feet beyond street curbs, 25
feet beyond permeable surfaces

c. Tree protection

119

Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certi- N/A
fied arborist, valuable species identified, threat from invasive identified.

120

Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

N/A

121

Are incentives offered for solar orientation
of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

122

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks
with street trees or over-hanging structures? Are incentives offered for highreflectance materials, open grid paving,
tree shading, over-hanging structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75% high N/A
-reflectance or vegetated roofs, or
a combination (exemplary: 100%)

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

b. Heat island reduction
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

123

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration,
or reuse of rainwater on new development
sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by federal and state authorities. Mgmt by
80th-95th percentile event;
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

Stormwater management
objectives can be met by
nonstructural stormwater
management strategies.
Infiltration practices
should be used where site
conditions permit. Many
of the Better Site Design
Practices are fine however the inclusion of Open
Space Design and Sidewalk Reduction is not
suited for this context. In
addition, the provision of
storm water credits for
"environmentally sensitive site rural development needs to be applied
in the appropriate context.

b. Landscape irrigation efficiency
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Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, reduction in water use for landscape irrigation? If so, at what rates?

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A

c. Wastewater reuse

125

Is wastewater allowed to be separated or
treated and reused on-site? If so, at what
rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

126

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detec- N/A
tors to reduce light by 50% when
no activity, automatic lighting controls, vary light by light density
zone

127

What is the range of setbacks in the local
code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

N/A

b. Height

128

Are minimum building heights required relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum
BH-SW of 1:3

N/A

c. Entries

129

Are building entries required to face public
space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

N/A

130

Are entries required at minimum spacing on
facades?

30-75 ft

N/A

131

Are non-res ground-floor building facades
required to have minimum amounts of
clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

N/A

132

Are retail use windows required to be unshuttered at night?

Y/N

N/A

6.4 Exterior lighting

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

d. Facades
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e. Ground-floor uses

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

b. Circulation routes

7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

133

Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

N/A

134

Are the number of garage openings/service
bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

N/A

135

Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in new
development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings with
ground floor retail along 60% of
street façade

N/A

136

Must a share of ground-floor dwelling units
be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

N/A

137

How much of total residential construction
complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/Type C or
ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

N/A

138

How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and public
rights-of-way, complies with ADA /ABA? Do
regulations or incentives achieve more in
the future?

100% compliance

N/A

139

How many buildings are LEED or otherwise
green certified?

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

140

What building types, what programs, what
levels?

incentives for LEED standards for N/A
new development and renovation

141

Is green building certification required or
incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

b. Energy efficiency

142

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve energy savings
beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary: 30% N/A
see specs)

c. Water efficiency

143

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve water savings
beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary:
50%, see specs)

144

Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of total N/A
project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

145

Are historic-designated buildings present in
the community?

Y/N

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation

137

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Stormwater Management and ESC
Regulations

146

If so, are such buildings protected by local
or state/federal requirements for rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

N/A

147

Are incentives offered for historic building
rehabilitation?

Y/N

N/A

January 2012
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Appendix H. Southwest Area Design Guidelines Checklist
The SW Area and Elmira Road - Meadow Street Corridor Design Guidelines serve to guide new development on vacant parcels in the SW Area and redevelopment along Elmira Road - Meadow Street Corridor.
The city should be commended for adopting design guidelines in these important development and redevelopment areas.
The Design Guidelines include some important recommendations. Sidewalks and bike lanes are suggested
on both sides of streets. There is recognition that parking can be shared between office use and commercial use. In addition, existing vegetation should be preserved as much as possible.
There are areas where improvements should be made to the Design Guidelines. Little attention is paid to
building form and function. Setbacks are too deep, reinforcing an auto-centric environment. The Design
Guidelines provide that a minimum of 35% of façades should be windows or arcades but we believe the
minimum should be 60%. Building entries should be on public spaces rather than parking lots. Surface
area parking should be limited and required to be on the side or in the rear of buildings. In addition, we
recommend improving the guidelines for walkability by including standards for intersection density and
reducing block lengths.
Missing from the Design Guidelines are density minimums and the explicit encouragement of mixed use.
Improvement is needed regarding sidewalk width (Guidelines have 6’ minimum and LEED-ND has 8’) and
a commitment to improve transit service to meet the “high level of service” noted in the Design Guidelines.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code
outreach to groups affected by development projects, eg develop-sponsored predesign meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

N/A

2

Is community development geographically
limited to a planned water/wastewater
service area or similar urban growth control mechanism?

Y/N

N/A

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, redevelopment of brownfields or other special designation areas, eg enterprise
zones?

Y/N

N/A

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, development of the following site
types:
4

- Infill?

75% of surrounding land previous- N/A
ly developed; 140 intersections/sq
mi w/i 1/2-mi
N/A

5

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

6

- Adjacent and connected? (contiguous
development)

25% adjacent to previous develop- N/A
ment and 90 intersections/sq mi
w/i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft blocks
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2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums

b. Other location minimums

c. Incentives/bonuses

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2-mi N/A
of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of N/A
5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses
include food retail, community
serving retail, commercial services,
and civic and community facilities.

9

Are minimum densities required within 1/4
-1/2 mi of high-frequency transit service?
If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+ trips
(note unique ND density calc method)
Not in plan

10

What are minimum densities in all or other
parts of the community? If so, at what DU/
acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If so,
at what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or comparable mechanisms such as increased
height allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

Diverse uses include food retail,
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and
community facilities.

11

12

Not in plan

Not in plan

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

b. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% GIS
of HH (exemplary: 30 diverse uses)

c. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain areas, what are average walk distances between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from
cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have superior transit service? Are there minimum
headways for stops serving such uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, including "high level of public service"
for public transportation
75k single retail use, requires
76/50 wkday/wkend-day trips w/i
1/4-1/2-mi

2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

16

What range of dwelling structure types
exist and how many units per type? Can
the Simpson Diversity Index be applied to
subareas of the community?

The Simpson Diversity Index (SDI) N/A
calculates the probability that any
two randomly selected dwelling
units will be of a different type.
Types include large, medium, and
small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit bldgs, live/work
space, and accessory units. ND uses SDI of 0.5.

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

N/A

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

N/A

GIS
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Checklist

b. Pricing

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
19

- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

20

- 80% of AMI

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

What percent of for-sale units in the community are priced at:

c. Co-located type & price diversity

21

- 100% of AMI

5%

N/A

22

- 120% of AMI

8%

N/A

23

Are incentives offered for creating affordable housing?

Y/N

N/A

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating diverse structure types and affordable units?

Y/N

N/A

25

What is the community-wide jobs/housing
ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

N/A

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

N/A

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

28

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted in
any yard area in any land-use zone?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse locations
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N/A

Y/N

N/A
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Checklist

b. Neighborhood gardens

c. Farmers markets

d. Community-supported agriculture

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:
29

- Minimum growing space

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to 200 N/A
sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

Pedestrian and solar access, fenc- N/A
ing, water systems, raised beds,
and secure space for tools.

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/ N/A
neighborhood occupants

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents (50% N/A
+) preferred

33

Are farmers markets permitted/regulated?

Y/N

N/A

34

What are farmers market operational characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr,
products grown w/i 150 miles

N/A

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents (50% N/A
+) preferred

36

What percent of employees are within 1/2
-mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at least N/A
2x a month and dropped within
1/2 mi of project center
(exemplary: 100%)

N/A
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2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation

b. District heating & cooling

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

39

What percent of total community electrical & thermal energy are provided by renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

N/A

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special
utility rates

N/A

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

42

What percent of the community's total
annual thermal energy demand is met by
DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

43

Are incentives offered for new/expanded
DHC systems?

Y/N

N/A

44

What percent of streets currently have
sidewalks on both sides?

90%

Is new development required to have sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new
streets?

100%

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft all
other blocks
6'

3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

45

46
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GIS

sidewalks on both sides

LEED-ND Components

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

40% of sidewalk length, tree shade Not in plan
w/i 10 years (exemplary: 60%)

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks
limited?

At grade crossings account for no Not in plan
more than 10% of the length of
sidewalks

49

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street paths,
25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

GIS

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

GIS

51

What percent of employees are within 1/4
-mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

GIS

52

Does the network connect to schools? Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

Bwith bike lanes on both side
of street, these connections
should be made. Extensions of
the on-road bicycle network
should extend to and through
development parcels in a safe
and logical manner, terminating near building entrances.
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b. Bike parking/storage

53

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

Are bike spaces required for dwelling
units? At what rates?

1 space/person for 30% of occupants, or 1 space/DU, whichever is
Select an appropriate number
greater, for multifamily bldgs of 4
of bike racks for the developor more DUs
ment proposal. Each site
should have provisions for
bike parking.

54

Are bike spaces required for retail uses? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/5000 sqft

Are bike spaces required for nonresidential uses other than retail? At what
rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
Bicycle parking should be proworkforce and 1 space/10,000 sqft vided for office clients and

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at nonresidential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

Locked, signage, lighting, within
100 ft of bldg entrances, protected
from damage

55

Select an appropriate number
of bike racks for the development proposal. Each site
should have provisions for
bike parking.

employees.
Not in plan

When appropriate, locate bike
parking area(s) near primary
entrances to buildings. Select
an appropriate number of
bike parking spaces for the
development proposal. Each
site should have provisions for
bike parking. For example, a
Class III bicycle parking facility
or “inverted U” rack.
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi walk
of transit stops?

50%

GIS

59

What percent of employees are within 1/4
mi walk of transit stops?

50%

GIS

60

How many local transit stops meet ND
minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend dai- The guidelines call for a high
ly trips
level of public service but no

3.3 Transit service

details.

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info
A standard bus shelter has
tempered glass glazing, ADA
accessible, with interior
lighting, pay telephone,
bench, schedule map case,
front windscreen, bus stop
sign, and service information.

3.4 Street network
62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length in
new developments?

Y/N

Are through-connections required for new
cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

65

GIS
GIS

Not in plan

Not in plan
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary:
90%)

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

68

What speed limits apply to non-residential
and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

69

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

N/A

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required
to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

71

Is there a maximum amount of project development area that can be devoted to off
-street surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual
off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily and non-res bldgs be unbundled for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area

66

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

b. Motor vehicle parking

73

149

SW Area Plan
No, although tree lawns separating pedestrians from traffic
are in guidelines.

Not in plan
Land devoted to surface parking lots should be limited. Lot
coverage should not exceed
88% of any total site area.

Not in plan

No but shared parking allowances should be considered.
In particular, office development parking should consider
shared allowances with adjacent commercial development.

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

Are TDM programs required for major developments? How much auto trip reduction is typically sought?

20% of weekday peak period

75

Are major project developers offering public transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

N/A

76

Are major project developers providing
private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

N/A

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

N/A

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

GIS

79

What percent of employees are within 1/4
-mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

GIS

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species present or likely in the community?

Y/N

N/A

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

Follow state and federal HCP re- N/A
quirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified
entity

3.6 Transportation demand management
74

Not in plan

4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species
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4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

151

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

For example: conservation ease- N/A
ments, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent habitat out of the project boundary
from future development

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to 10% N/A
of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist or N/A
botanist to ensure that restored
areas will have the native species
assemblages.

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in
the community?

Y/N

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected
beyond minimum federal and state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer land
within 50' of wetlands or within On-site wetlands in the Southwest Area have been previ100' of water bodies.

N/A

ously mapped and documented. None of the wetlands are
regulated by N.Y.S.D.E.C.. As
part of any development proposal, reconfirm the locations
of those wetlands being protected, removed or altered so
that any appropriate substitute wetlands can be reconstructed.

LEED-ND Components

b. Floodplains

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

b. Steep slopes

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/water
bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10% of N/A
development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

N/A

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond
minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

N/A

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

N/A

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

N/A

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

N/A

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate
vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are
developable

N/A

94

Are steep slopes present in the community, and if so, what minimum slope percent
is defined locally as steep?

15%

N/A

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%,
protect existing slopes

N/A
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c. Brownfield soil remediation

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%, 60% N/A
of slopes 26-40%, 40% of slopes 15
-20%

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present
in the community?

Y/N

N/A

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior
remediation?

Y/N

N/A

99

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk
of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

N/A

100

What percent of employees are within 1/4
-mi walk of a civic space?

90%

N/A

101

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a public outdoor or indoor recreation
facility?

90%

N/A

102

What percent of employees are within 1/2
-mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

N/A

103

What are civic/recreation space minimum
sizes?

N/A
Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if
less than 1 acre; recreation, 1 acre
outdoors or 25k floor area indoors

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
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5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access

c. Joint use

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

104

Is new school campus acreage capped by
school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle school N/A
10 acres, high school 15 acres

105

What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk

Not quantified; however, the
City and local school district
just received $297k for a saferoutes-to-schools project; may
be an opportunity to apply ND
standards

106

What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, traffic calming/controls

See above

107

What percent of ped routes on school
campuses are ND-compliant?

100% no crossing bus zones, park- Not in plan
ing ingress/egress, or drop-off areas

108

Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

109

Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require recycled content in purchased equipment/
materials/supplies?

N/A
50% of total mass (exemplary:
75%); infrastructure materials include roadways, water retention
tanks, stormwater sewers and piping

110

Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require superior energy efficiency in purchased equipment?

Energy use 15% below least first- N/A
cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking
meters (exemplary: 30%)

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

5.4 Solid waste management
Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and nonres customers:

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

b. Construction impact zones
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111

- General recycling?

Y/N

N/A

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or 800 N/A
ft whichever is shorter

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

116

Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

Local requirements are consistent N/A
with EPA approved State programs

117

Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new development to previous development footprint)

Y/N

Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

N/A
CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg
perimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways, 15 feet beyond street curbs,
25 feet beyond permeable surfaces

118

N/A

On site significant vegetation
should be preserved where
practicable.

LEED-ND Components
c. Tree protection

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

b. Heat island reduction

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

119

Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certi- N/A
fied arborist, valuable species
identified, threat from invasive
identified.

120

Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

121

Are incentives offered for solar orientation
of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area
(exemplary: 95%)

122

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks with street trees or over-hanging
structures? Are incentives offered for highreflectance materials, open grid paving,
tree shading, over-hanging structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75%
high-reflectance or vegetated
roofs, or a combination
(exemplary: 100%)

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration, or reuse of rainwater on new development sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by federal and state authorities. Mgmt by
Drainage easements will pro80th-95th percentile event;
vide a means to collect most
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

123

SW Area Plan

All existing trees in public
rights-of-way must be protected.

N/A

No. Parking areas may be subdivided by landscape islands
which may be a minimum of
10 feet wide for the full length
of a parking space containing
trees and other plant materials.

site-related storm drainage in
grassy swales prior to discharge in the Relief Channel.
These drainage easements
will be sized to provide adequate capacity for 100 year
storm events.
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b. Landscape irrigation efficiency

c. Wastewater reuse

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, reduction in water use for
landscape irrigation? If so, at what rates?

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

125

Is wastewater allowed to be separated or
treated and reused on-site? If so, at what
rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

126

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detec- Street lighting should be
tors to reduce light by 50% when scaled for comfort of pedestrino activity, automatic lighting con- ans but provide adequate illumination for safety. No light
trols, vary light by light density
spillage should occur off site.
zone

124

SW Area Plan
Consider the use of trees,
shrubs, vines and groundcovers that can tolerate
drought, poorly drained and
intermittently flooded soils.
N/A

6.4 Exterior lighting

Lamp shields should be used
to direct light.

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

127

What is the range of setbacks in the local
code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

b. Height

128

Are minimum building heights required
relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum N/A
BH-SW of 1:3

c. Entries

129

Are building entries required to face public
space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

N/A

130

Are entries required at minimum spacing
on facades?

30-75 ft

N/A

157

Buildings may not be set back
more than 30/34 feet from
the street curb.
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d. Facades

e. Ground-floor uses

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

b. Circulation routes

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

131

Are non-res ground-floor building facades
required to have minimum amounts of
clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

132

Are retail use windows required to be unshuttered at night?

Y/N

N/A

133

Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

N/A

134

Are the number of garage openings/
service bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

N/A

135

Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in new
development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings with N/A
ground floor retail along 60% of
street façade

136

Must a share of ground-floor dwelling
units be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

N/A

137

How much of total residential construction
complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/Type C or
ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

N/A

138

How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and public
rights-of-way, complies with ADA /ABA?
Do regulations or incentives achieve more
in the future?

100% compliance

Windows, awnings and arcades should not occupy less
than 35% of the primary
building facades with frontage
on a street.

All new facilities should be
designed to meet ADA standards.
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7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

139

How many buildings are LEED or otherwise
green certified?

N/A

140

What building types, what programs, what
levels?

incentives for LEED standards for N/A
new development and renovation

141

Is green building certification required or
incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

b. Energy efficiency

142

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve energy savings
beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary:
30% see specs)

c. Water efficiency

143

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve water savings
beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary:
50%, see specs)

144

Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of total N/A
project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

145

Are historic-designated buildings present
in the community?

Y/N

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation
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Checklist

N/A

The City encourages the use
of green architecture whenever possible. Developer are
encourages to follow the EPA
Energy Star Standards for construction and to utilize energy
conservation measures in
building design.
N/A

N/A

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

SW Area Plan

146

If so, are such buildings protected by local
or state/federal requirements for rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

N/A

147

Are incentives offered for historic building
rehabilitation?

Y/N

N/A

January 2012
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Appendix I. Subdivision Regulations Checklist
The Subdivision Regulation Ordinance does not include language to promote environmental sustainability or the standards of LEED-ND. Ithaca has the opportunity to transform the ordinance
beyond simply a guide to subdivision approvals to helping accomplish the City’s broader sustainability goals by including requirements and recommendations for new, green development.
We identified development location, street networks, vehicle parking, and resource protection
as major weaknesses to be addressed. While most subdivision applications are for infill or single
building lots, multi-lot developmemt projects could require more environmentally sustainable
considerations in the future. The city should provide incentives for subdivisions within the urban
core and adjacent to existing community infrastructure. In addition, the city should remove the
regulatory obstacles for priority growth areas, infill development, and subdivisions in walkable
areas and/or places with high connectivity and transit service. Cul-de-sacs and block lengths of
less than 800 feet should be discouraged as they to increase driving distances and vehicle emissions. The code requires that applicants indicate natural resources and slopes located on the
plat and we recommend going beyond listing those resources to including specific management
practices for environmental assets. The code includes language that requires overly abundant
vehicle parking for subdivisions and in accordance with LEED-ND standards, we recommend limiting site imperviousness to below 20% for parking lots.
The Subdivision Regulations do require the set aside of public space for the subdivision. We recommend strengthening the guidelines for public and greenspace by using the metrics in LEED-ND
to calculate public space requirements (90% of households to be within ½ a mile from a public
recreation facility and a 1:4 ratio of civic space). In addition, that public space should be open to
the public at large, not for the exclusive use of the new subdivision. The code requires that trees
and shrubs must be cleared for new infrastructure. We recommend ensuring that significant
tree species are first identified and preserved before plats applications are approved.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code outreach to groups affected by development
projects, eg develop-sponsored pre-design
meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

Code requirements only.

2

Is community development geographically
limited to a planned water/wastewater service area or similar urban growth control
mechanism?

Y/N

Not limited to, but property lines and existing
water service areas must
be denoted by the topography map

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for,
redevelopment of brownfields or other special designation areas, eg enterprise zones?

Y/N

N

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for,
development of the following site types:
4

- Infill?

75% of surrounding land previously Most sites are infill, but
developed; 140 intersections/sq mi no incentives for continued infill development
w/i 1/2-mi
encode
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Checklist
5

6

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums

163

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

- Adjacent and connected? (contiguous
development)

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

Regs to mention block
length of <1200 ft, but
should include block
length <800 in order to
improve intersection
density to 200 intersections/sq mi minimum

25% adjacent to previous develop- N
ment and 90 intersections/sq mi w/
i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft blocks

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2-mi N
of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of 5, N
w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses include food retail, community serving retail, commercial services, amd
civic and community facilities.

9

Are minimum densities required within 1/41/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If
so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+ trips N/A
(note unique ND density calc method)

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

b. Other location minimums

10

What are minimum densities in all or other
parts of the community? If so, at what DU/
acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

N/A

c. Incentives/bonuses

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If so, at
what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or comparable mechanisms such as increased height
allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

N/A

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

N/A
Diverse uses include food retail,
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community facilities.

a. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% of N/A
HH (exemplary: 30 diverse uses)

b. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain areas,
what are average walk distances between
them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from
cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have superior transit service? Are there minimum
headways for stops serving such uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, including N/A
75k single retail use, requires 76/50
wkday/wkend-day trips w/i 1/4-1/2
-mi

N/A
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2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

16

What range of dwelling structure types exist
and how many units per type? Can the
Simpson Diversity Index be applied to subareas of the community?

The Simpson Diversity Index (SDI) N/A
calculates the probability that any
two randomly selected dwelling
units will be of a different type.
Types include large, medium, and
small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit bldgs, live/work
space, and accessory units. ND uses
SDI of 0.5.

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

N/A

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

N/A

19

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

5%

N/A

8%

N/A

Y/N

See cluster subdivisions
provisions under zoning.

b. Pricing

20

21
22
23
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- 80% of AMI
What percent of for-sale units in the community are priced at:
- 100% of AMI
- 120% of AMI
Are incentives offered for creating affordable housing?

Subdivision Regulations

LEED-ND Components
c. Co-located type & price diversity

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating diverse structure types and affordable units?

Y/N

N/A

25

What is the community-wide jobs/housing
ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

N/A

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

N/A

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

28

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted in
any yard area in any land-use zone?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse locations

b. Neighborhood gardens
29

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:
- Minimum growing space

N/A

Y/N

N/A

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to 200 N/A
sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

Pedestrian and solar access, fencing, water systems, raised beds,
and secure space for tools.

N/A

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/
neighborhood occupants

N/A
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c. Farmers markets

d. Community-supported agriculture

2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents (50%+) N/A
preferred

33

Are farmers markets permitted/regulated?

Y/N

N/A

34

What are farmers market operational characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr,
products grown w/i 150 miles

N/A

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents (50%+) N/A
preferred

36

What percent of employees are within 1/2mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred N/A

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at least N/A
2x a month and dropped within 1/2
mi of project center (exemplary:
100%)

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

39

What percent of total community electrical
& thermal energy are provided by renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

N/A

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special
utility rates

N/A

LEED-ND Components
b. District heating & cooling

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

42

What percent of the community's total annual thermal energy demand is met by
DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

43

Are incentives offered for new/expanded
DHC systems?

Y/N

N/A

44

What percent of streets currently have sidewalks on both sides?

90%

N/A

45

Is new development required to have sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new streets?

100%

Yes, sidewalks on all
streets in the subdivision.
Clarify that this means
both sides of streets.

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft all 5' minimum width.
other blocks

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

40% of sidewalk length, tree shade The planning department
"may" require planting of
w/i 10 years (exemplary: 60%)

3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

trees on sidewalks but no
incentives provided in
the code.
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3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network

b. Bike parking/storage
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks
limited?

At grade crossings account for no
more than 10% of the length of
sidewalks

N/A

49

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street paths,
25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

N/A

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred N/A

51

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred N/A

52

Does the network connect to schools? Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

53

Are bike spaces required for dwelling units?
At what rates?

N/A
1 space/person for 30% of occupants, or 1 space/DU, whichever is
greater, for multifamily bldgs of 4
or more DUs

54

Are bike spaces required for retail uses? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/5000 sqft

55

Are bike spaces required for non-residential
uses other than retail? At what rates?

N/A
1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/10,000 sqft

N/A

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at nonresidential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

N/A

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

N/A
Locked, signage, lighting, within
100 ft of bldg entrances, protected
from damage

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi walk
of transit stops?

50%

N/A

59

What percent of employees are within 1/4
mi walk of transit stops?

50%

N/A

60

How many local transit stops meet ND minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend daily N/A
trips

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

N/A

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

N/A

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

Block lengths shall not
exceed 1,200, but when
more than 800, shall be
divided across by pedestrian way. Should be reduced to meet pedestrian metric.

3.3 Transit service

3.4 Street network
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3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

b. Motor vehicle parking
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length in new
developments?

Y/N

Street layout to provide
for continuation of existing streets, which
would make for greater
networking. Through
traffic is discouraged on
minor streets and subdivision encourages separation of through and
local traffic, which might
inhibit street network

65

Are through-connections required for new
cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

No, cul-de-sacs and dead
ends are permitted in
subdivision applications

66

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary: 90%) Planning department

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

68

What speed limits apply to non-residential
and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

69

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

"may" require street tree
planting or trees may be
provided by the city
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required
to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

N/A

71

Is there a maximum amount of project development area that can be devoted to offstreet surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

N/A

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual
off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

N/A

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily
and non-res bldgs be unbundled for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area

N/A

74

Are TDM programs required for major developments? How much auto trip reduction
is typically sought?

20% of weekday peak period

N/A

75

Are major project developers offering public
transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

N/A

76

Are major project developers providing private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

N/A

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

N/A

3.6 Transportation demand management
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk
of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

79

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species present or likely in the community?

Y/N

N/A

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

N/A
Follow state and federal HCP requirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified
entity

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

N. Natural resources
For example: conservation easemust be indicated on plat
ments, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent habi- for approval
tat out of the project boundary
from future development

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to 10% N/A
of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

4. Resource Protection

4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species
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4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

b. Floodplains

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist or
botanist to ensure that restored
areas will have the native species
assemblages.

N/A

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in the
community?

Y/N

Y

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected
beyond minimum federal and state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer land In accordance with state
regs, "flooding" or otherwithin 50' of wetlands or within
wise uninhabitable land
100' of water bodies.

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/water
bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10% of See Cluster Subdivision
provisions under zoning
development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

Y

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

In accordance with state
regs, "flooding" or otherwise uninhabitable land
can not be subdivided

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

No, not beyond code

can not be subdivided see EQR
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4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

b. Steep slopes

c. Brownfield soil remediation
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

Y

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

N/A

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate
vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are
developable

N/A

94

Are steep slopes present in the community,
and if so, what minimum slope percent is
defined locally as steep?

15%

Yes. Street grades may
not be more than 6% on
major and 10% on minor
streets

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%,
protect existing slopes

N. Topography maps required to conform with
zoning code, plat must
indicate slopes. Minimum requirement. - see
EQR

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%, 60% N
of slopes 26-40%, 40% of slopes 1520%

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present
in the community?

Y/N

Y

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior
remediation?

Y/N

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

99

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk
of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

N/A

100

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi walk of a civic space?

90%

N/A

101

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

See cluster subdivision
provision under zoning

102

What percent of employees are within 1/2mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

N/A

103

What are civic/recreation space minimum
sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if less Planning Board may rethan 1 acre; recreation, 1 acre out- quire up to 10% of subdivision to be for public
doors or 25k floor area indoors

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces

space

5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access

104

Is new school campus acreage capped by
school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle school N/A
10 acres, high school 15 acres

105

What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk

106

What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, N/A
traffic calming/controls

N/A
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c. Joint use

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

107

What percent of ped routes on school campuses are ND-compliant?

100% no crossing bus zones, park- N/A
ing ingress/egress, or drop-off areas

108

Are incentives offered for joint use of school
facilities?

N/A

109

Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require recycled
content in purchased equipment/materials/
supplies?

N/A
50% of total mass (exemplary:
75%); infrastructure materials include roadways, water retention
tanks, stormwater sewers and piping

110

Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require superior
energy efficiency in purchased equipment?

Energy use 15% below least first- N/A
cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking meters (exemplary: 30%)

5.4 Solid waste management
Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and nonres customers:
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111

- General recycling?

Y/N

N/A

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or 800 N/A
ft whichever is shorter

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

N/A

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

116

Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

Local requirements are consistent N/A
with EPA approved State programs

117

Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped
land undisturbed? (or limit new development to previous development footprint)

Y/N

b. Construction impact zones

118

Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg pe- N
rimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways,
15 feet beyond street curbs, 25 feet
beyond permeable surfaces

c. Tree protection

119

Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certi- N. Natural resources
fied arborist, valuable species iden- must be indicated on plat
tified, threat from invasive identi- for approval - see EQR
fied.

120

Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

Subdivision Regulations

N

Trees and shrubs must
be cleared as required
for street infrastructure,
but no mention of protecting significant trees
or native plants. See EQR
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6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

b. Heat island reduction

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

121

Are incentives offered for solar orientation
of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area
(exemplary: 95%)

N

122

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks
with street trees or over-hanging structures? Are incentives offered for highreflectance materials, open grid paving, tree
shading, over-hanging structure shading, or
vegetated roofs?

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75% high Planning department
-reflectance or vegetated roofs, or *may* require street
a combination (exemplary: 100%) tree planting - new

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration,
or reuse of rainwater on new development
sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by federal No, facilities must accommodate stormwater
and state authorities. Mgmt by
from adjacent property
80th-95th percentile event;
and discharge must be
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

123

streets on SD applications should consider
shading

no greater than most
severe conditions.

b. Landscape irrigation efficiency

124

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, reduction in water use for landscape irrigation? If so, at what rates?

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A

c. Wastewater reuse

125

Is wastewater allowed to be separated or
treated and reused on-site? If so, at what
rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

126

Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detec- N/A
tors to reduce light by 50% when
no activity, automatic lighting controls, vary light by light density
zone

127

What is the range of setbacks in the local
code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

N/A

b. Height

128

Are minimum building heights required relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum
BH-SW of 1:3

N/A

c. Entries

129

Are building entries required to face public
space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

N/A

130

Are entries required at minimum spacing on
facades?

30-75 ft

N/A

131

Are non-res ground-floor building facades
required to have minimum amounts of clear
glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

N/A

132

Are retail use windows required to be unshuttered at night?

Y/N

N/A

133

Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

N/A

6.4 Exterior lighting

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

d. Facades
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e. Ground-floor uses

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

b. Circulation routes

7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

134

Are the number of garage openings/service
bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

N/A

135

Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in new
development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings with
ground floor retail along 60% of
street façade

N/A

136

Must a share of ground-floor dwelling units
be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

N/A

137

How much of total residential construction
complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/Type C or
ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

N/A

138

How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and public
rights-of-way, complies with ADA /ABA? Do
regulations or incentives achieve more in
the future?

100% compliance

N/A

139

How many buildings are LEED or otherwise
green certified?

N/A

140

What building types, what programs, what
levels?

incentives for LEED standards for N/A
new development and renovation

141

Is green building certification required or
incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Subdivision Regulations

b. Energy efficiency

142

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve energy savings
beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary: 30% N/A
see specs)

c. Water efficiency

143

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve water savings
beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary:
50%, see specs)

144

Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of total N/A
project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

145

Are historic-designated buildings present in
the community?

Y/N

N/A

146

If so, are such buildings protected by local
or state/federal requirements for rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

N/A

147

Are incentives offered for historic building
rehabilitation?

Y/N

N/A

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation

N/A

January 2012
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Appendix J. Transportation Checklist
The draft Transportation Plan falls short of what a community like Ithaca should have. Its limited scope
and depth are overshadowed by the Collegetown Plan’s superior transportation content. The latter
ought to be used to broaden and inform the Transportation Plan, which in turn ought to be an element of
the Comprehensive Plan. For efficiency and simplicity, the very brief Bike Boulevard plan should be subsumed within the Transportation Plan. At a minimum we should strongly applaud the Collegetown Plan
for its ‘sustainable transportation system,’ and recommend consideration of its 10 sustainable transportation system elements for possible citywide implementation via the Transportation and Comprehensive
Plans.

Recommendations







The Transportation Plan makes passing reference to the possibility of new streets being constructed
in SW Neighborhood and West Hill, which are opportunities to apply ND street standards.
Ithaca’s integrated transportation strategy must be made more comprehensive. Our analysis illustrates there is a decent level of transit service, a mediocre level of bike coverage, and good sidewalk
coverage except in the newer western, southern, and eastern areas. City policies and investments
aren’t producing the modal shifts they could achieve if improvements were more systematic. In particular, the integration and connection of modes is lacking, such as missing sidewalk links to buses
and bus stops without shelters or bike racks. Two circumstances in particular are thwarting better
pedestrian and transit action: the City’s historical position that sidewalks are individual property owners’ responsibility, not a community-scale travel network worthy of citywide attention; and transit
responsibility lying with a separate political entity a coordination challenge.
Bike parking design criteria are sufficient. Bike space rates meet ND criteria for non-residential uses,
but Ithaca is noticeably lower than ND standards for residential rates. Specifically, the rate for Ithaca
is currently 1 bike space/5bedrooms/DU in buildings with 3 or more DU. The standard for ND requires 1 space/person for 30% of occupants or 1space/DU, whichever is greater, for buildings with 4
or more DUs.
There were a few notable requirements in the Bike Parking Standards. The City requires 1 space per
2500 sq. ft. for retail and non-retail uses. This goes beyond the LEED-ND minimum standards of 1
space per 5000 sq. ft. 1 space per 10,000 sq. ft. for retail and non-retail uses respectively. We commend the City for enacting these standards.

To strengthen the bike standards further, we recommend including showers for employees at nonresidential uses and improving current bike parking standards by ensuring bike storage areas are well-lit,
protected from damage, and located within 100 feet of the building.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code
outreach to groups affected by development projects, eg develop-sponsored
pre-design meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

2

Is community development geographically limited to a planned water/
wastewater service area or similar urban growth control mechanism?

Y/N

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, redevelopment of brownfields or
other special designation areas, eg enterprise zones?

Y/N

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, development of the following site
types:
4

5

- Infill?

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

75% of surrounding land previously developed; 140 intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi
200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)
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6

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

- Adjacent and connected?
(contiguous development)

25% adjacent to previous development and 90 intersections/sq
mi w/i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft
blocks

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2mi of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend
trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi
of 5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses include food retail, community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community
facilities.

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor mini- 9

Are minimum densities required within
1/4-1/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+
trips (note unique ND density
calc method)

b. Other location mini- 10

What are minimum densities in all or
other parts of the community? If so, at
what DU/acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

mums

mums
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The plan notes that
land-use and transportation are linked,
but does not specifically address minimum densities needed for transit

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If
so, at what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or
comparable mechanisms such as increased height allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are
incentives offered for mixed-uses?

Diverse uses include food retail,
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and
community facilities.

a. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they
concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50%
of HH (exemplary: 30 diverse
uses)

b. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain
areas, what are average walk distances
between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from
cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have
superior transit service? Are there minimum headways for stops serving such
uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, including 75k single retail use, requires
76/50 wkday/wkend-day trips
w/i 1/4-1/2-mi

c. Incentives/bonuses

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/
encouraged

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)
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2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

16

What range of dwelling structure types
exist and how many units per type? Can
the Simpson Diversity Index be applied
to subareas of the community?

The Simpson Diversity Index
(SDI) calculates the probability
that any two randomly selected
dwelling units will be of a different type. Types include large,
medium, and small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit
bldgs, live/work space, and accessory units. ND uses SDI of
0.5.

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

b. Pricing

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
19
20

- 60% of AMI
- 80% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)
10% (exemplary: 50%)

What percent of for-sale units in the
community are priced at:
21
22
23
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- 100% of AMI
- 120% of AMI
Are incentives offered for creating
affordable housing?

5%
8%
Y/N

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

LEED-ND Components
c. Co-located type &
price diversity

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating
diverse structure types and affordable
units?

Y/N

25

What is the community-wide jobs/
housing ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse 28
locations
b. Neighborhood gardens
29

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted
in any yard area in any land-use zone?
Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:
- Minimum growing space

Y/N

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to
200 sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see
exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

Pedestrian and solar access,
fencing, water systems, raised
beds, and secure space for tools.

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/neighborhood occupants

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred
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c. Farmers markets

d. Communitysupported agriculture

2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy
generation

b. District heating &
cooling

189

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

33

Are farmers markets permitted/
regulated?

Y/N

34

What are farmers market operational
characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr,
products grown w/i 150 miles

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

36

What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

37

Are incentives offered for developer
purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at
least 2x a month and dropped
within 1/2 mi of project center
(exemplary: 100%)

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

39

What percent of total community electrical & thermal energy are provided by
renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special
utility rates

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local
code?

Y/N

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)
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3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

42

What percent of the community's total
annual thermal energy demand is met
by DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area
(exemplary: 95%)

43

Are incentives offered for new/
expanded DHC systems?

Y/N

44

What percent of streets currently have
sidewalks on both sides?

90%

Sidewalk network
not mapped, but
text refers to 80
miles of sidewalks,
34 miles of streets
without sidewalks
(see accompanying
Criterion sidewalk
map using City data)

45

Is new development required to have
sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new
streets?

100%

Strategies for increasing sidewalks
do not specify both
sides

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft Width not included
in short-term strateall other blocks

Design guidelines
specify minimum 6
ft in Village Residential subareas

Sidewalk shading not
40% of sidewalk length, tree
shade w/i 10 years (exemplary: addressed
60%)

Design guidelines
encourage street
trees

gies; long-term includes development
of design guidelines
with width standards

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks limited?

At grade crossings account for
no more than 10% of the length
of sidewalks

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street
paths, 25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

51

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

52

Does the network connect to schools?
Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

Are bike spaces required for dwelling
units? At what rates?

1 space/person for 30% of occupants, or 1 space/DU, whichever
is greater, for multifamily bldgs
of 4 or more DUs

48

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network
49

b. Bike parking/storage 53
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Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Proposed Bike Blvd/ Has several maps
Neighborhood
of current and
Greenways network planned facilities;
is mapped, and with should be updated
25 mph speed pro- for Transp Plan
posal implementa- bicycle element
tion, total network
length is greater
than 5 miles.

Yes, per Proposed
Bike Blvd/
Neighborhood
Greenways map
Refers to bike parking standards requiring 1 space per 5
bedrooms for multifamily with 3 or
more DUs

Cites disconnected
facilities between
Collegetown, Cornell, and downtown

LEED-ND Components
54

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are bike spaces required for retail uses?
At what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of Refers to bike parkworkforce and 1 space/5000 sqft ing standards requir-

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

ing 1 space per 2500
sq ft of retail floor
area

55

Are bike spaces required for nonresidential uses other than retail? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/10,000
sqft

Refers to bike parking standards requiring 1 space per 2500
sq ft of other-thanretail floor area

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at
non-residential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

Not addressed.

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

Locked, signage, lighting, within Refers to bike park100 ft of bldg entrances, protect- ing standards requirements: close to
ed from damage

Policies include
showers for City
offices

bldg entrances, visibility, lighting, 25%
of spaces secure for
residential uses, covered, 24-inch clear
distance around
spaces, paved access
to street

3.3 Transit service
58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi
walk of transit stops?

50%
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Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

59

What percent of employees are within
1/4 mi walk of transit stops?

50%

60

How many local transit stops meet ND
minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend
daily trips

Several routes meet
or exceed ND weekday thresholds, but
weekends are below
thresholds; however
TCAT’s service is
above average relative to small systems.

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

Encourages City cooperation with TCAT
to improve stops
with shelters,
seating, lighting, bike
racks

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

Tracks with platting
history: approx. 200500 intersections/sq
mi in older central
areas, 100 or less in
newer peripheral
west, south, east
areas (estimates are
exclusive of Cornell's
high intersection
density)

3.4 Street network
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Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Recommends installation of shelters,
lighting, service info
at stops on College
Ave

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

Approx. 250-500 ft in
central areas, as high
as 600 ft + in far
west, south, and
east areas (exclusive
of Cornell campus
short lengths)

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length
in new developments?

Y/N

Street connectivity
not addressed, but
refers to possibility
of new roads in the
SW Neighborhood
and West Hill areas

65

Are through-connections required for
new cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

Throughconnections not addressed, but refers
to possibility of new
roads in the SW
Neighborhood and
West Hill areas

66

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary:
90%)

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

30 mph

68

What speed limits apply to nonresidential and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

30 mph

LEED-ND Components

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Design guidelines
encourage street
trees
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

Not reported

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

71

Is there a maximum amount of project
development area that can be devoted
to off-street surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

Not addressed

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

Not addressed

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily and non-res bldgs be unbundled
for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area

LEED-ND Components
b. Motor vehicle park- 69
ing

3.6 Transportation demand management
74 Are TDM programs required for major
developments? How much auto trip reduction is typically sought?
75

195

Are major project developers offering
public transit pass subsidies?

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Design guidelines
state that surface
lots are to be shielded from sidewalk
view

Recommends unbundling parking
costs.

20% of weekday peak period

Not addressed

Recommends TDM
investments

Y/N

Not addressed

Recommends universal transit passes

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

76

Are major project developers providing
private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

Not addressed

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

Yes; plan includes a
strategy supporting
Carshare

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

79

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species
present or likely in the community?

Y/N

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

Follow state and federal HCP
requirements or work to create
a management plan with a qualified entity

LEED-ND Components

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Has an element devoted to car sharing

4. Resource Protection

4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

For example: conservation easements, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent
habitat out of the project
boundary from future development

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to
10% of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities,
water bodies and wetlands.

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist
or botanist to ensure that restored areas will have the native
species assemblages.

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

LEED-ND Components
4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water
bodies

b. Floodplains

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in
the community?

Y/N

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected beyond minimum federal and
state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer
land within 50' of wetlands or
within 100' of water bodies.

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/
water bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10%
of development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond
minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)
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b. Steep slopes

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are
developable

94

Are steep slopes present in the community, and if so, what minimum slope
percent is defined locally as steep?

15%

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%,
protect existing slopes

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope
restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%,
60% of slopes 26-40%, 40% of
slopes 15-20%

Are contaminated brownfield soils present in the community?

Y/N

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior remediation?

Y/N

c. Brownfield soil reme- 97
diation
98
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Bike Plan (Mar
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Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

100 What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of a civic space?

90%

101 What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

102 What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

103 What are civic/recreation space minimum sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if
less than 1 acre; recreation, 1
acre outdoors or 25k floor area
indoors

104 Is new school campus acreage capped
by school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle
school 10 acres, high school 15
acres

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
99

5.2 School campuses
a. Land area
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b. Access

c. Joint use

Checklist

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

105 What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk Not quantified; how-

106 What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike net- See above
work, traffic calming/controls

107 What percent of ped routes on school
campuses are ND-compliant?

100% no crossing bus zones,
parking ingress/egress, or dropoff areas

ever, the City and
local school district
just received $297k
for a safe-routes-toschools project; may
be an opportunity to
apply ND standards

108 Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

5.3 Infrastructure content &
efficiency
a. Recycled content
109 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
recycled content in purchased equipment/materials/supplies?

201

Applicable ND Metric

50% of total mass (exemplary:
75%); infrastructure materials
include roadways, water retention tanks, stormwater sewers
and piping

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

LEED-ND Components
b. Energy efficiency

Checklist
110 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
superior energy efficiency in purchased
equipment?

Applicable ND Metric

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Energy use 15% below least first
-cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking
meters (exemplary: 30%)

5.4 Solid waste management
Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and
non-res customers:
111

- General recycling?

Y/N

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or
800 ft whichever is shorter

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimenta- 116 Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
tion control
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

117 Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new
development to previous development
footprint)

zones

203

Local requirements are consistent with EPA approved State
programs

Y/N

b. Construction impact 118 Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg
perimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways, 15 feet beyond street
curbs, 25 feet beyond permeable surfaces

c. Tree protection

119 Are trees on development sites surveyed for condition, heritage/champion
status, invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certified arborist, valuable species
identified, threat from invasive
identified.

120 Are identified significant trees protected from development disturbance?

Y/N

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)
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6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

Checklist

121 Are incentives offered for solar orientation of new blocks and buildings?

b. Heat island reduction 122 Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks with street trees or over-hanging
structures? Are incentives offered for
high-reflectance materials, open grid
paving, tree shading, over-hanging
structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management

123 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration, or reuse of rainwater on new development sites? If so, at what rates?

b. Landscape irrigation 124 Do regulations require, or are incentives
efficiency
offered for, reduction in water use for
landscape irrigation? If so, at what
rates?

c. Wastewater reuse

125 Is wastewater allowed to be separated
or treated and reused on-site? If so, at
what rate?

Applicable ND Metric

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

75% of blocks or bldg floor area
(exemplary: 95%)

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75%
high-reflectance or vegetated
roofs, or a combination
(exemplary: 100%)

Use BMPs recommended by
federal and state authorities.
Mgmt by 80th-95th percentile
event; (exemplary: 97th percentile)

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

6.4 Exterior lighting
126 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detectors to reduce light by 50%
when no activity, automatic
lighting controls, vary light by
light density zone

127 What is the range of setbacks in the local code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

b. Height

128 Are minimum building heights required
relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum BH-SW of 1:3

c. Entries

129 Are building entries required to face
public space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

130 Are entries required at minimum spacing on facades?

30-75 ft

131 Are non-res ground-floor building facades required to have minimum
amounts of clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

132 Are retail use windows required to be
unshuttered at night?

Y/N

133 Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

d. Facades
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e. Ground-floor uses

Checklist
134 Are the number of garage openings/
service bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

135 Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in
new development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings
with ground floor retail along
60% of street façade

136 Must a share of ground-floor dwelling
units be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings 137 How much of total residential construction complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/
Type C or ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

b. Circulation routes

7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

Applicable ND Metric

138 Do outdoor routes of travel within projects, and public rights-of-way, comply
with ADA /ABA?

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
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Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

100% compliance

139 How many buildings are LEED or otherwise green certified?
140 What building types, what programs,
what levels?

incentives for LEED standards
for new development and renovation

141 Is green building certification required
or incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)
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Checklist

b. Energy efficiency

142 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve energy
savings beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary:
30% see specs)

c. Water efficiency

143 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve water savings beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary:
50%, see specs)

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse
144 Are incentives offered for building reuse?

b. Historic preservation 145 Are historic-designated buildings present in the community?

January 2012
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Applicable ND Metric

50% of whole bldg or 20% of
total project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)
Y/N

146 If so, are such buildings protected by
local or state/federal requirements for
rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

147 Are incentives offered for historic building rehabilitation?

Y/N

Draft Transportation Bike Blvd Plan
Plan (undated)
(Sept 2012)

Bike Plan (Mar
1997)

Collegetown Urban
Plan (Aug 2009)

Appendix K. Energy Action Plan Checklist
The City of Ithaca’s Energy Action Plan (EAP) is a crucial part of the City’s sustainability framework. The EAP sets a goal to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from government operations to 20% below 2001 levels by 2016. The City experienced a 14% drop in GHG emissions between 2001 and 2010, is well on the way to meeting the 2016 goal. In addition, the EAP addresses energy usage both by the municipal government and the broader community.
The EAP has neither the types of policies needed to support continued progress on reducing
GHG emissions, nor the detailed tracking of specific and measurable goals (other than the broad
GHG emission goal) that are vital to providing clear guidance on and tracking of energy performance expectations. In general, the types of policies that are scarce include binding policies to
prohibit or allow specific actions, incentives, and specific and measurable goals. These types of
policies are not in the EAP to help control or prioritize urban growth, increase urban density and
walkability, increase use of transit services, increase local food production and sales, support renewable energy generation and district heating and cooling, encourage bicycle networks and
storage, require use of recycled content in purchased equipment/materials, require superior energy efficiency in purchased equipment, support climatic design in new construction, or require/
incent green building performance. We applaud the City for requiring a minimum of LEED silver
or for all construction supported by public funds.
The policies in place with the EAP will not help to ensure continued GHG reductions. The EAP
does have a number of recommendations in it that if enacted and implemented would greatly
reduce the City of Ithaca’s governmental and community-wide GHG emissions over time.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement

Recommendations
The EAP includes a general recommendation to explore implementation of LEED-ND principles
and values in the proposed Comprehensive Plan. We sincerely hope our sustainability audit will
result in that outcome. Once the Comprehensive Plan is completed and the policies and incentives established in the City, it is recommended that the EAP be updated to reflect these changes. In particular, establishment of policies and incentives for priority growth areas, transit service, use of renewable energy and district heating and cooling, local food production and sales,
and green building performance are critical.

indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are incentives offered for beyond-code
outreach to groups affected by development projects, eg develop-sponsored
pre-design meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

Evaluation of Energy AcEvaluation of Energy Action tion Plan for communityPlan for city operations
wide GHG emissions

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement
1

N/A

N/A

N

N

N. It recommends that this be
developed as part of the proposed Comprehensive Plan.

N. It recommends that this
be developed as part of the
proposed Comprehensive
Plan.

N

N

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit
2

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

3

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, redevelopment of brownfields or
other special designation areas, eg enterprise zones?

Y/N

Y/N

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, development of the following site
types:
4
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Is community development geographically limited to a planned water/
wastewater service area or similar urban
growth control mechanism?

- Infill?

75% of surrounding land previously developed; 140 intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi

LEED-ND Components

5

6

7

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

- Adjacent and connected?
(contiguous development)

- Transit-served?
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N

N

There is general recognition of
the importance of transitservice, but no specific priority
or incentive for it as part of new
development.

There is general recognition of the importance of
transit-service, but no specific priority or incentive for
it as part of new development.

25% adjacent to previous development and 90 intersections/sq
mi w/i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft
blocks

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2mi of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
There is general recogniweekday trips, 400 weekend
There is general recognition of tion of the importance of
trips)
the importance of walkable di- walkable diverse uses, but
verse uses, but no specific prior- no specific priority or incenity or incentive for it as part of tive for it as part of new
new development.
development.

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of
5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses
include food retail, community
serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community
facilities.
N

N
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2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor mini- 9
mums

b. Other location mini- 10
mums

c. Incentives/bonuses 11

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/
encouraged

a. Spatial extent

b. Clustering
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12

13

14

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are minimum densities required within
1/4-1/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+
trips (note unique ND density
calc method)

What are minimum densities in all or
other parts of the community? If so, at
what DU/acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If
so, at what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or
comparable mechanisms such as increased height allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

Diverse uses include food retail,
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and
community facilities.

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they
concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50%
of HH (exemplary: 30 diverse
uses)

If diverse uses are clustered in certain
areas, what are average walk distances
between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from
cluster center)
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N

N

N

N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N
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2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

15

16

17

18

b. Pricing

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are large retail uses required to have
superior transit service? Are there minimum headways for stops serving such
uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, including 75k single retail use, requires
76/50 wkday/wkend-day trips
w/i 1/4-1/2-mi

What range of dwelling structure types
exist and how many units per type? Can
the Simpson Diversity Index be applied
to subareas of the community?

The Simpson Diversity Index
(SDI) calculates the probability
that any two randomly selected
dwelling units will be of a different type. Types include large,
medium, and small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit
bldgs, live/work space, and accessory units. ND uses SDI of 0.5.
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

N/A

N/A

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
19

- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

N/A

20

- 80% of AMI

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

N/A
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21
22
23

c. Co-located type & price 24
diversity

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

What percent of for-sale units in the
community are priced at:
- 100% of AMI

5%

N/A

N/A

8%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

- 120% of AMI
Are incentives offered for creating
affordable housing?

Y/N

Are incentives offered for co-locating
diverse structure types and affordable
units?

Y/N

What is the community-wide jobs/
housing ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred
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2.7 Jobs/housing balance
25

26

27
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What are subarea ratios?

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse 28
locations

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted
in any yard area in any land-use zone?

Y/N

b. Neighborhood gardens

The Energy Plan discusses
gardens but does not address this component.

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:
29

30

31

32

c. Farmers markets
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33

34

35

36

- Minimum growing space

- Minimum equipment

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to
200 sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see
exemplary scale)
N/A
Pedestrian and solar access,
fencing, water systems, raised
beds, and secure space for tools.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Owned and managed by project/
neighborhood occupants
N/A

N/A

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

N/A

GIS

Are farmers markets permitted/
regulated?

Y/N
N/A

N/A

What are farmers market operational
characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr,
products grown w/i 150 miles
N/A

N/A

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

N/A

GIS

What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

N/A

GIS

- Ownership & mgmt requirements
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

d. Community-supported 37
agriculture

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at
least 2x a month and dropped
within 1/2 mi of project center
(exemplary: 100%)

2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy
generation

b. District heating &

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

39

What percent of total community electrical & thermal energy are provided by
renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special
utility rates

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local
code?

Y/N

What percent of the community's total
annual thermal energy demand is met
by DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area
(exemplary: 95%)

Are incentives offered for new/
expanded DHC systems?

Y/N

cooling

42

43
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N/A

N/A

Addresses need to remove reg- Addresses need to remove
ulatory barriers to use of renew- regulatory barriers to use of
ables but it is unclear what
renewables but it is unclear
those barriers are.
what those barriers are.

Not in plan

Not in plan

The Energy Plan calls for
the proposed Comprehensive Plan to "Consider inEnvironmentally Preferable Pur- centives for local developchasing specifications which
ment of renewable energy
incent the City's purchase of
and publicize existing oprenewables.
portunities."

Not in plan

Not in plan

N/A

N/A

Not in plan

Not in plan
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi
walk of transit stops?

50%

What percent of employees are within
1/4 mi walk of transit stops?

50%

How many local transit stops meet ND
minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend
daily trips
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3.3 Transit service
58

59

60

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

N/A

GIS

N/A

GIS

N/A

Discusses efforts to improve
utilization of transit service
but no specifics

N/A

Discusses efforts to improve
utilization of transit service
but no specifics

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

3.4 Street network

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length
in new developments?

Y/N

Are through-connections required for
new cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary:
90%)

65

66
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3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

67

68

b. Motor vehicle parking 69

70

71

72

73

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

N/A

What speed limits apply to nonresidential and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

N/A

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%
N/A

N/A

Are off-street surface parking lots required to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N
N/A

N/A

Is there a maximum amount of project
development area that can be devoted
to off-street surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness
N/A

N/A

Is there a maximum acreage for individual off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily and non-res bldgs be unbundled
for separate selling or renting?

3.6 Transportation demand management
74 Are TDM programs required for major
developments? How much auto trip reduction is typically sought?
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90% of DUs or non-res floor area

20% of weekday peak period
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75

76

77

78

79

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are major project developers offering
public transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

Are major project developers providing
private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

Are federal/state/NatureServe species
present or likely in the community?

Y/N

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?
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N/A

N/A

N/A

Not in plan

N/A

GIS

N/A

GIS

N/A

GIS

N/A

N/A

Follow state and federal HCP requirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified entity
N/A

N/A

4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species

80

81

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

For example: conservation easements, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent
habitat out of the project boundary from future development
N/A

N/A
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83

84

4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water
bodies

85

86

87

b. Floodplains

88

89

90
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to
10% of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

Are native species encouraged or required?
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N/A

N/A

Work with a qualified biologist
or botanist to ensure that restored areas will have the native
species assemblages.
N/A

N/A

Are wetlands or water bodies present in
the community?

Y/N

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected beyond minimum federal and
state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer
land within 50' of wetlands or
within 100' of water bodies.

Are incentives offered for wetlands/
water bodies conservation/restoration?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Restore area equivalent to 10%
of development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)
N/A

N/A

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

If so, are floodplains protected beyond
minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

Are ag soils developable if the immediate vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are
developable

Are steep slopes present in the community, and if so, what minimum slope percent is defined locally as steep?

15%

93

b. Steep slopes

94

95

96

c. Brownfield soil reme- 97
diation
98
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%,
protect existing slopes
N/A

N/A

Are incentives offered for steep slope
restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%,
60% of slopes 26-40%, 40% of
slopes 15-20%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Are contaminated brownfield soils present in the community?

Y/N

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior remediation?

Y/N
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

100 What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of a civic space?

90%

101 What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

102 What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

103 What are civic/recreation space minimum sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if
less than 1 acre; recreation, 1
acre outdoors or 25k floor area
indoors
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5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
99

5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access
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104 Is new school campus acreage capped
by school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle
school 10 acres, high school 15
acres

105 What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk

106 What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, traffic calming/controls

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

107 What percent of ped routes on school
campuses are ND-compliant?

c. Joint use

110 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
superior energy efficiency in purchased
equipment?
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100% no crossing bus zones,
parking ingress/egress, or dropoff areas
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

108 Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content
109 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
recycled content in purchased equipment/materials/supplies?

b. Energy efficiency

Applicable ND Metric

50% of total mass (exemplary: Not in plan
75%); infrastructure materials
include roadways, water retention tanks, stormwater sewers
and piping

N/A

Energy use 15% below least first- Not in plan
cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking
meters (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

5.4 Solid waste management
Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and
non-res customers:
111

- General recycling?

Y/N

N/A

N/A

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or
800 ft whichever is shorter

N/A

N/A
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Checklist

115

- Construction waste management?

Applicable ND Metric

50% of volume
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N/A

N/A

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimenta- 116 Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
tion control
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?
117 Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new
development to previous development
footprint)
b. Construction impact 118 Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site diszones
turbance during construction?

c. Tree protection

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation
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119 Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Local requirements are consistent with EPA approved State
programs

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N

Y/N

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg
perimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways, 15 feet beyond street
curbs, 25 feet beyond permeable surfaces
Y/N condition evaluated by certified arborist, valuable species
identified, threat from invasive
identified.

120 Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

121 Are incentives offered for solar orientation of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area
(exemplary: 95%)

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

b. Heat island reduction 122 Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks with street trees or over-hanging
structures? Are incentives offered for
high-reflectance materials, open grid
paving, tree shading, over-hanging structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater manage- 123 Do regulations require, or are incentives
ment
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration, or reuse of rainwater on new development sites? If so, at what rates?

b. Landscape irrigation 124 Do regulations require, or are incentives
efficiency
offered for, reduction in water use for
landscape irrigation? If so, at what
rates?
c. Wastewater reuse

Applicable ND Metric
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50% of non-roof surfaces, 75%
high-reflectance or vegetated
roofs, or a combination
(exemplary: 100%)

N/A

N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Use BMPs recommended by federal and state authorities. Mgmt
by 80th-95th percentile event;
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

125 Is wastewater allowed to be separated
or treated and reused on-site? If so, at
what rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

126 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detectors to reduce light by 50% when
no activity, automatic lighting
controls, vary light by light density zone

6.4 Exterior lighting
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7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

b. Height

c. Entries

d. Facades

e. Ground-floor uses

Checklist

127 What is the range of setbacks in the local code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

128 Are minimum building heights required
relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum
BH-SW of 1:3

129 Are building entries required to face
public space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

130 Are entries required at minimum spacing on facades?

30-75 ft

131 Are non-res ground-floor building facades required to have minimum
amounts of clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

132 Are retail use windows required to be
unshuttered at night?

Y/N

133 Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

134 Are the number of garage openings/
service bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

135 Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in
new development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings
with ground floor retail along
60% of street façade

136 Must a share of ground-floor dwelling
units be elevated above grade?
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Applicable ND Metric
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

50% of DU at least 24 inches
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Checklist

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings 137 How much of total residential construction complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/
Type C or ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?
b. Circulation routes

7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

138 How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and
public rights-of-way, complies with
ADA /ABA? Do regulations or incentives
achieve more in the future?

141 Is green building certification required or
incented?

c. Water efficiency
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20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Not in plan

Not in plan

incentives for LEED standards for
new development and renovation
Not in plan

Not in plan

100% compliance

139 How many buildings are LEED or otherwise green certified?
140 What building types, what programs,
what levels?

b. Energy efficiency

Applicable ND Metric

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

142 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve energy
savings beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary:
30% see specs)

143 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve water savings beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary:
50%, see specs)

Not in plan

Recommends requiring
LEED silver or for all construction supported by public funds.

N

N

N

N
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Checklist

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse
144 Are incentives offered for building reuse?

b. Historic preservation 145 Are historic-designated buildings present in the community?

January 2012
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Applicable ND Metric
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50% of whole bldg or 20% of to- Not in plan
tal project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

Not in plan

Y/N

146 If so, are such buildings protected by
local or state/federal requirements for
rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

147 Are incentives offered for historic building rehabilitation?

Y/N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Appendix L. Environmental Quality Review Checklist
Ithaca’s Environmental Quality Review (EQR) meets the minimum regulatory requirements provided under SEQRA (State Environmental Quality Review Act), but falls short of LEED-ND standards and protecting
the quality of the environment as a whole. While the purpose of the EQR is to consider whether planning
or development actions will result in significant adverse affects, Ithaca misses a substantial opportunity to
provide measures for a high level of environmental quality protection, resource conservation, and betterment of current environmental conditions through best management practices.
When compared against ND standards, Ithaca fairs poorly on urban growth limits, redevelopment, steep
slope restoration and tree protection. Locating development in a way that is sensitive to nature is an important aspect of environmental quality. As a result, LEED-ND prohibits or strictly limits development in
these areas. The EQR should prohibit or de-incentivize development in sensitive areas by requiring the
full EIS statements and reducing regulatory requirements for infill and redevelopment projects that incorporate best management practices. Projects are required to identify sensitive areas to successfully complete Full Environmental Assessment Forms (FEAF), but criteria for avoiding sensitive areas and mitigating
development affects should be included in the EQR.
Specifically, the EQR requires a full environmental review for slope disturbance greater than 5 acres, but
LEED-ND recommends that slopes greater than 15% be protected or restored. Additionally, the EQR requires a full environmental review for adverse affects to ground quality, whereas LEED-ND standards are
more specific and call for the identification, evaluation and protection of heritage tree species.
The EQR does not differentiate between new development or development in already existing areas.
LEED-ND strongly rewards development within near existing infrastructure to reduce environmental
affects of sprawl and encourages that sensitive areas remain minimally disturbed or undisturbed. The
EQR requires the content of the of actions requiring a full EIS statement to state what growth impacts of
the project would be, but should require that all projects state projected impacts. EQR states that parking for less than 100 cars does not activate a full environmental review, whereas LEED-ND recommends a
more stringent standard that parking should make up no more than 20 percent of imperviousness. EQR
should take a more nuanced view of this metric and look at city parking and area imperviousness from a
more comprehensive perspective. Similarly, projects that increase travel demand by greater than 500
VMT /8-hour work period do not require formal review. The LEED-ND standard is again looks more cohesively at the neighborhood by aiming for 20-percent reduction in weekday peak period travel. Projects
that contradict these goals should trigger a full EIS.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code outreach to groups affected by development
projects, eg develop-sponsored pre-design
meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

No, lead agency to make
"reasonable" outreach
efforts in accordance
with but not beyond
code.

2

Is community development geographically
limited to a planned water/wastewater service area or similar urban growth control
mechanism?

Y/N

N

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for,
redevelopment of brownfields or other spe-

Y/N

N

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered for,
development of the following site types:
4

- Infill?

75% of surrounding land previously N/A
developed; 140 intersections/sq mi
w/i 1/2-mi

5

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

6
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- Adjacent and connected? (contiguous
development)

N/A

25% adjacent to previous develop- N/A
ment and 90 intersections/sq mi w/
i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft blocks

LEED-ND Components

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2-mi N/A
of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of 5, N/A
w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses include food retail, community serving retail, commercial services, and
civic and community facilities.

9

Are minimum densities required within 1/41/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If
so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+ trips N/A
(note unique ND density calc method)

b. Other location minimums

10

What are minimum densities in all or other
parts of the community? If so, at what DU/
acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

N/A

c. Incentives/bonuses

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If so, at
what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or comparable mechanisms such as increased height
allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

N/A
Diverse uses include food retail,
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community facilities.

a. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% of N/A
HH (exemplary: 30 diverse uses)

b. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain areas,
what are average walk distances between
them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from
cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have superior transit service? Are there minimum
headways for stops serving such uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, including N/A
75k single retail use, requires 76/50
wkday/wkend-day trips w/i 1/4-1/2
-mi

2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

16

What range of dwelling structure types exist
and how many units per type? Can the
Simpson Diversity Index be applied to subareas of the community?

The Simpson Diversity Index (SDI) N/A
calculates the probability that any
two randomly selected dwelling
units will be of a different type.
Types include large, medium, and
small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit bldgs, live/work
space, and accessory units. ND uses
SDI of 0.5.

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged
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Environmental
Quality Review

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

N/A

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

N/A

19

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

5%

N/A

8%

N/A

b. Pricing

20

21
22

c. Co-located type & price diversity

- 80% of AMI
What percent of for-sale units in the community are priced at:
- 100% of AMI
- 120% of AMI

23

Are incentives offered for creating affordable housing?

Y/N

N/A

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating diverse structure types and affordable units?

Y/N

N/A

25

What is the community-wide jobs/housing
ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

N/A

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

N/A

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

N/A
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2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse locations

28

b. Neighborhood gardens
29

c. Farmers markets
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted in
any yard area in any land-use zone?

Y/N

N/A

Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:
- Minimum growing space

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to 200 N/A
sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

Pedestrian and solar access, fencing, water systems, raised beds,
and secure space for tools.

N/A

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/
neighborhood occupants

N/A

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents (50%+) N/A
preferred

33

Are farmers markets permitted/regulated?

Y/N

N/A

34

What are farmers market operational characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr,
products grown w/i 150 miles

N/A

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents (50%+) N/A
preferred

36

What percent of employees are within 1/2mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred N/A

LEED-ND Components
d. Community-supported agriculture

2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation

b. District heating & cooling

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

80% of DUs receive shares at least N/A
2x a month and dropped within 1/2
mi of project center (exemplary:
100%)

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

39

What percent of total community electrical
& thermal energy are provided by renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

N/A

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special
utility rates

N/A

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

42

What percent of the community's total annual thermal energy demand is met by
DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

43

Are incentives offered for new/expanded
DHC systems?

Y/N

N/A
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3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

44

What percent of streets currently have sidewalks on both sides?

90%

N/A

45

Is new development required to have sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new streets?

100%

N/A

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft all N/A
other blocks

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

40% of sidewalk length, tree shade N/A
w/i 10 years (exemplary: 60%)

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks
limited?

At grade crossings account for no
more than 10% of the length of
sidewalks

N/A

49

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street paths,
25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

N/A

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred N/A

51

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred N/A

52

Does the network connect to schools? Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

N/A

LEED-ND Components
b. Bike parking/storage

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

53

Are bike spaces required for dwelling units?
At what rates?

N/A
1 space/person for 30% of occupants, or 1 space/DU, whichever is
greater, for multifamily bldgs of 4
or more DUs

54

Are bike spaces required for retail uses? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/5000 sqft

55

Are bike spaces required for non-residential
uses other than retail? At what rates?

N/A
1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/10,000 sqft

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at nonresidential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

Locked, signage, lighting, within 100 N/A
ft of bldg entrances, protected from
damage

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi walk
of transit stops?

50%

N/A

59

What percent of employees are within 1/4
mi walk of transit stops?

50%

N/A

60

How many local transit stops meet ND minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend daily N/A
trips

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

N/A

N/A

3.3 Transit service

N/A
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

N/A

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

N/A

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length in new
developments?

Y/N

N/A

65

Are through-connections required for new
cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

N/A

66

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary: 90%) N/A

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

68

What speed limits apply to non-residential
and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

69

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

N/A

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required
to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

N/A

71

Is there a maximum amount of project development area that can be devoted to offstreet surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

Depends. Parking for
<100 cars requires ER,
but likely not EIS

3.4 Street network

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

b. Motor vehicle parking
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual
off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

N/A

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily
and non-res bldgs be unbundled for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area

N/A

74

Are TDM programs required for major developments? How much auto trip reduction
is typically sought?

20% of weekday peak period

75

Are major project developers offering public
transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

N/A

76

Are major project developers providing private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

N/A

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

N/A

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk
of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

79

What percent of employees are within 1/4mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

3.6 Transportation demand management
Depends, but no reduction requirement indicated. Projects with > 500
vmt/8hr workday requires an ER, but may
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species present or likely in the community?

Y/N

N/A

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

N/A
Follow state and federal HCP requirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified
entity

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

For example: conservation easements, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent habitat out of the project boundary
from future development

No, but critical environmental areas are designated and require a full
EIS.

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

Restore an area equivalent to 10%
of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

Physical alternation of
land is required to be
reported in environmental review, but no specific incentives are provided

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist or
botanist to ensure that restored
areas will have the native species
assemblages.

N/A

4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species
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4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

b. Floodplains

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in the
community?

Y/N

Y

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected
beyond minimum federal and state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer land No, same as state law.
Actions occurring within
within 50' of wetlands or within
100 feet of freshwater
100' of water bodies.

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/water
bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10% of
development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

N/A (See floodplain damage prevention Ch. 185)

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

N/A

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

N/A

wetlands or Fall Creek
require full environmental review..
No incentives for restoration, however, projects
that use < 250,000 G
water/day are not subject to a Type I full environmental review.
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4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

b. Steep slopes

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate
vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are
developable

N/A

94

Are steep slopes present in the community,
and if so, what minimum slope percent is
defined locally as steep?

15%

Y

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%,
protect existing slopes

N

No, however a
"substantial" change in
agricultural soils requires
full review.

No criteria for protection, however, physical
alteration includes grading, which must be considered in environmental
impacts
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96

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

Are incentives offered for steep slope restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%, 60% No incentives for restoraof slopes 26-40%, 40% of slopes 15- tion; of the physical alteration is greater than 5
20%
acres, a full Environmental review is needed.

c. Brownfield soil remediation

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present
in the community?

Y/N

Y

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior
remediation?

Y/N

N/A

99

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi walk
of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

N/A

100 What percent of employees are within 1/4mi walk of a civic space?

90%

N/A

101 What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi walk
of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

N/A

102 What percent of employees are within 1/2mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

N/A

103 What are civic/recreation space minimum
sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if less N/A
than 1 acre; recreation, 1 acre outdoors or 25k floor area indoors

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
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5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access

c. Joint use

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

104 Is new school campus acreage capped by
school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle school N/A
10 acres, high school 15 acres

105 What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk

106 What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, N/A
traffic calming/controls

107 What percent of ped routes on school campuses are ND-compliant?

100% no crossing bus zones, park- N/A
ing ingress/egress, or drop-off areas

108 Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

N/A

N/A

109 Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require recycled
content in purchased equipment/materials/
supplies?

N/A
50% of total mass (exemplary:
75%); infrastructure materials include roadways, water retention
tanks, stormwater sewers and piping

110 Do local government procurement policies
and public works standards require superior
energy efficiency in purchased equipment?

Energy use 15% below least first- N/A
cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking meters (exemplary: 30%)

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

5.4 Solid waste management
Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and nonres customers:
111

- General recycling?

Y/N

N/A

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or 800 N/A
ft whichever is shorter

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

N/A

6. Site Development

6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

116 Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

Local requirements are consistent N/A
with EPA approved State programs

117 Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new development to previous development footprint)

Y/N

No incentives listed;
Clear cutting of more
than 1/2 acre of vegetation requires full review.
No physical alterations to
the land can be commenced without environmental assessment, no
additional incentives provided.
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Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

b. Construction impact zones

118 Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg perimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways,
15 feet beyond street curbs, 25
feet beyond permeable surfaces

No CIZs; A substantial
adverse change environmental air, water,
ground quality requires
full environmental review.

c. Tree protection

119 Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certified arborist, valuable species identified, threat from invasive identified.

No, Adverse changes to
ground quality may set
off a full environmental
review. Trees proposed
for removal must be
listed for ER. All affected
trees and their condition/heritage status not
included.

120 Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

N

121 Are incentives offered for solar orientation
of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

122 Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks
with street trees or over-hanging structures? Are incentives offered for highreflectance materials, open grid paving,
tree shading, over-hanging structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75% high N/A
-reflectance or vegetated roofs, or
a combination (exemplary: 100%)

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

b. Heat island reduction
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6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

123 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration,
or reuse of rainwater on new development
sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by feder- N/A
al and state authorities. Mgmt by
80th-95th percentile event;
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

b. Landscape irrigation efficiency

124 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, reduction in water use for landscape irrigation? If so, at what rates?

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

No; Projects that use less
than 250,000 G/day are
not subject to a full environmental review

c. Wastewater reuse

125 Is wastewater allowed to be separated or
treated and reused on-site? If so, at what
rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A

126 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detec- N/A
tors to reduce light by 50% when
no activity, automatic lighting controls, vary light by light density
zone

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

127

What is the range of setbacks in the local
code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

N/A

b. Height

128

Are minimum building heights required relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum
BH-SW of 1:3

N/A

c. Entries

129

Are building entries required to face public
space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

N/A

6.4 Exterior lighting
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d. Facades

e. Ground-floor uses

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

b. Circulation routes
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

130

Are entries required at minimum spacing
on facades?

30-75 ft

N/A

131

Are non-res ground-floor building facades
required to have minimum amounts of
clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

N/A

132

Are retail use windows required to be unshuttered at night?

Y/N

N/A

133

Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

N/A

134

Are the number of garage openings/service
bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

N/A

135

Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in new
development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings with
ground floor retail along 60% of
street façade

N/A

136

Must a share of ground-floor dwelling units
be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

N/A

137

How much of total residential construction
complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/Type C or
ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

N/A

138

How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and public
rights-of-way, complies with ADA /ABA?
Do regulations or incentives achieve more
in the future?

100% compliance

N/A

LEED-ND Components
7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

b. Energy efficiency

c. Water efficiency

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Environmental
Quality Review

139

How many buildings are LEED or otherwise
green certified?

N/A

140

What building types, what programs, what
levels?

incentives for LEED standards for N/A
new development and renovation

141

Is green building certification required or
incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

142

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve energy savings
beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary: 30% No; Major change in use
or intensity of energy
see specs)

143

Is new construction/major renovation required/incented to achieve water savings
beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary:
50%, see specs)

144

Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of total N/A
project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

145

Are historic-designated buildings present in
the community?

Y/N

N/A

requires full environmental review.

No; Projects with <250K
G water/day requires no
formal review.

Y
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146

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

If so, are such buildings protected by local
or state/federal requirements for rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

Environmental
Quality Review

A full review is required
for actions within 100
feet of a historic property as listed in the Ithaca
Landmarks preservation
ordinance. Rehabilitation of buildings on site
do not require an additional environmental review.

147

January 2012
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Are incentives offered for historic building
rehabilitation?

Y/N

N/A

Appendix M. Land Preservation Ordinance Checklist
The Landmarks Preservation code offers a baseline for preserving places with cultural value in the city,
specifically under section 228-5, which enumerates principles for preserving designated landmarks. The
designation of historically significant districts in Ithaca has already resulted in the preservation and rehabilitation of culturally valuable areas, such as the Clinton Block Historic District.
LEED-ND encourages the reuse of existing buildings and the preservation of historic sites, and the Landmarks Preservation Code achieves this intent. Ithaca achieves high ratings for regulating the reuse of historic buildings and for the designation and protection of landmarks, historic sites and historic districts.
However, LEED-ND additionally recommends the provision of incentives for the rehabilitation of historic
properties, an aspect that is not addressed by the code. We recommend that Ithaca strengthen the existing code by providing incentives for contextually appropriate historic rehabilitation including tax credits
or other federal programs.

Checklist Legend
AMI:
ANSI:

Area Median Income
American National Standards Insti
tute
BMP: best management practices
CC&R: covenants, conditions, and re
strictions
CIZ:
construction impact zone
CSA:
community-supported agriculture
DBH: diameter at base height
DHC: district heating and cooling
DU:
dwelling unit
DU/AC: dwelling unit per acre
EPA:
Environmental Protection Agency
ESC:
erosion and sedimentation control

FAR:
ICC:
HCP:
HH:
NAICS:
ND:
SDI:
STDS:
TDM:
TDR:

floor area ratio
International Construction Code
habitat conservation plan
household
North American Industry Classifica
tion System
LEED for Neighborhood Develop
ment rating system
Simpson Diversity Index
standards
transportation demand manage
ment
transfer of development rights

Color Code
indicates code language activates ND metric at an unsatisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an average or satisfactory level with room for improvement
indicates code language activates ND metric at an exemplary level
indicates metric is not applicable to this code

additional data from GIS needed to align current conditions with ND metric
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

1

Are incentives offered for beyond-code
outreach to groups affected by development projects, eg develop-sponsored
pre-design meetings, design charrettes?

Y/N

N

2

Is community development geographically limited to a planned water/
wastewater service area or similar urban
growth control mechanism?

Y/N

N/A

3

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, redevelopment of brownfields or
other special designation areas, eg enterprise zones?

Y/N

N/A

75% of surrounding land previously developed; 140 intersections/sq mi w/i 1/2-mi

N/A

1. Planning Process
1.1 Public involvement

2. Land-Use
2.1 Urban growth limit

2.2 Priority growth areas
a. Redevelopment

b. Development

Is priority given to, or incentives offered
for, development of the following site
types:
4
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- Infill?

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

5

- High connectivity? (intersection density)

200 intersections/sq mi
(exemplary: 600+)

N/A

6

- Adjacent and connected?
(contiguous development)

25% adjacent to previous devel- N/A
opment and 90 intersections/sq
mi w/i 1/2-mi, and 600-800 ft
blocks

7

- Transit-served?

50% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-1/2- N/A
mi of 60 trips/weekday, 40 trips/
weekend-day (exemplary: 640
weekday trips, 400 weekend
trips)

8

- Walkable diverse uses?

30% of HH/non-res w/i 1/4-mi of N/A
5, w/i 1/2 mi of 7. Diverse uses
include food retail, community
serving retail, commercial services, and civic and community
facilities.
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

9

Are minimum densities required within
1/4-1/2 mi of high-frequency transit service? If so, at what DU/acre and FAR?

12 DU/ac, 0.8 FAR at 40/60+
trips (note unique ND density
calc method)

N/A

b. Other location minimums

10

What are minimum densities in all or
other parts of the community? If so, at
what DU/acre and FAR?

7 DU/ac and 0.5 FAR

N/A

c. Incentives/bonuses

11

Are incentives/bonuses offered for increasing densities above minimums? If
so, at what levels of DU/ac and FAR, or
comparable mechanisms such as increased height allowance?

Up to 63 DU/ac and 3.0 FAR

N/A

2.4 Mixed-uses
a. Authorized/encouraged

12

Does zoning enable mixed-uses? Are incentives offered for mixed-uses?

Diverse uses include food retail, N/A
community serving retail, commercial services, and civic and
community facilities.

2.3 Density
a. Transit corridor minimums
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

a. Spatial extent

13

Where are mixed-uses located geographically in the community? Are they
concentrated or dispersed?

4 diverse uses w/i 1/4-mi of 50% N/A
of HH (exemplary: 30 diverse
uses)

b. Clustering

14

If diverse uses are clustered in certain
areas, what are average walk distances
between them?

600-800 ft (300-400 ft walk from N/A
cluster center)

2.5 Large retail uses
a. Transit-served

15

Are large retail uses required to have
superior transit service? Are there minimum headways for stops serving such
uses?

Total retail of 150k sq ft, includ- N/A
ing 75k single retail use, requires
76/50 wkday/wkend-day trips
w/i 1/4-1/2-mi

2.6 Housing
a. Structure types

16

What range of dwelling structure types
exist and how many units per type? Can
the Simpson Diversity Index be applied
to subareas of the community?

N/A
The Simpson Diversity Index
(SDI) calculates the probability
that any two randomly selected
dwelling units will be of a different type. Types include large,
medium, and small types of detached res, duplexes, multi-unit
bldgs, live/work space, and accessory units. ND uses SDI of 0.5.

17

Are incentives offered for increasing diversity of structure types?

Y/N

N/A

18

Are accessory dwelling units allowed?

Y/N

N/A
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b. Pricing
19
20

21
22

c. Co-located type & price diversity

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

What percent of rental units in the community are priced at:
- 60% of AMI

5% (exemplary: 30%)

N/A

10% (exemplary: 50%)

N/A

5%

N/A

8%

N/A

- 80% of AMI
What percent of for-sale units in the
community are priced at:
- 100% of AMI
- 120% of AMI

23

Are incentives offered for creating
affordable housing?

Y/N

N/A

24

Are incentives offered for co-locating
diverse structure types and affordable
units?

Y/N

N/A

25

What is the community-wide jobs/
housing ratio?

1:0.75, 1:1.25 preferred

N/A

26

What are subarea ratios?

Minimum 1:0.5, 1:1 preferred

N/A

27

Are incentives offered to strengthen ratios?

28

Are gardens and greenhouses permitted
in any yard area in any land-use zone?

2.7 Jobs/housing balance

2.8 Food production & sales
a. Garden/greenhouse locations

b. Neighborhood gardens
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Are neighborhood gardens permitted/
regulated, including:

N/A

Y/N

N/A

LEED-ND Components

c. Farmers markets

d. Community-supported agriculture

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

29

- Minimum growing space

60 sq ft/DU @ 35 DU/ac, up to N/A
200 sq ft/DU @ 7-14 DU/ac (see
exemplary scale)

30

- Minimum equipment

N/A
Pedestrian and solar access,
fencing, water systems, raised
beds, and secure space for tools.

31

- Ownership & mgmt requirements

Owned and managed by project/neighborhood occupants

N/A

32

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of neighborhood gardens?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

N/A

33

Are farmers markets permitted/
regulated?

Y/N

N/A

34

What are farmers market operational
characteristics?

Open once weekly, 5 months/yr, N/A
products grown w/i 150 miles

35

What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for most residents
(50%+) preferred

N/A

36

What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a farmers market?

Proximity for at least 30% preferred

N/A

37

Are incentives offered for developer purchase of CSA shares?

N/A
80% of DUs receive shares at
least 2x a month and dropped
within 1/2 mi of project center
(exemplary: 100%)
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2.9 Energy facilities
a. Renewable energy generation

b. District heating & cooling

3. Transportation
3.1 Pedestrian network
a. Sidewalks
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

38

Are renewable energy generation plants
permitted in the local code?

Y/N

N/A

39

What percent of total community electrical & thermal energy are provided by
renewables?

5% of total costs (exemplary:
27.5%)

N/A

40

Are incentives offered for increasing the
share of energy met by renewables?

Y/N ie tax credits, grants, special N/A
utility rates

41

Are DHC systems present in the community? Are they permitted in the local
code?

Y/N

42

What percent of the community's total
annual thermal energy demand is met
by DHC?

80% of bldg sq ft in service area N/A
(exemplary: 95%)

43

Are incentives offered for new/
expanded DHC systems?

Y/N

N/A

44

What percent of streets currently have
sidewalks on both sides?

90%

N/A

45

Is new development required to have
sidewalks on both sides of 100% of new
streets?

100%

N/A

N/A

LEED-ND Components

3.2 Bicycle network & storage
a. Bike network

b. Bike parking/storage

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

46

What are minimum sidewalk widths?

8 ft retail/mixed-use blocks; 4 ft N/A
all other blocks

47

Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks?

N/A
40% of sidewalk length, tree
shade w/i 10 years (exemplary:
60%)

48

Are at-grade vehicle crossings of sidewalks limited?

At grade crossings account for N/A
no more than 10% of the length
of sidewalks

49

What is the total length of the local bike
network? (in-street lanes, off-street
paths, 25 mph or slower streets)

Minimum 5 mi

N/A

50

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi of
the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

N/A

51

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi of the bike network?

Proximity for at least 50% preferred

N/A

52

Does the network connect to schools?
Major employment centers? Diverse uses?

Y/N

N/A

53

Are bike spaces required for dwelling
units? At what rates?

1 space/person for 30% of occu- N/A
pants, or 1 space/DU, whichever
is greater, for multifamily bldgs
of 4 or more DUs
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

54

Are bike spaces required for retail uses?
At what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of N/A
workforce and 1 space/5000 sqft

55

Are bike spaces required for nonresidential uses other than retail? At
what rates?

1 space per worker for 10% of
workforce and 1 space/10,000
sqft

N/A

56

Are showers for bicyclists required at
non-residential uses?

1 shower/100-150 employees

N/A

57

What are bike parking/storage design
standards?

Locked, signage, lighting, within N/A
100 ft of bldg entrances, protected from damage

58

What percent of HH are within 1/4 mi
walk of transit stops?

50%

N/A

59

What percent of employees are within
1/4 mi walk of transit stops?

50%

N/A

60

How many local transit stops meet ND
minimum service levels?

60 weekday trips, 40 weekend
daily trips

N/A

61

What are minimum transit stop shelter
standards?

Covered, partially enclosed,
lighting, seating, service info

N/A

3.3 Transit service
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

62

What is the street network intersection
density? (community and subareas)

90 intersections/sq mi

N/A

63

What are average block lengths?

maximum 600-800 ft

N/A

64

Are incentives offered for increased intersection density/shorter block length
in new developments?

Y/N

N/A

65

Are through-connections required for
new cul-de-sacs?

Y/N

N/A

66

Are incentives offered for planting street
trees?

60% of both sides (exemplary:
90%)

N/A

67

What speed limits apply to residential
streets?

20 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 95%)

N/A

68

What speed limits apply to nonresidential and mixed-use streets?

25 mph for 70% of streets
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

69

What percent of streets have on-street
parking on both sides?

70%

N/A

70

Are off-street surface parking lots required to be on the side or rear of buildings?

Y/N

N/A

71

Is there a maximum amount of project
development area that can be devoted
to off-street surface parking?

20% of total imperviousness

N/A

3.4 Street network

3.5 Motor vehicles
a. Traffic speed

b. Motor vehicle parking
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

72

Is there a maximum acreage for individual off-street surface parking lots?

2 acres

N/A

73

Can off-street parking spaces in multifamily and non-res bldgs be unbundled
for separate selling or renting?

90% of DUs or non-res floor area N/A

74

Are TDM programs required for major
developments? How much auto trip reduction is typically sought?

20% of weekday peak period

N/A

75

Are major project developers offering
public transit pass subsidies?

Y/N

N/A

76

Are major project developers providing
private developer-sponsored shuttle service?

Y/N

N/A

77

Are vehicle sharing programs in operation?

Y/N

N/A

78

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

79

What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of shared vehicle locations?

50%

N/A

3.6 Transportation demand management
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4. Resource Protection
4.1 Wildlife habitat
a. Imperiled species

4.2 Water resources
a. Wetlands & water bodies

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

80

Are federal/state/NatureServe species
present or likely in the community?

Y/N

N/A

81

If so, are species protected by a Habitat
Conservation Plan or equivalent?

Follow state and federal HCP re- N/A
quirements or work to create a
management plan with a qualified entity

82

Is identified habitat protected from development disturbance in perpetuity?

For example: conservation ease- N/A
ments, reduce development
threats, or protect equivalent
habitat out of the project boundary from future development

83

Are incentives offered for habitat restoration? For ongoing management?

N/A
Restore an area equivalent to
10% of development footprint
(exemplary: 20%) to predevelopment native communities, water
bodies and wetlands.

84

Are native species encouraged or required?

Work with a qualified biologist N/A
or botanist to ensure that restored areas will have the native
species assemblages.

85

Are wetlands or water bodies present in
the community?

Y/N

N/A

86

If so, are wetlands/water bodies protected beyond minimum federal and
state requirements?

Avoid development on buffer
land within 50' of wetlands or
within 100' of water bodies.

N/A
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b. Floodplains

4.3 Soils
a. Agricultural soils

b. Steep slopes
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

87

Are incentives offered for wetlands/
water bodies conservation/restoration?

Restore area equivalent to 10% N/A
of development footprints
(exemplary: 20%)

88

Are floodplains present in the community?

Y/N

N/A

89

If so, are floodplains protected beyond
minimum federal/state requirements?

Y/N

N/A

90

Are incentives offered for avoidance of
floodplains or increased resiliency?

Y/N

N/A

91

Are ag soils present in the community?

Prime/unique/state significant

N/A

92

Are ag soils protected by TDR programs,
mitigation acreage programs, or similar
mechanisms?

Y/N

N/A

93

Are ag soils developable if the immediate vicinity is already committed to urbanization?

Infill and transit-served sites are N/A
developable

94

Are steep slopes present in the community, and if so, what minimum slope percent is defined locally as steep?

15%

95

Are steep slopes protected from development?

No disturbance of slopes > 15%, N/A
protect existing slopes

N/A

LEED-ND Components

c. Brownfield soil remediation

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

96

Are incentives offered for steep slope
restoration?

Restore 100% of slopes >40%,
60% of slopes 26-40%, 40% of
slopes 15-20%

N/A

97

Are contaminated brownfield soils present in the community?

Y/N

N/A

98

Is remediation required before development? Are incentives offered for superior remediation?

Y/N

N/A

99

What percent of HH are within 1/4-mi
walk of a civic space, e.g. plaza?

90%

N/A

100 What percent of employees are within
1/4-mi walk of a civic space?

90%

N/A

101 What percent of HH are within 1/2-mi
walk of a public outdoor or indoor recreation facility?

90%

N/A

102 What percent of employees are within
1/2-mi walk of a recreation facility?

90%

N/A

103 What are civic/recreation space minimum sizes?

Civic, 1/6 acre 1:4 proportion if N/A
less than 1 acre; recreation, 1
acre outdoors or 25k floor area
indoors

5. Public Facilities & Services
5.1 Civic & recreation spaces
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5.2 School campuses
a. Land area

b. Access

c. Joint use

5.3 Infrastructure content & efficiency
a. Recycled content

b. Energy efficiency
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

104 Is new school campus acreage capped
by school type?

Elementary 5 acres, middle
school 10 acres, high school 15
acres

N/A

105 What percent of HH are within 1/2-1 mi
walk of elem/middle/high schools?

50% of DU within 1/2-1 mi walk N/A

106 What percent of each school's 1/2-1-mi
walk routes are ND-compliant?

Sidewalks both sides, bike network, traffic calming/controls

107 What percent of ped routes on school
campuses are ND-compliant?

N/A
100% no crossing bus zones,
parking ingress/egress, or dropoff areas

108 Are incentives offered for joint use of
school facilities?

N/A

N/A

109 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
recycled content in purchased equipment/materials/supplies?

50% of total mass (exemplary: N/A
75%); infrastructure materials
include roadways, water retention tanks, stormwater sewers
and piping

110 Do local government procurement policies and public works standards require
superior energy efficiency in purchased
equipment?

Energy use 15% below least first- N/A
cost option for lighting, water
pumps, utility systems, parking
meters (exemplary: 30%)

LEED-ND Components

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

5.4 Solid waste management
N/A

Are the following programs operated/
publicized and available to all res and
non-res customers:

6. Site Development
6.1 Site disturbance & preservation
a. Erosion & sedimentation control

b. Construction impact zones

111

- General recycling?

Y/N

N/A

112

- Hazardous materials collection?

Y/N

N/A

113

- Centralized composting?

Y/N

N/A

114

- Sidewalk recycling receptacles?

Receptacles on every block or
800 ft whichever is shorter

N/A

115

- Construction waste management?

50% of volume

N/A

116 Are ESC plans required? Are their BMPs
equivalent to Washington State or EPA
BMPs?

N/A
Local requirements are consistent with EPA approved State
programs

117 Are incentives offered to leave undeveloped land undisturbed? (or limit new
development to previous development
footprint)

Y/N

118 Are CIZs delineated to limit on-site disturbance during construction?

CIZ limited to 40 ft beyond bldg N/A
perimeter, 10 feet beyond walkways, 15 feet beyond street
curbs, 25 feet beyond permeable surfaces

N/A
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c. Tree protection

6.2 Climatic design
a. Solar orientation

b. Heat island reduction

6.3 Water resources
a. Rainwater management

b. Landscape irrigation efficiency
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Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

119 Are trees on development sites surveyed
for condition, heritage/champion status,
invasiveness?

Y/N condition evaluated by certi- N/A
fied arborist, valuable species
identified, threat from invasive
identified.

120 Are identified significant trees protected
from development disturbance?

Y/N

121 Are incentives offered for solar orientation of new blocks and buildings?

75% of blocks or bldg floor area N/A
(exemplary: 95%)

122 Are incentives offered for shading sidewalks with street trees or over-hanging
structures? Are incentives offered for
high-reflectance materials, open grid
paving, tree shading, over-hanging structure shading, or vegetated roofs?

50% of non-roof surfaces, 75%
high-reflectance or vegetated
roofs, or a combination
(exemplary: 100%)

123 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, infiltration, evapotranspiration, or reuse of rainwater on new development sites? If so, at what rates?

Use BMPs recommended by fed- N/A
eral and state authorities. Mgmt
by 80th-95th percentile event;
(exemplary: 97th percentile)

124 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, reduction in water use for
landscape irrigation? If so, at what
rates?

50% reduction from baseline
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

LEED-ND Components

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

125 Is wastewater allowed to be separated
or treated and reused on-site? If so, at
what rate?

25-50% of annual volume
(exemplary: 75%)

N/A

126 Do regulations require, or are incentives
offered for, light pollution reduction?

50% of lights have motion detec- N/A
tors to reduce light by 50% when
no activity, automatic lighting
controls, vary light by light density zone

127 What is the range of setbacks in the local code?

80% < 25 ft; 50% < 18ft

b. Height

128 Are minimum building heights required
relative to street width in selected areas?

15% of street length at minimum N/A
BH-SW of 1:3

c. Entries

129 Are building entries required to face
public space? (other than parking lots)

Y/N

N/A

130 Are entries required at minimum spacing on facades?

30-75 ft

N/A

131 Are non-res ground-floor building facades required to have minimum
amounts of clear glass windows?

60% of facades between 3-8 ft
above grade

N/A

132 Are retail use windows required to be
unshuttered at night?

Y/N

N/A

c. Wastewater reuse

Checklist

6.4 Exterior lighting

7. Buildings
7.1 Form & function
a. Setbacks

d. Facades

N/A
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e. Ground-floor uses

7.2 Visitability & universal design
a. Residential buildings

b. Circulation routes

7.3 Green performance
a. Green certification

Checklist

Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

133 Is the length of blank walls limited?

50 ft

N/A

134 Are the number of garage openings/
service bays on block faces limited?

20% of street frontage

N/A

135 Is a mix of active ground-floor uses in
new development required or incented?

100% of mixed use buildings
with ground floor retail along
60% of street façade

N/A

136 Must a share of ground-floor dwelling
units be elevated above grade?

50% of DU at least 24 inches

N/A

137 How much of total residential construction complies with ICC/ANSI A117.1/
Type C or ND specs for 4+ unit bldgs?

20% of DUs (exemplary: 40%)

N/A

138 How much of the community outdoor
routes of travel within projects, and
public rights-of-way, complies with
ADA /ABA? Do regulations or incentives
achieve more in the future?

100% compliance

N/A

139 How many buildings are LEED or otherwise green certified?
140 What building types, what programs,
what levels?
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N/A

incentives for LEED standards for N/A
new development and renovation
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Applicable ND Metric

Landmarks Preservation Ordinance

141 Is green building certification required or
incented?

One bldg or 10% of sq ft
(exemplary: 90%)

N/A

b. Energy efficiency

142 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve energy
savings beyond code minimums?

10% beyond code (exemplary:
30% see specs)

N/A

c. Water efficiency

143 Is new construction/major renovation
required/incented to achieve water savings beyond code minimums?

20% above baseline (exemplary: N/A
50%, see specs)

144 Are incentives offered for building reuse?

50% of whole bldg or 20% of total project stock, see ND specs
(exemplary: 75% and 40% respectively)

Ithaca has local property tax abatement
for the preservation of historic structures.
It is codified in Section 300-20 of the Municipal Code.

145 Are historic-designated buildings present in the community?

Y/N

Y

146 If so, are such buildings protected by
local or state/federal requirements for
rehabilitation or reuse?

Y/N

Yes, landmarks and districts.

147 Are incentives offered for historic building rehabilitation?

Y/N

Ithaca has local property tax abatement
for the preservation of historic structures.
It is codified in Section 300-20 of the Municipal Code.

7.4 Reuse & historic preservation
a. Reuse

b. Historic preservation

Checklist

January 2012
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Appendix N. Capital Improvement Program
A capital improvement program (CIP) is a critical part of a community’s sustainability framework,
where priorities and funding converge to accomplish goals on the ground. Community infrastructure that earns LEED-ND eligibility or points includes:

Ithaca currently prepares its CIP with a set of 62 project selection criteria, including two that address sustainability:


Will the project produce efficiencies/cost savings to the City?



Will the project improve environmental/sustainability issues?



Sidewalks



Bicycle facilities



Transit stop improvements



Street networks



Water and wastewater systems

Recommendations



Parks, civic spaces, and recreation facilities



Energy and water efficient community buildings



Energy efficient street lights, traffic signals, pumps



Solid waste management

To help achieve the Comprehensive Plan’s sustainability goals in a strong, clear and transparent
manner, the City’s CIP process should be updated with best practices for incorporating green
considerations into capital project selection. The Government Finance Officers Association’s recommended Best Practice for integrating sustainability in CIPs is provided as Appendix P for reference.

Coordinating the location and timing of investments in these facilities can be a powerful, integrative device for achieving environmental and fiscal goals. Capturing the life-cycle savings and efficiencies of green infrastructure is particularly important in these times of fiscal austerity. Simply
put, the economics are such that local government can no longer afford capital improvements
that are not demonstrably sustainable.
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The 62 criteria are not weighted in the score sheet, and a total score is not computed. The City’s
capital review committee exams project score sheets and selects those to be funded, but the
procedure used for prioritizing and selection is not documented.

It may also be helpful to revise and consolidate the City’s 62 project selection criteria into a
smaller, more manageable set that is also explicitly linked to Comprehensive Plan goals. An example from King County, Washington with 27 criteria is provided in Appendix O, where the references to ‘strategic plan’ are equivalent to Ithaca’s Comprehensive Plan.

Appendix O. King County, Washington, CIP Prioritization Criteria
Project Selection Criteria
Project Urgency
Projects addressing imminent:
a. Life safety emergencies
b. Public health emergencies
c. Legal liability
d. Threats to county operations

Environmental Sustainability
Projects contributing to natural resources and environmental:
a. Protection
b. Restoration
c. Impact reduction

Strategic Plan Alignment
Project relationship to:
a. County strategic plan
b. County space plan
c. Division strategic plan
d. Division operational master plan

Financial Stewardship
Projects offering:
a. Cost effective solutions
b. Revenue potential
c. Outside funding and partnership availability
d. Impact on ongoing operational costs

Government Effectiveness
Projects supporting:
a. Critical program or service delivery
b. Customer service improvements
c. Quality workforce goals
d. Operational cost savings
e. Regional collaboration

Asset Preservation
Projects preserving existing assets:
a. Scheduled replacement
b. Deferred maintenance
c. Historical value

Community Vitality
Projects contributing to:
a. Public health, safety, and welfare
b. Social justice and equity
c. Economic growth
d. Cultural and recreational opportunities
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Appendix P. GFOA Recommended Best Practice for Integrating Sustainability in CIPs
Background. Local governments are increasingly called upon to promote sustainability initiatives for the use of natural resources related to their capital improvement programs as a strategy for reducing long-term costs and liabilities (both financial and non-financial). Governments
may look to incorporate environmentally responsible practices in programs revolving around the
construction and management of a jurisdiction’s infrastructure assets, including notable changes
in transport and utility systems, new standards for building construction, and acquisition of energy-efficient equipment. While assets that are environmentally responsible may at the outset appear cost prohibitive, the combination of both financial and non-financial costs and benefits over
the long term could prove advantageous.



Considering stewardship principles for new or upgraded assets to accommodate community
goals and needs



Examining environmentally-friendly projects for consistency within broader policy goals



Considering the use of an environmental factor when scoring/prioritizing capital needs



Extending the master plan to include environmental policies



Prioritizing the environmental principles and goals of the master plan

Capital improvement activity that is environmentally responsible is recognized in a number of
different forms. Probably the most common is the use of environmentally friendly materials and
procedures when undertaking capital projects. Currently, the U.S. Green Building Council
(USGBC) is a leader in offering standards for environmentally sustainable construction. Through
the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Program, vertical building projects can now
be accredited for their efforts in promoting environmentally sustainable construction. In addition, other organizations offer guidelines for vertical and horizontal building projects to improve
environmentally friendly construction, operation, and maintenance.

Financing. To recognize and promote the non-financial benefits of economically sustainable environmentally responsible capital improvements, a number of financial instruments and methods are available to help governments realize a benefit for green projects in local jurisdictions.
These include state and federal grants, low interest loans, property leases, and certificates of
participation. Many green-based projects are undertaken in partnership with private development, which can qualify for significant tax benefits and offer additional funding tools. Internally,
many organizations are using funds that have been set aside in their capital programs to support
environmentally-responsible efforts. For example, a revolving fund for alternative energy projects places recurring savings back into the program.

Recommendation. The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) recommends that finance officers evaluate both the financial and non financial impacts of a project including environmentally-responsible measures that impact the jurisdiction in the long term as well as the
local, regional, and global environment, changes to resource use and efficiency, and other areas
that impact quality of life for the public. To accomplish this goal and develop a sustainable capital program, local jurisdictions should incorporate the following best practices into their capital
planning and policy setting processes.
Policy. During the initial development of a capital plan, governments should consider environmentally responsible principles that include the following:


Identifying total economic costs and benefits of capital improvement plans
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Analysis. Environmental stewardship analysis often measures the “triple bottom line” which
refers to the effects on people, planet and profit. To promote environmentally-responsible management decisions, a multi-faceted evaluation approach to examine the full impact is recommended. This evaluation will quantify expected results, as well as consider the long-term environmental benefits of these decisions, so the evaluation will look at the following:


Financial Impact. A financial impact analysis on environmentally-responsible projects or activities must take a long-term perspective. While start-up costs can prove to be higher, using
environmentally responsible practices and materials can help reduce costs over the life of
the asset. With this in mind, financial analysis tools are used to identify the entire “lifecycle”
cost of the decision. More sophisticated approaches such as a “return-on-investment” will

recognize future cost efficiencies, as well as currently unmeasured impacts (avoidance of
landfill fees, future cost of fossil fuels etc.).
As finance officers and project managers develop initial cost estimates and measure the operating impacts of a capital project, GFOA recommends the following measures be undertaken:





Attempt to quantify expected energy savings or offsets over the life of the asset.



Recognize hidden costs for operating/maintaining green facilities.
Total Economic Value. Actions to address climate change, water conservation and energy
consumption, among others, promote long-term cost efficiencies are often difficult to
quantify. Economists have applied a tool identifying the Total Economic Value of an improvement. Such tools often recognize the marginal benefit an improvement has on pollution emissions.

Communication. To be an effective steward, governments should educate and communicate

with their citizens. Lack of engagement with the public can increase the risk of misperceptions of
environmentally-responsibly-based initiatives. One method of communication for finance officers is through the capital planning document itself. Governments should be clear on how environmentally supportive projects directly relate to important environmental considerations and
improve the quality of life for the public.
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